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Has it ever entered your mind that a striking differ¬ 

ence between music and the other arts, particularly 

painting and senlpture, is that music creates, while the 

other arts imitate ? That is, the latter present to the 

eye a reproduction of objects that exist in nature— 

sometimes idealized, it is true, yet in the main more or 

less accurate representations of objects and scenes in 

nature. 

There is, of coarse, a form of mnsic known as de¬ 
scriptive, which attempts to reproduce the sounds of 
natnral phenomena, such as the whistling of the storm, 
the roaring of the tempest, and the roll of thunder; yet 
it can hardly be claimed that mnsic has the power, 
by purely musical means, to describe, to delineate, to 
define objects or phenomena in nature, to describe and 
develop scenes or incidents such as occur in real life. 
So far as it may seem to do so, it is merely the result of 
convention, a tacit acceptance that passage of sixthsand 
thirds, intermingled with fifths, such as used by Men¬ 
delssohn in the opening of the “ Hunting Song," shall 
suggest the sport of hunting. It does this only by im¬ 
plication ; the theme being musically the same in char¬ 
acter as that played by two huntsmen’s horns. 

Bat music does create states of mind from which sen¬ 
timents and thoughts are to spring. The province of 
the executant is to reproduce in the hearer, by the 
medium of the tones he evokes, the rhythm and tone- 
qnalities and their relations, the same sentiments that 
animate him daring the playing—if not exactly the 
same sentiments, at least the same in ground quality. 
It may be homesickness that one hearer feels, a longing 
for a lost loved one in another, a desire to be away from 
the world and at rest in still another, but it is longing 

in all cases. 
But the exeentant Ins one further obligation to seek 

to draw from the composition the sentiment with wbi' h 
the composer infused it. If the sentiment is an no 
worthy one, or inadequately presented, or if a real sen 
timent or mood is lacking, the composition does not 
deserve serioos attention as music, although it may 
have a legitimate place for nse under certain conditions. 
It is a duty, then, devolving upon one who aspire* to 
executive proficiency, to stndy the memory and ex pres 
sive possibilities of all musical figures and technical 
varieties, and to seek to apply these in such • way a-10 

realize a definite sentiment or mood in the rendering o 

the composition. A new musical figure and anew tedh 
nical method must have carefnl stndy before adoption. 

Some musicians seem to think it unbefitting them to 
enjoy music per se. They act and speak as if the magi¬ 
cian must criticize and never adopt any other attitude 
than the critical one toward both a composition and a 
player or a singer. How much they err. Their esthetic 
nature is calling ont for food, and they give it instead a 
stone. It is not weak or effeminate simply to listen to 
mnsic. It is a worthy mental exercise to listen for the 
sake of pure enjoyment to any one of the good composi¬ 
tions, of which the number is legion. 

•A 

A remark made by an eminent musician upon a cer¬ 
tain pianist sounded strangely. It was to the effect 
that the player in question breathed 1 letter npon the 
piano than any pianist he knew. How can one breathe 
on the piano, thought his bewildered hearer*. Breathe 
in singing, breathe on the flute, the clarionet, cer¬ 
tainly,—but breathe on the piano? 

To make his meaning clear, let us consider the voice— 

the prototype of all musical instruments. It ta auppoaed 

that primitive man sang before be spoke. Ahaolnte or, 

in other words, pnrely instrumental mnsic is a modern 

phase of the art barely three centuries old. Instrument* 

were previously used merely to accompany the voice,— 

playing in unison with the voice parts. When com 

posers first ventured to write for instrument* alone, their 

compositions followed vocal models, and the peculiarities 

of the voice were stamped npoo its instrumental imi¬ 

tators. Since the necessary pausing for breath at brief 

intervals conditions a system of phrasing in speech and 

song, this phrasing was naturally transferred in writing 

for instruments not dependent upon length of breath— 

the violin, organ, clavecin, etc. The principle of pbra* 

ing is that a group of word* lielonging together is spoken 

in one breath. When these words are sung, they are 

sung to a group of notes possessing similar coherency. 

These groups are necessarily separated by breathing, and 

the slight interval which thru results is iudiapenaabls 

to clearneM of com prehension either in speaking, Bing¬ 

ing, or pUying. It give* the bearer time to graap t he 

thought expressed, range it in it* proper relation to what 

has already been expramed, and to await further devel¬ 

opment. The value of punctuation i* dearly under 

stood in reading aloud or speaking, only tolerably well 

recognized in singing, while as applied to Instrsmentsl 

mnsic, it is an oberare anbject to most miods. Many a 

pianiat who would not dream of taking a breath between 

a noun and it* adjective or a verb and Its sutyeci, will 

calmly separate- tones that have a* moch connection a* 

noun and adjective or verb and subject; or, conversely, 

will run together and confuse thought* which requite 

separation to he intelligible- Thia, then, is what la 

meant by breathing on the piano : a connection and 

separation of tone* in such place* *■ btot firing out the 

thought of the composer. 
And still more: a* the voice increase* in intensity 

toward the most emphatic word in the phrase and 

diminishes in fore or pitch after this ha* received its 

due stress, so th* instrumental phrsse has its crescendo 

toward tb* tone or tone* of greatest import and it* 

diminuendo after thi* climax ha* been reached. A* the 

voice hm its modulation*. *0 an Incremental composi¬ 

tion roust have a constant ebb and flow of intensity. 

Listen to a school-boy•« dull, monotone* derl.rn.tieo 

• selection bevond hi* comprehension, then to orator 

with hi* well considered pause# and artiMir modulstion 

of tone, and light will be thrown upon the subject of 

breathing on the piano. 

The much that it aaid in the musical journal* and else¬ 

where ationt the rapid aprwad of music and th* general 

improvement it is everywhere undergoing, as instanced 

every year by the increasing number of great artiste and 

their growiug patronage, la nice reading, and is laudable 

optimism ; yet neither ought one to be am-used of undue 

discouraging pessimism If b* dares point out bow much 

has yet to be accomplished. Teachers, even la the most 

remote corners, are assuredly gathering about them 

larger and larger classes, and are assuredly exciting 

deeper ami deeper interest in music ; music clubs strug 

gle into existence in the least likely plana*, and maintain 

that existence with courageous persurteoee; choral so¬ 

cieties and musical organization* of every grade become 

dally more enterprising ami daring, and yearly multi 

ply. But tb* general public, the general public 1 1* 

there any explanation of this stubborn apathy that ao 

where Is ashamed to assert Itself in this of 1*0 contempt 

of every gem-rons effort made to entertain and exalt It ? 

It is the most discouraging condition which tb* progres¬ 

sive teacher in the smaller town ha* to cunfrant; as 

obstacle that hide* many a bright outlook aod (docks 

many a smooth carssr ; to be overcome only after long 

endeavor and at the cost of many a heroic soul's ambi¬ 

tion. Honor to the brave teacher who patiently work* 

to bis ends through stu-b desert* la th# fere of sock dis¬ 

hes rteumeut. 

<• 

Thu f sown I tmom which the cause of is enjoy* 

lug all over the country is th* result of two distinct 

agencies: First, the severe fluaiwial depnemrtrei (non 

which the iviuntry suffered foilowing the financial |»tnr 

of 1 h#,S ; secondly, the present wav* of fwospre-lty which 

sticcwatod It. At Oral glance It May sewn sU'Mig# thsl a 

severe financial dcproMtioa should have advanced the 

cause of tntide, but such 1# eretalnly tl» caw, fcwai the 

Out ihst the prtre of MiM-ical lustren-ente was »m*• 

nwmsly rhcapr-<><«1 to suit the times 1’rices of ptsiuM 

and email Instrniowite wore literally ret in two, and 

people were enabled to buy plsnos wist hod always <»*> 

sidered soidi a purchase bopoheoly out of thsdr rsredi. 

The hard time* istsd the duvet cooiprtiMsm arsoog 

msnufm’torer* - Inventor# «b*rj>«-t>ed tbeirwtuleeUcapcw 

tlw amt •if pisno mating i labor saving atwbire-ey 

was Introduced, this being twci—aty la wdu that mans- 

fecturerv nit gilt Met the Steadily fall teg pio «f iustiw- 

mente. Dealers also *>v*pted eery small «“•! 

sold tiiniMS at ntt beard <f terras 

Tlw same thing lisppewed In small IwMtweeote For 

instance, American mandolin and guitar mstovs jww- 

dnml iiuattitn-vila which sold st wheleusl* fe» Ft 00 or 

ft 00 which were folly equal ta Italian Imje-rted 1 astro - 

next# at ffi oo to fwon. Everything la tb* way of 

musical goods wa* cheapr-ned Betedos this, thee* «*# 

amigos*' sales, “ going-out-of buwlwm ” w*ba. ate- - *d- 

lend a nt on the hard times, at which pwojde cvald buy 

piano# »nd mnshnl good* for Bttl* or tetlng 

Tb* result of all thl* was thal •• iiudrumret found H« 

wsy Into nearly every »wme la the fend, and -very one 

kaow* that the work for the tsachet l# gaged, ta a large 

extent, by the jwosjs-rity of the |*u» trad* So* tivst 

belter times have followed depression arid all the 1-eF' 

are employed, the J-Ticre of piano* and mtoirel good* 

although they have hewn advanced vdtgMty, da »*d needy 

apfireaih <bdr old figures Like tteyvhn. they »<*V* 
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U'on permanently cheapened, and will never go back to 
the old standard. Our manufacturers have learned to 
produce cheap pianos and small goods, and are now ex¬ 
porting them to every country on the globe. Had it not 
Iteen for the hard school of adversity through which they 
passed, instruments might now have been selling at the 
old price. 1 he vast number of pianos turned out by our 
manufacturers in the past few years has thrown on the 
market a great number of squares and second hand up¬ 
rights, which can be purchased in any large city for from 
$•,*•>.00 to $.‘>».oo. These instruments, although nothing 
like the musical marvels our manufacturers are now 
turning out, are at leust much better than the ancient 
clavichords and spinets from which Bach, Beethoven, 
and Handel evoked immortal melodies. 

Just as the cheapening of pianos and other instru¬ 
ments made it possible for every one to purchase an 
instrument, so the present era of good times has made it 
possible for parents to provide their children with a good 
teacher, to take them to concerts, and to give them other 

musical advantages. Musical projects of all kinds have 
also received great impetus. The number of good musical 
organizations on the road was never so lurge as this sea¬ 
son ; grand ojiera was never so well attended ; subscrip¬ 
tion lists to orchestral funds and concerts are flourishing ; 
choral societies are springing up; and, altogether, the 
progress of good music is proceeding by leaps and hounds. 
I-ast, but not least, the classes of music teachers, on 
whom all our musical progress really depends, are larger 
than ever before, and are continually increasing. The 
musical destiny of America is mugnifleent. 

It is said that Kerry Mills, the authorof ear-tickling 
ami heel-enticing two-steps, owns over $100,000 worth 
of real estate in New York city, all bought with proceeds 
ol the sale of "Georgia Camp-meeting,” “ ’Kastus on 
Parade,” "Whistling Rufus,” etc. This is more than 
Beethoven and Mozart received for all their immortal 
masterpieces. It was ever thus, however; the inventor 
of a patent hook and eye receives more than the inventor 
»f the steam-engine, and the writer of n modern play 
sensational and degrading, gathers in more royalty than 
Shakespeare received for all bis tragedies. 

The man who writes a sublime symphony appeals to 
the few, who are usually as poor as they are apprecia- 
tive, while the man who produces a musical pill of the 

rag tune stamp, heavily sugar-coated and easy to 
take and to digest, is sure of a rich reward in his own 
day and generation. It is said that Crowe, the Welsh 
composer of the "See-saw” waltzes, received as much 
tor that one piece as Beethoven did for his nine sympho- 
nies. 1 
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euce of a lifetime. Again, those wonderful last quartets 
of Beethoven, and, in a lesser degree, his last five sonatas 
for the piano solo, are touched with this mystical light, 
this “light that never was on sea or land,” which not to 
have felt is a misfortune. There are things in the “ Ger¬ 
man Requiem ” of Brahms, and in the “ Matthew 
Passion ” of J S. Bach, and in many other passages of 
the great composers,—such as tire dirge over " Siegfried ” 
in Wagner’s “GotterdUmmerung,” and certain demoniac 
ontcries of more than mortal misery in the "Manfred” 
of Tschaikowsky, besides many another supreme mo¬ 
ment, certainly not forgetting the adagio and the choral 
finale of Beethoven’s “ Ninth Symphony,”—which con¬ 
tain this ineffable beauty, and touch the soul too deep 
for tears, as the poet Wordsworth said of the beauty of 
flowers. But how am I to get at this inward mystical 

meaning and charm of music, do you ask ? There is 
one simple yet comprehensive rule—be a man as well as 
a musician. Do not think that technic and intellectual 
comprehension of structure is the be-all and the end-all 

of your art. Treat yonr art and treat yourself as some¬ 
thing sacred. Music is a mirror; like the sea, it is deep, 
and in it yon may find many a treasure not hinted at 
upon the surface. 

--- ♦ *—-,  

SUGGESTIVE THOUGHTS FOR TEACHERS. 

BY CHARLES W. LANDON. 

You will find a semiannual examination of VOur 

zri;r::rte"'ro"d''r"'--'-S and solid work. 

Keep parents informed of the progress of their children 
and get the mother’s efficient help for better work whet 
ever it is needed. uen 

A good grand piano, because of its better action and 
tone, is a studio necessity. 

Do you do enough personal practice to keep up vo„r 
best pieces and also to learn an occasional new one? 

Show more satisfaction for work well done: commend 

more; it is a great inspiration, especially to a discour¬ 
aged pupil. 1 

An hour of brain-filled practice is worth five of 
thoughtless drumming. 

The staying power of bad habits will fade away if 
yon will pnt the faultily played piece by for a few 
weeks, then take it up especially for correction. 

Will-force is as necessary to cultivate as is technic. 

Self-criticism should be more developed ; then advance¬ 
ment will be more rapid. 

Good teachers do not dwell on the commonplace and 
self-evident facts ol notation, time values, etc. 

Nothing less than your best is ever good enough work 
to do for your pupils. 

A MOTION is on foot to send one of our best American 
orchestras to Europe to the Paris Exposition to show the 
Europeans that the American public supports and appre¬ 
ciates something besides negro melodies, Indian war- 
dances, and "Yankee Doodle.” The choice would 
probably fall on either the Boston Symphony Orchestra 
or Theodore Thomas’ Chicago Orchestra. There is little 
doubt that the playing of either would create a sensa¬ 
tion in Europe, where people can still be found who 
think that Buffalo Bill’s show represents life in the United 
.States as it exists to-day, who think Chicago is a wild 
fronrier town, and that Omaha is an Indian camp. Be¬ 
sides the two orchestras named, we have at least a dozen 
symphony orchestras in tiie United States whose playinc 
would create unbounded amazement in Europe as com¬ 
ing from a land which many Europeans still consider 
semi-barbarous. 

There is a transcendental realm into which the human 

consciousness at times can climb, where words, and even 
thoughts are lost. ile who has never felt that inmost 

thrill of blessed emotion which beggared verbal utter¬ 
ance has never known music. Take, for instance, the 
benedict us of the solemn " Mass in D-major” by Bee¬ 
thoven. Here a long-sustained obligato of the violin in 
its extreme altitudes of the upper E string, gives us a 
feeling of serene elevation, of spiritual calm, of intense 
human pathos, the full realization of which is an experi- 

WHEN a pupil plays wrongly through established 
Habit, show the right way, then play his wrong way in an 
exaggerated manner, then the right way again. Contrast 
is of great value to the teacher. 

Never show impatience; never allow yourself to feel 
impatient. 

1’ut your facts point foremost. 

Illustrate from facts familiar to your pupil’s every day 
He. Never use an illustration that must lie explained 

and further illustrated. 

When yon have found an improved way, or have found 
new lighten a subject aud you wish to teach it, do not 
say, I was wrong,” but "here is a more recent and 
unproved way of doing this that I am glad to show 

The choice of teaching pieces is the most important 
and most difficult duty in a teacher’s work. Seldom 
give pieces that you know will he difficult to the pupil 
veep a record ol the pieces giveu to each pupil in an in¬ 

dexed, record-ruled blank-book ; this is invaluable for 
reference m reviews and when making out orders for 
your music dealer. 0 

Too difficult music discourages pupils, and prevents 

rhvri.mT -’7 coutinuoUfiIy enough aud in unbroken 
r - t*lm to* an effective expression 
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vQUESTIONS I 
' ANSWERS 

a. to fully oempy [l,rZpi“t'ml",d '”h * 

» M. Play- 

certain tone or touch effects accentT*’ °°rreCt tempo- 
cemlo, diminuendo, climax uh ' llnacceut«. cres- 
presdon. ’ ’ 1 hrafflng, and general ex- 

[Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for this 
department. Please write them on one side of the paper only, 
ana not with other things on the same sheet. In Every 
Case the Writer’s Full Address must be Given, 
or the questions will receive no attention. In no case will the 
writer’8 name be printed to the questions in The Etude. 
Questions that have no general interest will not receive atten¬ 
tion. J 

A. A. K.—1. What is a measure? 

A measure is a group of strong and weak pulses. Pulses group 

t lerustlyes into twos or threes—that is to say, a strong pulse is fol¬ 

lowed by one weak pulse, forming duple measure; or by two veak 

pulses, forming triple measure. These are really the true measures, 

but for convenience in reading, two duple measures are often com¬ 

bined and called a quadruple measure; two triple measures combine 

to form a six-pulse measure; three triple measures combine to form 

a nine-pulse measure; four triple measures combine to form a 
twelve-pulse measure, etc. 

The most logical, shortest, clearest, and best definition of measure 

is a group of strong and weak pulses.” The conciseness and 

clearness of this definition become more apparent if contrasted with 

the old, bungling, illogic, and unsatisfactory definition,—viz., “a 

measure is a space between two bars,”—or, what is much worse, “a 

measure is a portion of time”; so is a minute, a day, aud a month a 
“ portion of time.” 

2. For what are bars used ? 

To show the strong pulses of measures; they have no other sig¬ 
nificance. 

3. How is a measure represented (not indicated) ? 
By the space between two bars. 

4. Does the first measure always begin with the first note of a 
composition ? 

No. The first measure begins with the first note only when the 
composition commences with a full measure. In this connection I 

would like to draw attention to the term “pulse” as being the beet 

name for the mental throb which one always feels when listening 

to, or thinking of, music. The term “ beat” is.the best possible name 

for the oulicaid manifestation of the pulse, and Bhould be used 

exclusively in that sense. If our teachers would adopt the term 

pulse ” as the name of the mental rhythmic throb or pulsation, 

and the term “beat” as the name of the outward manifestation of 

such mental pulsation, our nomenclature would be greatly bene¬ 
fited.—H. R. Palmer. 

M. A. S.—Leschetizky’s method of piano playing is based upon 

the following simple but effective principles: Firstly, highest mus¬ 

cular development of the fingers, hand, and forearm, and to this 

end exercises of his invention are famous among his pupils. b<c- 

ondly, the producing of any desired musical effect through the 

technical means that will best accomplish it. In executing slow 

movements, as well as in rapid scale passages and in trills, there 

must be entire independence of each separate finger. In playiD8 

trills his pupils are taught to take the first two notes together for 
more brilliant effect. Chords are played with the fingers extended 

nearly flat. Thirdly, and above all, he insists upon entire devitali¬ 

zation of the muscles not called into play, hia theory beiDg that 

more beautiful effects may be produced and greater strength devel¬ 

oped through perfect relaxation of the body while the strength is 

sent through concentration into the muscles of the hands and fingers. 

E. M. H.—Answer to question on apparent change of pitch due 
to moving train of cars. 

The fact that when one passes a train while the bell is ringing the 

sound moves in pitch along the chromatic scale, has been noticed by 

all the editors of The Etude, one of whom referred the question 

to the celebrated scientist, A. E. Dolbear, who has here given a very 
clear answer to the phenomenon: 

“ We judge of the pitch of a sound by the number of vibrations 

that reach the ear per second. Suppose the velocity of sound be 

1100 feet per second; also suppose that at that distance from an 

observer, a bell making one hundred vibrations a second should 

have its sound maintained. If the observer stood still, he would 

receive a hundred waves per second, and the pitch of the sound 

would be the same as if he were near to the bell. If, now, the ob¬ 

server should move toward the bell while it sounded, he would 

receive a greater number of waves per second than if he stood still, 

and the pitch of the sound would appear to be higher. Suppose he 

should go half the distance to the bell in a second, he would then hear 

not only the hundred waves he would have heard if he had stood 

still, but he would meet fifty waves more. One hundred and fifty 

waves instead of one hundred, and this would result in an apparent 

rise in pitch of a musical fifth, which is the ratio of 3 to 2 in the 

scale. 

“ If one should move toward the source of sound the whole 1100 

feet in the second, he would meet two hundred waves, and the rise 

in pitch would be an octave. Any slower rates of motion would 

give less changes. If one should move away from the source of 

sound, the pitch would be lowered, because a less number of waves 

would reach him per second. 

“ In the cars either of these conditions may obtain, and one may 

often detect the change in pitch of the engine bell, especially when 

it passes by rapidly.—A. E. Dolbear.” 

A. P.—A sharp, flat, or natural affects only the note on the same 

degree. In the example given,-C-sharp (third space C) followed by 

C (second leger line),—the upper C needs no cancel sign to make it 

C-natural. “ Rococo”—the meaning of which is old-fashioned or 

odd—refers to a style of musical composition in antique mode. 

2 3 
L. M. P.—A double time signature, like 2 J, signifies that there 

2 3 
are alternate measures of 2 and j, or else an occasional introduction 

O O 
of £ measures in the prevailing 2 time. It ia a little-used rhythmic 

form, but there was at one time a fancy for writing hymns in alter- 

2 3 
nate measures of 2 and 4 time. 

J. M. M.—1. Wolfgang AmadeuB Mozart is pronounced Wolfgahng 

Amadeus (« like long English a) Motzart, Some give the usual Eng¬ 

lish sound to the z. 

F. V.—1. Jean Baptiste Lully, 1633-1687, la credited with having 

been the inventor of the opera overture. The earlier composers had 

only little preludes to their works. Ills form consisted of a slow in¬ 

troduction, generally repeated and followed by an allegro in the 

fugne style. Occasionally a movement in some dance-form of the 

period was included. .Since Mozart’s time the overture haa adopted 

the same general principles of form which govern the first move¬ 

ment of a symphony or sonata without the repetition of the first 

section. 
2. Alessandro 8carlattl, 1659-1725, has been credited with haviog 

introduced the practice of having in an aria a repetition of the first 

part; and of having used the first orchestra ritornella, which is pos¬ 

sibly what you mean by “ intermezzi ” in your question. Iliindel de¬ 

veloped both these practices to a considerable extent. 

THE NATIONAL MUSIC OF AMERICA AND ITS 
SOURCES. 326 pp Louis C. Elson. Published by 

L. C. Page & Co., Boston. 

In this volume Mr. Elson has made the most of what 

is in itself a rather slender theme. Fortunately, he has 

not confined it to the narrow lines indicated by his title, 

America being taken in the common, if indefensible, 

acceptation of the term as meaning only that portion o( 

the continent known as the United States. In addition 

to a thorough gtudy of his especial topic the look in¬ 

cludes a succinct history of the development of musical 

art in onr conntry, from the few Psalm tnnes which 

formed the scanty musical equipment of the I ilgrim 

Fathers, down to the choral and orchestral organizations 

of the present day. One interesting chapter is also de¬ 

voted to the national songs of other countries England, 

Scotland, France, Germany. The author explains their 

introduction in this connection by the influence wbirh 
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they have directly exerted upon American music. An¬ 

other incidental point of great interest brought ont by 

Mr. Elson, and one which is by no means generally 

understood, is, that the Pilgrim Fathers were not Puri¬ 

tans. The latter considered themselves members of the 

Chnrch of England, though greatly dissatisfied with 

conditions in that communion, while the former were 

separatists who had renounced that cbnrch and had 

formed a community by themselves, and were at times 

greatly persecuted by the Puritans. Plymouth was 

settled by Pilgrims, Boston by Puritans; but in time 

the two sects merged as Congregational ists. 

The germs of American national music are to be found 

in the congregational singing of the early New Englsnd 

colonies. Music was regarded merely as a peg on which 

to hang the crude, almost grotesque, versification of the 

Psalms then in nse. To judge from accounts which 

have come down to ns, never was there a more unprom¬ 

ising beginning for a national art. SingiDg God’s 

praises by note was thought impious, if not actually 

blasphemous, and thus great confusion resulted. 80 

little attention was paid to time that the singers were 

often two words apart, which a contemporary describes 

as “ producing noises so hideous and disorderly as is 

bad beyond expression.” Little by little order was 

drawn from this chaos; singing by note introduced, 

lining ont the hymns abandoned, etc., and, last of all, 

organs were allowed in the churches. Each stage of re¬ 

form was, as is always the case, ardently espoused by 

the yonthfnl element, and as stubbornly opposed by 

their elders, who, as it also always happens, fonght in a 

losing cause. 

The first American composer was William Billings, a 

tanner, born in 1746, and died in 1800. His weird, 

so-called “ fngneing tones” sometimes appear on pro¬ 

grams of “ Oide Folkes' Concerts ” of the present day. 

He receives more consideration from Mr. Elson than 

most critics are inclined to grant him. Crude and 

Indicrous as are some of his attempts at choral music, 

a better composer would have failed to appeal to 

the public of that time. He paved the way for men 

of more ability, among whom Oliver Holden deserves 

especial mention as the composer of "Coronation.” 

Boston was the center of musical influence ; in 1615 the 

ILindel and Haydn Society was organized, and in 1618 

gave the first complete performance of an oratorio in 

America—”The Messiah." 

National songs are the resalt of national stress. 

Hence, we find “Yankee Doodle ” identified with the 

Revolutionary War; “ Hail ! Columbia" due to a war¬ 

like spirit in 1799, when it was thought that war with 

France was inevitable. “ The Star spangled Banner ” 

arose from an incident in the war of 1812; " Dixie” 

and “John Brown's Body ” were first sung by soldiers 

daring the Civil War. Curiously enough, the poet, and 

not the musician, seems to be inspired on these ores 

sions. There is hardly an ins tame of a musician cre¬ 

ating the magic to a national song ; the muaic is gener¬ 

ally borrowed from airs already in exigence, and in 

many cases of uncertain origin and bnt little musical 

worth. Mr. Elson has made careful inquiry into the 

history ol these mint, and has done much toward placing 

a donbtfol subject in a clearer light. 

LOVE LETTERS OF A MUSICIAN. 170 pp Mrnii.g 
Rggn. G. D. Putnam's Sons. New York. 

The musician who writes these letters is more nnprac 

tical than even the majority of musician*, who have the 

name of being an unpractical race. He is a poor vlo 

linist, living in a garret, victim of what be believe* a 

hopeless passion—sim* he has vowed never to ask the 

lady of hia love to share a lot of privation and poverty. 

He finds great consolation in writing to her, and hit* 

upon the strange device of posting bis letters ia hia 

trunk, which be has converted, by a slit made for the 

purpose, into an impromptu post-office. He furthermore 

proves hi* noprarticalitv by paradoxically declaring that 

be will always look for answer* to his letters, though 

she shall never know of them nor of his love. 

It hardly requires the pseudonym ** Myitle Reed " to 

assure n* that the aatbor ia a woman. Her vioJIuirt ia 
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feminine rather than masculine, vide " the funny little 

spots all over the page? They are tears—men have no 

power to wring them from me, bnt yon-” This 

does not prevent the letters, if at time* dangrrouriy 

rhapsodic, from containing much that is poetic and 

tender. Some charming descriptions of nature are 

given with a light, unerring hand j and "The Mating 

Call,” allegro rleaee, prefaced by a phrase from Mac- 

Dowel! s * * Robin, ' has even a touch of aly humor in its 

whimsical sketch of a bird ronrtsbip. 

Each letter ia headed by a musical quotation, and 

these quotations have for the moat part been chosen with 

such tael and fine sense of fitness to the situation that it 

is a pleasure to the musician merely to turn the leaves of 

the book. For instance, the letter " Awheel at Dawn " 

—for this np to date musician rides a bicycle—has for a 

beading the opening measure ol Schumann's «r*t*tir 

aong, “ Hark 1 Hark 1 the lark.” " April's indy ” )« 

introduced by Mendelssohn's “ Spring Hung,” and the 

“ Children of the Air thistledown-by Chopin's gos¬ 

samer like “ Ft tide in G-flat," opos 25. 

On reaching the last letter the reviewer was not s little 

relieved at seeing "A Wedding Msrrh," , and, 

on turning the leaf, to find the fimt two phraane of the 

bridal chorus from " Ixibengrtn " Even s less expert- 

enced novel reader might have anticipated noth a 

denouement. It seems that onr yonng violinist w«* 

conveniently attacked by a violent illness j hi* impro¬ 

vised post office was discovered by hia friend*, the 

letter* brought to light and despatched to their drati- 

nation. The fair one was touched by the rwelaUoa of 

bis hopeless love, and when he recovers*! ronarivnsm as 

it was to And her at his bedside. Then, as ia all well- 

regulated love stories, with the strain* of U»* wedding 

march the curtain drops abruptly. 

STARS OF THE OPERA. 3fi6 pp Maiuci Wa«- 
nalia. Funk amp Waunaua Cowiakv, New 
York. 

Miaa Wagnall*’ hook ia eminently readable, and pte- 

pared on a somewhat novel plan. It contains personal 

interviews with a number of tho grew 1 set operatic 

singer* of the present day, —Martel)* Krtnbrich, K»w>* 

Lames, Emma Calvf, Lillian Nordics, Lilli Lehmann. 

Nellie Melba,—and a description of twelve oparaa, 

music and plot, in which these si»g«* have won their 

greatest surcease*. There at* also msay ilinatrattans, 

portraits of the artists in costume and otherwise,— 

which add greatly ta the interest of the volume The 
operas described are, for the Binet part, those mead fro 

qoently beard on the rontemporaiy Slag* -"Faust,” 

"Romeo and Joliet," " Irobeagtia,” "Awta," “Car 

men,” *' Hogoenol*," " Pagliacct,” etc The descrip¬ 

tions are clear and aororale, and include the salient 

dramatic event* and moatcal ehamctariidsc* af «wch 

work. 
The moat interesting part af the booh k* that rotating 

the writer's Interview* with the singer* named. They 

are by no mean* conventional Interviews. Miaa Wag. 

nail*, with keen musical inatuni, has piaei beyond 

I he show into the an butanes Hbe toll* a*, to be *n». 

and in no measured t ine, of the la*niton* amwmnd* 

Inga of these bird* of song, trot she elan make* it ekat 

that strength of character, severe moetrwi training. *> It- 

dental, are inseparably bound np in «wb • career 

America may well he proud of aor-b ranger* ae Foil*a 

Lames and Lillian Nordics. Il tnoM be well if all 

stage struck gills were to read and padrr the inter* tew 

with the tatter Khe lays an sneering finger on the testae 

of omission and commission which proeewl s* moof 

from rising strove s dull mediocrity. She keoaelf i» an 

instance of winning a high porottow throw* b hard work 

and si way* bring randy tor every exigency. Teqwtaehrr 

own words : " The asm of it is. wowmoiw fro** steady 

daily work Yon mod work well in the mem mg. sad 

then work some more in the afternoon —snd il I* well to 

practice between time*, toe !" 

Thi* book ta modestly dedicated ”10 these wb# love 

music hot haw no opportunity to tomi Unci as thewo* b e* 

with grand opera." Tho reviewer ie«d Ibe op im* Grot 

even thow familiar with grand opera <*a hardly Ml to 

And troth pleasure snd iaatnteiieo from it* page*. 
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TOO MUCH TALENT. 

BY CLARA A. KORN. 

One of the favorite assertions of my former teacher, 

Dr. Anton Dvorak, was that a person may possess great 

musical talent and yet not have the making of a capa¬ 

ble musician in him. This sounds paradoxic, but is never¬ 

theless true. In very few cases do one’s most talented 

pupils ever become good musicians, for the reason that 

they are usually flighty, insincere, and abnormally op¬ 

posed to hard work or mental exertion. 

The most conspicuous case that ever presented itself 

to me personally was that of a young woman, some 

twenty years of age, an organist, who was “dying to 

compose a fugue.” My conscience as an individual 

would not permit me to allow this young person to ex¬ 

pire, with the means of rescue in my grasp, so I started 

in with great energy, earnestness, and determination to 

teach her how to build the desired composition. 

The young lady in question was of poetic appearance, 

with large, black, hungry-looking eyes, and she was 

brimful of fugue themes. She confessed that these 

themes were constantly revolving and rotating within 

her cerebrum, that they dispelled slumber, and made 

her miserable, and that she would never in her life be 

happy until these subjects had been captured, placed on 

paper, and manipulated even according to the wisdom of 

Johann Sebastian Bach. She was sure that her themes 

and their subsequent development would rival those of the 

great contrapuntist if she could only succeed in securing 

the requisite theoretic instruction. She had studied 

harmony, counterpoint, etc., with some of our prominent 

male pedagogues, had learned from them “all that they 

ever knew,” and would intrust her fugue development 
to no one but me. 

Greatly flattered at this display of confidence, I took 

exceptional pains to do justice to this particular pupil, 

and felt that here was a great opportunity. At the first 

lesson she played one of the many themes which had 

made such havoc of her peace of mind, and verily it was 

a beautiful theme. I told her so, and set her to wrest- 

ling with the writing of it. It was a great struggle. 

That theme would not down on commonplace paper, and 

I could not help but scoff at this ignorance of a person 

who bad studied harmony and counterpoint for three 

years with our best masters. The young lady shed a 

tear, and sadly proclaimed that, despite their reputation 

these masters had been, one and all, “no good.” 

During this first lesson I succeeded in tutoring her 

thoroughly in the writing of the subject and its division 

into measures, etc.; and, to insure her retention of my 

instructions, I told her to bring me, for her next lesson 

as many of her fugue themes as she could write. “ On 

no condition will I allow you to play them for me until 
they are down on paper.” 

My success was extraordinary. When she again came 

she had six or seven very useful and rhythmic ideas al¬ 

most accurately written out, and after having corrected 

them, I permitted her, as a reward of merit, to play them 

on the piano. Upon finishing, she turned about on the 

stool and gleefully exclaimed, “Ain’t I great’ Did 

you ever see such talent ? ” I replied with the utmost 

truthfulness that I never had, and forthwith proceeded 

to demonstrate the development of her first fugal inspira¬ 

tion. She was all attention, asked many questions to 

the point, seemed interested and eager for enlighten¬ 

ment, and I felt at that time that the great masters with 

whom she had previously studied were indeed hollow 
shams. 

Not to confuse her with too much information, I gave 

her a very short lesson, covering about three lines re¬ 

questing her to be very judicious in her choice of chords 

etc., and to faithfully follow my leading. As I did not 

doubt her obedience for a moment, imagine my dismay 

when she appeared at her next lesson with but four or 

five measures written, and an alarming array of new 

fugue themes. I was greatly displeased, and I told her 

so I pointed out that she had a sufficient quantity of 

subjects on hand to keep her busy for a year, and that 

additional ones were therefore superfluous. I thereupon 

went thoroughly over the previous lesson, explained and 
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counselled, and insisted that I would have no more new 

themes on any condition until this first fugue was fin* 

ished. But she appeared restless, uninterested, and dis¬ 

appointed. At the next lesson she appeared with no 

theme worked out, nothing done. She did not dare 

write anymore fragments, but her head was full of them, 

and she was in a perfect fidget to play them. 

“How do you ever expect to understand or compose a 

fugue if you do not try to learn? ” asked I. 

“ I do try,” and she burst into tears ; “ I am deter¬ 

mined to learn, and I try very hard, but those themes 

will get into my head and I can’t think of anything else 

until I have settled them. I’m too talented, that’s the 

trouble, and I just simply can’t study like other people 

who have no talent.” 

This was a highly original excuse, but, not to be be¬ 

guiled by it, I determined to adopt heroic measures, and 

to superintend the progress of fugue No. 1 in person. It 

was an almost hopeless task. In the midst of an ex¬ 

planation or instruction she would jump up, exclaiming 

“There! I have another theme! Let me play it!” 

Whereupon I would insist on her remaining just where 

she was and finishing her work. This was, apparently, 

more than she could endure ; for she never came again— 

she wrote no explanation, she took no leave, but simply 

disappeared. Two years later I heard that she was in 

another city studying the violin. 

This merely goes to prove that a grain of application 

is upon occasion more valuable than a pound of talent. 

THE SOCIAL ELEMENT IN SUCCESS. 

BY HENRY C. LATTER. 

There are many teachers in all cities who, after 
having spent large sums of money and several years in 
procuring the best possible musical education, still fail 
to make the success which they feel should follow their 
efforts. There may be divers reasons for this want of 
success, but one of the most prominent is the lack of 
ability to realize the importance of attention to the 
demands of society. 

It is not by any means necessary that music teachers 

should cultivate snobbery, or give themselves up to the 

vam and silly amusements that are often considered to 

be synonymous with what is known as “ society » ■ but 

a music teacher should realize that his profession has a 

direct influence upon, and is directly affected by, other 

people. The teacher can not live by himself and for 

himself, and shut himself up in himself. The student 

who practises and studies twelve hours a day and 

devotes the remainder of the twenty-four hours to 

eating and sleeping, may gain a great deal in the matters 

of knowledge and technic, but he will dwarf himself in 

other respects, and his gain in life at the end of a given 

time will be somewhat doubtful. In the same way the 

teacher who shuts himself up in his studio and expects 

pupils to come without making any greater effort than 

to put a card in the newspaper, will soon begin to 

wonder what is the matter with the world, and to 

deplore he fact that such excellent talent as his is not 
appreciated. 

He must remember that it is considered more blessed 

to give than to receive-a maxim which may seem 

somewhat difficult to reconcile with business principles 

if accepted simply as a bald-headed statement, but on^ 

which, if we study it closely, contains the very essence 

“ CasTtT h a maXi” k 8nPP°rted ^ another : 

itShSi h? "P0D the WatCrS’ and afler many days 
of i ? ' And this contains the first principles 

advertising. Advertising does not consist merely of 

makmg announcements in the newspapers and journals 

but may be understood to include all that which tends 

giving does not mean merely spending money or 

r no‘.l,i°8 ** m 
hat which is still more important—the gmn. of time 

would ■“ *° "• •O.htta. Ll “ 

The valneof a “sooia, boom ” is generally recognized, 

and by snch a method some teachers are able to achieve 

success, so far as it means the acquisition of pupils. 

Thus we find that the most prominent teachers are 

not always those who are the best musicians or the most 

capable teachers, although they must have sufficient 

ability to maintain the position into which they have 

been hoisted by their friends. Without the necessarv 

ability they would soon sink out of sight. But there 

are many good teachers who think that because ihev 

have no influential friend who will “ boom ” them they 

have a very small chance of success. Perhaps the way 

may be more difficult, but their success also may be 

more lasting. There are some people who are not at all 

qualified to shine in society ; they may perhaps be dif¬ 

fident and retiring, lacking in the capacity for small 

talk, which places people at their ease in social func¬ 

tions. Naturally, these people do not attract, but unless 

they have something to give they can not expect to 

receive, and the something which they must give is that 

which they consider, quite probably, as trivial and alto¬ 

gether beneath them. They must, nevertheless, make an 

effort to be agreeable and to give some of their time to 

social trivialities. They must remember that they hope 

to live by the people whom they meet, and who perhaps 

set a high value on social functions ; and if they wish 

to succeed, they will find no better way than by giving, 

not their professional capital, but affability and 
human sympathy. 

Human sympathy may seem a strange expression to 

use in this connection, but people gather together to give 

and to receive human sympathy. Few people pretend to 

exhibit learning or talent at social gatherings. Ftw 

regard them as anything but a relaxation from the 

heavier duties of life, and as opportunities for mingling 

with their fellow-beings. Therefore, all meet together 

in human sympathy, and each is expected to give a little 
from his store of that article. 

The work of the mnsic teacher is not confined to the 

studio. People live by an interchange of commodities, 

and we must all appear upon the social marketplace, 

not directly to dispose of our wares, but to keep the rest 

of the world in mind of the fact of our existence. No 

clergyman would be considered worthy of his charge 

unless he frequently met his flock for the purpose of 

saying a few ordinary words now and then. No lawyer 

would make much of a success if he confined himself 

strictly to his professional duties. He extends his 

acquaintance, and incidentally builds up his clientele by 

being on hand at social functions. He does not pretend 

to expound legal doctrines on those occasions any more 

than the clergyman takes such opportunities for preach¬ 

ing sermons, or the literary man proceeds to discuss 

etymology or literary form ; but they all meet together 

and say silly things, and what is more, they seem to 

enjoy it. There is no reason why the musi? teacher 

should form any exception to the rule. It is not neces¬ 

sary for him to enter upon discussion of technic or the 

merits of this or that method. In fact, the less he 

talks “shop” the better he will be liked, and he will 

find that those of his acquaintance who want to talk 

business will look him up at his studio, and the acquaint¬ 

ance begun through social trivialities may become a 

paying business connection. 

—Let not a day pass, if possible, without having 

heard some line music, read a noble poem, or seen a 

beautiful picture.—Goellie. 

Brahms, it would appear, was possessed of a horror 

of autograph seekers and of callers in general, and, like 

many a celebrated man before him, took a delight in 

escaping from their clutches as often as he could. One 

of the best anecdotes we have heard about him runs as 

follows: 

He was just leaving his house one day when a long¬ 

haired youth, with a bundle of music under his arm, 

hailed him. 

“ Can yon tell me where Dr. Brahms lives?” 

“Certainly,” replied the Doctor, in his most amiable 

manner, “in this house, up three flights”; and, so 

saying, he hurried away, and the long-haired youth 

climbed the flights. 
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Miss Maud Powell has been playing successfully in 
London. 

The Handel and Haydn Society, Boston, has elected 

Emil Mollenhauer their conductor. 

Charlotte von Embden, Heinrich Heine’s only 

sister, died in Hamburg, October 14th. 

The distinguished mandolinist, Guiseppe Tomassini, 

died in Milan recently, aged thirty-six. 

The Marien Theater in St. Petersburg announces 

Cesar Cui’s new opera, “ The Saracen.” 

Nickish will give a series of orchestral concerts with 

the Berlin Orchestra at the Paris Exposition. 

Sidney, Australia, has the biggest organ in the world. 

The city hall, in which it stands, seats 6000 people. 

The Court Theater in Vienna has recently produced 

Rubinstein’s opera, “The Demon,” very successfully. 

Mr. Willy Bubmeister has lately given two con¬ 

certs in Bremen; both received good notices from his 

critics. 

Rosa Sucher entered the Klindworth-Scharwenka 

Conservatory of Music, in Berlin, as professor, on Octo¬ 

ber 1st. 

Goldmark’s new opera in two acts, “Die Kriegs- 

gesangene,” has been successfully produced in the opera- 

house in Hamburg. 

A tablet commemorating the student life of Brahms 

and Joachim in Gottingen has been placed on the house 

where they lived together in 1853. 

Professor Wilhelm Speidel, the celebrated music 

teacher, pianist, editor, composer, and director, died in 

Stuttgart, October 16th, aged sixty-three. 

Two Baerenhaeuter operas will be given this season in 

Berlin ; one by Siegfried Wagner, the other by Oscar 

Moericke on the romantic tale by Martin Boehm. 

The Duesberg Quartet opened its chamber-music con¬ 

certs in Vienna this year with (among other numbers) a 

vocal quartet accompanied by the guitar. The novelty 

was well received. 

Theresa Carreno is delighting Germany with 

MacDowell’s new “Concerto in D-moll.” The Germans 

find the work grateful and excellent for the artist as a 

concert virtuoso piece. 

The National Sunday League Musical Society, Arthur 

Sullivau, president, held its first concert in the Royal 

Opera-house, Covent Garden, early in October. Hun¬ 

dreds were turned away. 

Among the soloists of the subscription concerts in 

Moscow, the names of Theresa Carreno, Alfred Reise- 

nauer, and Frederick Lamond, pianists ; Madame Melba, 

Irma Sanger, Sethe, and Ysaye, violinists, occur. 

Coincident with the fiftieth anniversary of Chopin’s 

death, the “Warsaw Echo” published a Chopin num¬ 

ber ; while the Polish musicians resident in Paris held a 

memorial service, and decorated his grave in P£re le 

Chaise. 

A PAIR of musical prodigies, the Kroemer brothers 

(Richard, aged thirteen, a violinist, and Hugo, aged 

eleven, a pianist) have been well received in Zwickau, 

from which point they begin their musical pilgrimage 

for life. 

A committee has been formed in Warsaw to establish 

a philharmonic society on the model of the Gewandhans 

of Leipzig. Many members of the nobility, the wealthy 

residents of Warsaw, and many artists,—among others 

Mr. Paderewski and Mr. Jean de Reszke,—have sn >- 

scribed a capital of 500,000 francs to build a concert hall, 

and to constitute a financial foundation. 

Bizet’s opera, “ L’Arlesienne,” founded on Daudet s 

drama, has been given lately in the New Royal Ope 
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house in Berlin, and for the first time in that city. 

Edouard Colonne went to Berlin expressly to direct the 

first performance, which was enthusiastically received. 

Saint-Saens’ “Javotte” which has been recently 

given at the Opera Comique, Paris, and is announced for 

presentation by various opera-houses in Austria and 

Germany, has won great favor by its line melodic music. 

It will certainly find its way across the water in tran¬ 
scriptions. 

1 he Museum Library of the Paris Opera lias recently 

received a precious gift, the piano of Alboni, on which 

she studied her roles. A plate placed on the piano by 

Alboni herself shows that she purchased it in 1849, the 

year of her entrance to the opera; it is placed by the 

piano of Spontini. 

Mr. Frederick Cowen has been elected conductor 

of the London Philharmonic Orchestra in place of Sir 

Alexander Mackensie, resigned. Mr. Cowen has already 

been conductor (from 1888 to 1892), but was deposed on 

account of violating tlie rule of the Society that no con- 

ductor should address the public. 

Sarasate and Dr. Neitzel have been making a two 

months’ tour of Great Britain. Sarasate writes that on 

the occasion of one of his concerts in London the fog was 

so thick that he could not see the audience to whom he 

was playing, and that the applause of this hidden audi¬ 

ence sounded like a discharge of fireworks in the dis¬ 

tance. 

An Institute of Musical History, the first in Austria, 

has been founded in the Vienna University. It starts 

off with a gift from the Archduke Eugene of 1000 florins ; 

the collective editions of Handel’s works by the Duke 

of Cumberland, a grand piano by Boesendorfer, and an 

ethnologic collection of musical instruments by Dr. 

Neustadll, besides various gifts of music and books on 

music. 

Germany has just celebrated tlie centennial anniver¬ 

sary of the death of Karl Ditters, of Dittersdorf (1739- 

1799), the founder of German comic opera. Ditters com¬ 

menced his career as violinist virtuoso at twelve years of 

age. His first work in the field which he made his own 

was an operetta, “Amore in Mnsica.” His “Doktor 

nnd Apotbeker ” is regarded by his countrymen as one 

of the finest operatic creations of his day. 

Smetana’s comic opera, “ The Sold Bride,” is lieoom- 

ing more and more a necessary featnre of the opera sea¬ 

son in Austrian and German cities. The “Music of the 

Modem World ” was the first to translate into English 

the two stuttering love-songs in the comedy rftle of the 

hero. The overture, which is very interesting, is occa¬ 

sionally played in orchestral concerts in America. 

Smetana was the founder of Bohemian opera. 

The Guildhall School of Music, the largest conserva¬ 

tory in London, publishes its report for the last school 

year. Receipts for tuition $150,000.00, of which $117,- 

500.00 were expended in salaries, and the remainder 

covered the running expenses. The tuition fees varied 

from $1.50 to $3.80 an hour. One violin teacher, one sing- 

in" teacher, and one piano teacher each received $3200.00 

a year; ten teachers received $2000.00; while thirteen 

obtained only $1500.00, tlie lowest salary paid. 

Through the efforts of Herr Karl Claudius, Stock 

,1m lias acquirer! a museum of musical history. 1 In¬ 

undation of the new museum is a collection of rare and 

1 musical instruments, tlie gift of Herr Claudius, 

iditional gifts have brought the number of specimens 

, to seventv. An English clavier, signed “ Henncus 

** fecit anno 1775, Bond Street, Golden Square, is 

ecially interesting on account of its easy repetition, 

though built four years before Erard’s visit to London. 

Berlin has lately beard Rimsky-Korsakoff’s “Sym- 

ionv of Antar.” The “program ” of the work is fur- 

shed by the Arabian novel that recites the loves and 

[ventures of Antar and a desert heroine ; the pair being 

sort of “Siegfried” and “Brunehilde” of Arabian 

jrv. Mahomet Ali greatly admired the book, and rcc- 

nmended it to the perusal of his followers, 

rieutal symphony based on this story is in 

grand climax. 

The suit begun on account of Gniseppe Verdi against 

tlie Electric Society for royalties incurred by the dupli¬ 

cate production in a second hall of the music of his opera, 

“Rigoletto,” by telephonic connection with the opera 

house where it was being produced, lias been decided in 

favor of tlie plaintiff. The composer received five francs 

as damages for each snch duplication ; and the Electric 

Society were enjoined from giving such concerts w ithout 

proper arrangements with the composers whose copy¬ 

rights may be involved. 

Pietro Mascagni has recently given a concert in the 
Victoria Hall, at La Scala, Milan, of which tlie follow¬ 

ing pieces formed the foundation of tbe program : Over¬ 

ture to “Lituani," by Ponehielli; “Symphony No. 2,” 

Goldmark ; prelude to the opera of “Iris,” Mascagni; 

symphonic poem, "Saul,” Bazini; “ Triiumerei ” (and 

a scherzo from a quartet), Schumann, played by strings ; 

overture to “ Tannhauser,” Wagner. The interesting 

featnre of this program is the number of symphonic 

pieces, by no means novelties at La Scala, by composers 

unheard in America. Mascagni's nine-year-old son 

played in the orchestra. 

The concert tour of the La Scala Orchestra lias la-gun 

in South Germany with great success. Tbe organization 

has been strengthened by nineteen players. Meantime, 

Mascagni’s opera “Iris” has been produced in Frank¬ 

fort to a very enthusiastic audience. Tlie first night, of 

“ Iris” in Italy was a complete failure as far as interest 

ing the hearers was concerned. The plot is philosophic, 

the scene and costume Japanese, tlie story extremely 

pathetic. The music, which fell cold on Italian ear*, 

transplanted to the more serious temperament of Ger¬ 

many, turns ont to be full of warm melody, delicious 

orchestration, and fine poesy. 

Don Perosi has fonnd an old church in Milan, Santa 

Maria della Pace, now long since secnlarized, which is 

to be converted into a concert ball for the performance 

of his oratorios. It will be opened next May, with a 

new work by this indefatigable composer, “Tbe Mas¬ 

sacre of the Inuoccnts," atid the sixth great composition 

by the master. Meantime tbe King of Italy ha* named 

Don Lorenzo Perosi aa grand officer of the order of 81. 

Mauritius and St. Lazarus. It must be acknowledged, 

however, that the music of the young composer which 

has lieen heard in New York (a mas* for male volcca 

given in St. Patrick’s Cathedral) ha* not fonnd admirers. 

THE “ Frankfurter Zcitung ’’ calls attention to the 

wealth of literary material, almost untouched, which 

exists in tbe correspondence of the late Ferdinand Hiller. 

This correspondence, collected in four large letter Issik*, 

is in the possession of the City o! Cologne. It contains 

letters from almost all the musical and literary celebri- 

tic* who were contemporaries of the genial musician. In 

particular a complete oorrespondeiK* with Berthold 

Auerbach, well known in America by his novel, “ The 

Villa on the Rhine.” Tlie series of Hiller's autographic 

treasures liegins with a pretty note from (Soethe ad¬ 

dressed to the young pianist, anil cloning with a ve rw of 

complimentary poetry. 

PRIZE-ESSAY COMPETITION. 

The Etude offers four prizes lor essays, a* follow. : 

First Prize, . 
Second Prize, 
Third Prize, . 
Fourth Prize, 

$25.00 
20.00 
15 00 
10.00 

Ths conditions governing competitor* are very aimpb. 

Write on one side of paper only, and type-written if 

Die. 

we yonr name and add row on tbe article, and mark 

. “ Prl«. rnmDclition.'' and addre* fH* En nK, 

of the journal. . 
Tlie subject matter should be in keeping with tbe 

character of the journal. Stories, historic matter, or 

articles in praise or the power of music are not so dur¬ 

able as topics that are vital to the teacher's work. 

Competition is open to all. Closes March 1, 1900. 
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practical point} by Eminent Teacher} 

QUESTIONS AS A HELP TO PROGRESS, 

J. W. BALL. 

The earnest teacher may occasionally be pnzzled as 

to the attitude he should adopt toward a pupil whose 

work is falling back by reason of inattention, and, it 

may be, laziness, or indifference. He may think that 

there is no reason why he' should worry himself. He 

does his duty, and if the pupil’s progress be less than 

could be reasonably looked for, it is not his fault. He 

has done all that he could, has not spared himself at 

all, but has labored zealously to impart of his own en¬ 
thusiasm. 

There is some reason for this attitude, yet it is not 

always a safe thing for a teacher to decide that he has 

done all that can be reasonably expected of him. The 

one particular plan that may touch the pupil and awaken 

ambition and the willingness, the eagerness, for labor 

that goes hand in hand with ambition, has not yet been 

hit upon. It is a matter of great satisfaction to a teacher 

to find the spring that is to furnish the motive power to 

spur on to action some slow, indifferent pupil. It is a 

matter of discovery, and these ideas do not come with¬ 

out search and steady thought. The successful teacher 

has a genius in such directions even as he also has a fine 

technical equipment for his profession. 

But the pupil owes it to the teacher to do one thing 

in this matter. Progress depends to some considerable 

extent on progress in knowledge. No good teacher will 

knowingly allow a step in advance to be entered upon if 

he feels that his pupil is not quite ready for it. And 

yet, pupils, perhaps unwittingly, do deceive a teacher 

by failing to ask questions and to study until each new 

step is thoroughly clear. It may seem to be slow at 

first, but advance is certain, and sure to be thorough 

To ask questions is not a work of stupidity or slowness 

of comprehension, but rather of a mind that is intent 

upon securing the fullest information possible on the 
subject. 

matter is one of the best ways to reach the parent, for, 

becoming interested in the reading of a good musical 

magazine is certain to produce an interest in musical edu¬ 

cation in general, and especially in the home. A pupil 

recently subscribed for The Etude, and with the com¬ 

ing of the second number she said : “ Papa and mamma 

are so interested that they read all there is in the maga¬ 

zine, and mamma has commenced to watch my practis¬ 

ing more closely.” The result is immediate ; the child is 

doing much better work. It is the careful practice that 

counts, and children will be much more careful when 

they know that others are watchful and interested in 
their work. 

a fundamental principle. 

THOMAS TAPPER. 

At one time or another the teacher stops short before 

the astonishing discovery that the real essence of educa¬ 

tion is something quite apart from the subjects which 

contribute to it. He finds that education is a creative 

principle ; while the subjects are but items that stimu¬ 

late creation. Henceforth, in dealing with his pupil 

he will recognize that there is a higher purpose than 

the usual conditions of giving a lesson. The pupil has 

no permanent use for odds and ends of learning. Being 

an expression of his Creator, it is his naturaf function 

to create. This is wbat he must be taught; it is his 

purpose and bis being. He was never intended to exhibit 

himself as an idiotic repeater of facts, like the German 

Sunday-school boy in “ Tom Sawyer.” He was created 

to do things ; and it is the Doing and not the Things 
lor which the teacher most have a care. 

After all, what God and a child are interested in is 

development. No teacher should so misunderstand his 

business as to enter the combination and try to crowd 
out the other two factors. 

interest parents. 

E. A. SMITH. 

How can parents be made to fee 1 a greater interest in 

the musical education of their children ? A question like 

this might seem quite unnecessary ; and yet how many 

parents who scarce notice their child’s progress or 

noticing, scarce mention it to either child or teacher’ 
when both need encouragement 1 

A musical magazine that is up to date in its reading 

THE SPIRIT op INQUIRY. 

W. J. BALTZELL. 

Is it not too much our tendency to accept as natural 

the things with which we are so familiar; so natural, in 

fact, that we feel as if they could not have been other¬ 

wise ? For example, our major diatonic scaleseems to us 

as the only way in which one would sing. And yet those 

who have paid attention to ths history of music know 

that the wide use of this scale is not a matter of many 

years. Carrying this idea further, we find that the wide¬ 

spread vogue of music study has brought about innumer¬ 

able play era and singers and but a small proportion of 

musicians. The study of an instrument or of singing 

does not, of necessity, make one a musician ; to become 

the latter one must study music itself, its history, its 

principles and their application. 

We need more of that spirit which forms the inquirer, 

and that kind of inquirer who is intent on getting to the 

bottom of things, on reaching the real nature of the phe¬ 

nomena which confront him. We are too prone to look 

upon music as a matter of sentiment, and not as some¬ 

thing which is a part of natural phenomena ; as some¬ 

thing to be studied, and not merely experienced. 

Another phase of the question comes in when we begin 

the study of music in its higher aspect: how shall we 

give a practical bearing to our investigations and gain 

the greatest benefit from our studies ? There are so many 

things that may be studied that one may become be¬ 

wildered at the multiplicity. Personal conditions must 

guide m making the choice. One should take up those 

phases of music study which most closely correspond 

to his general turn of mind and opportunities. One can 

not delve into the antiquities of music if he have not 

scholarship, or if he is away from museums or other col¬ 
lections of musical curiosities. 

But to return to our first thought. Every teacher 

every student of music, ought to try to learn to know 

music, not merely to become master of an instrument or 

his voice. His aim should be not merely to store away 

in his mind a treasure of facts, but to gain a true insight 

into the nature of the art by means of his studies. 

LESSONS NOT STUDY. 

F. S. LAW. 

A heat distinction was that drawn by the teacher 

who, when a lady was spoken of as having studied with 

her a certain period, said, “She had lessons from me 

but never studied.” There is a wide-spread confusion 

on this point. Having lessons is by no means the same 

as studying, though many pupils and their friends 

appear to think so. They sow tares and expect to reap 

wheat. The unhappy teacher who is handicapped by 

many such idlers is apt to feel the result from a busine^ 

point of view To the world at large a pupil is a pupil 

whether a student or not ; if he fails to progress it is 

thought that the teacher must be at fault. This is bad 

enough from the standpoint of outsiders, but even those 

in the profession sometimes prove uncharitable in the 

same way. I fear that we are all inclined to judge our 

own pupils by their merits and the pupils of others by 

their defects. There is, perhaps, some reason for this 

A teacher’s judgment of his own pupils is comparative • 

the progress made is always gaged from the original 

starting-point, which may have been on a low level 

Hence, a teacher may overestimate and wax enthusiastic 

over a pupil, much to the surprise of others who judge 

absolutely. I know a teacher who jocosely declares 

that his pupils hypnotize him ; he listens with such a 

desire for their improvement that he hears them through 

the medium of his wishes rather than by their actual 

accomplishment, and thus his geese become swans. 

When our own pupils fail or reveal unexpected weak¬ 

nesses, we can always account for it without implicating 

ourselves. It is nervousness, lack of application, indis¬ 

position, or what not; but our fault? Neverl’ Why 

not be as generous to others? When pupils fail to show 

the benefit of lessons, the probability is that it is their 

own fault, and not the teacher’s. At least, it may be 

safely said that the burden of proof lies with those who 

assert the contrary to be the case. 

THE STEALING OF PUPILS. 

H. L. TKETZKI.L. 

Peobably every teacher of music of any standing 

has had the same experience, at one time or another,— 

namely, with the unpleasant individual who, in some 

manner, secures the names of pupils of other teachers 

and then, by various means, seeks to “ steal ” them. 

The music-teaching profession contains people of all 

classes, but in the lowest class of all is the man or 

woman who tries to rob another of his living. Were it 

fair and open competition, a comparison of personal and 

professional ability, with ‘‘the best man gets the 

pupil,” nothing could be said, though even in that case 

said comparison should never be forced intentionally by 

one of the rivals. Let the public do the “sizing up,” 

and let each musician maintain a proper and dignified 

courtesy to his brother musicians. Competition is 

found in all branches of life, and is a healthy and 

desirable thing, but knavery is not desirable. 

Far from the efforts of honest and manly competition 

are the efforts of one musician who says to the pupil of 

possibly a better musician than himself, “Your teacher 

is n’t good for much. Come to me. I am the only 

one,” and then follows a catalogue of his various “star 

performances,” played here, played there, got this 

notice in the “Daily Howler,” so-and-so said this 

of me, etc. Or, if the bewildered pupil can not be 

dazzled by these arguments, the great favorite card of 

the quack is played : “ I will teach you for so much less 

than what you are paying your present teacher.” 

People who have a little knowledge of the world gen¬ 

erally rightly estimate such a person. They argue, and 

rightly, that this musical beggar can not be doing very 

well, or command much of a standing in his profession 

if he has to resort to such low methods of obtaining 

patronage as this. They would prefer to patronize, even 

at larger expense, the man who takes his stand before 

the community in an honest calling in an honorable 

way. 

The stealing of pupils is the sign of an unsuccessful 

man, it is also the sign generally of a charlatan, and, 

finally, it is always the sign of a despicable and un¬ 

scrupulous character. 

THH VALUE OF ENCOURAGEMENT- 

E. W. MUNSON. 

“Blame and criticism paralyze the imagination, and 

the creative faculties can not work save in an atmosphere 

of love and sympathy.”—Hillis. 

Honest effort ought to be encouraged by a word of 

praise, and when the pupil feels that this praise is given 

only as a reward for well doing, it is valued accord¬ 

ingly- In music study there must of necessity be long 

periods when the progress seems very slight. A word 

of praise at such times does much to help the student 

through the “slough of despond” into which he is apt 

to fall. 
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MISPLACED PRAISE. 

FLORENCE M. KING. 

As a general rule, the young lady teacher is too opti¬ 

mistic. She is inclined to preserve the pupil’s amour 

propre at the expense of absolute honesty. In other 

words, only too often a pupil, perfectly conscious of an 

unpractised lesson, is bolstered up with words of false 

praise from a time-serving teacher. The natural result 

is that, finding a bad standard passes with so little 

effort, he leaves an undeniably poor lesson with an un¬ 

earned laurel wreath, and secretly laughs in his sleeve 

with a fine contempt for the profession. Or, on the 

other hand, he goes away with a really wrong idea as to 

what is expected of him. One girl, coming from some 

such unwise disciplinarian, was heard to remark, at the 

end of a lesson taught with honest attention, that she 

“ never knew that any teacher expected you to play 

your lesson and not miss one single note ! ” 

Short sighted teachers, too, will flatter unwise parents 

in order to keep their children upon their books, and 

reap a whirlwind of reproaches when the truth becomes 

known, as it is sure to be. 

Confectionery is delightful in small quantities, but an 

honest dose of medicine taken at the right time is a life- 

giver. A bright, cheering word by all means when it 

is deserved, but do not allow the standard of honest 

teaching to be trampled in the dust of insincerity. 

DISTINCT AND INDISTINCT MENTAL 

impressions. 

MADAME A. PUPIN. 

A very good pianist, who was also a teacher, heard 

some one play a piece which he very much admired, 

and he proceeded forthwith to study it. When he had 

it nearly learned, he played it for a critic and was told 

that he was not playing it in the proper time. The 

rhythm was 

A 
J t • i S 

I M 
» «• <T J • # J , etc. 

But the pianist played it thus : 

± HI i I !—j H 
*&■ # 4 4 • 4 4 j 0 4 4 0 0*44 

, etc. 

and could not at first be made to see that he was wrong. 

He was told to play it very slowly, counting six to 

each measure. “ But it does not go so slowly as that,” 

he remarked in relation to the tempo given by the critic. 

“ But,” replied the critic, “the ratio of time values is 

the same whether it is played fast or slow. Had you 

counted your time aloud at the beginning of your prac¬ 

tice, as you tell your pupils to do, you would not have 

fallen into this error.” 
From hearing this piece played, the pianist bad a 

very distinct impression of the division of the measure 

into two pulses, but a very indistinct impression ot the 

subdivision of the measure. 
He had the perception of a strong note and a weak 

one to each pulse, but had not observed that the strong 

note was longer than the weak one ; so he had given, in 

his rendering, a strong note and a weak one in eai li 

pulse, but made them of the same length. 

Almost any one is liable to fall into such an error who 

follows his impressions, or who is not inclined to a strict 

analysis of his subjects of study. 

not too lazy or too conceited to use it. Then, even this 

is not sufficient; you must possess the vigor and the 

aggressiveness to grasp at an opportunity ; you must 

have the self-confidence necessary to shove yourself 

ahead and succeed in your work, even in face of the 

charlatans who thrive by means of pure impudence; 

you must be endowed with a hopeful spirit to brace 

you up against the disappointments that are incident to 

every great man’s career. All of this must be yours in 

order to make of you a genius ; and superabundantly 

above any of these must be your love for your vocation 

and your inexhaustible endurance in overcoming un¬ 

limited difficulties. 

TEACHING CHILDREN. 

PERLEE V. JERVIS. 

Very young children are unable to concentrate their 

attention for more thau a few minutes at a time. This 

is a psychologic fact, which should not be lost sight of 

by the teacher who expects to be successful. During the 

lesson hour the best results will be attained if the 

teacher will change from one subject to another fre¬ 

quently ; thus the greatest possible amount of concen¬ 

tration will be secured without overtaxing the pupil’s 

mind. For instance, after a few minutes’ practice of an 

exercise let the pupil stand and go through some gym¬ 

nastic or deep-breathing exercise, then return to the 

piano. After a few minutes’ more practice at the instru¬ 

ment go to the table and do a little time-beating. Once 

more return to the piano ; after which have the pupil 

stand while you devote a few minutes to ear training. 

Change back and forth in this way during the lesson, and 

you will be more apt to retain the pupil’s attention, 

while at the same time yon can be teaching other things 

quite as necessary as control of the fingers. 

ORGAN AND PIANO TOUCH- 

WARD STEPHEN. 

What absurd ideas some people have about organ 

and piano touch ! Practising on the organ can never 

help your piano legato touch ; in fact, organ practice is 

positively injurious to the pianoforte technic. It makes 

the fingers and hand heavy, and deprives you of elas¬ 

ticity. On the other hand, practising on the piano is 

essential if you would acquire a big technic for the 

organ. Every great organist has been a fairly good 

pianist, and Guilmant insists upon his pupils doing a 

certain amount of pianoforte practice. I have played, 

and do still play, both instruments, but I never devote 

any time now to organ practice, as I do not pose as a 

solo organist, and I do not wish to make my hand heavy 

by practising upon it. I should strongly advise all 

organists to practise their music on the piano as 

well as on the organ ; it will give you a. strong and 

firm touch, but let me also advise a pianist never to 

devote any time to organ practice. The legato touch 

you are supposed to get for your pianoforte work by 

practising upon an organ is purely an imaginary one. 

To my mind, one of the finest organists in this country 

to-day is Mr. Charles Galloway, of St. Louis, Guilmant’s 

best pupil; as I knew him in Paris, he devoted almost 

all of his time to practising on the piano. His technic 

is colossal. 

Stubio Experiences. 

what is genius ? 

CLARA A. KORN. 

It has been said that genius is nothing more than an 

►normal capacity for hard work ; and sureh t ier 

uch truth in this. Combine natural talent with m- 

istry, concentration, energy, and buoyancy, an you 

,ve a genius. Talent alone has never produced a great 

an, although it has been the foundation of greatness. 

The talent is tbe working material, nothing mote. I 

in have talent, yon have the precious substance t i 

ill enable you to do something great, provide y 

A USB FOR A MUSICAL JOURNAL. 

W. J. BALTZELL. 

AN incident came under my olvservstion lately that 

may carry suggestion to some parent, or an idea to some 

teacher or student who is soliciting subscriptions to a 

m jTfhtheL neatly but very modestly dressed, came to 

the studio of a teacher, bringing with him a 
he wished to be instructed in music. He said that he 

^lf had never l>een able to go to firat-class teachers 

on account of living in small towns in his younger days. 

But he had always indulged his incliuation toward 

music by a subscription to a musical journal, and by aid 

of the instruction therein he felt that be had acqnired a 

knowledge that would enable him to direct his children 

in the right musical path if it had pleased God to endow 

them with natural gifts for mnsic. 

There can be no doubt that the father or mother who 

will take a little time every month to follow up the 

practical suggestions of a first-class musical journal will 

develop an inclination to assist the children in tlieir 

studies, and also a considerable knowledge that will 

help in these knotty points. 

THE LONG-SUFFERING TEACHER. 

LEO E. HAKNDBI.MAN. 

Oitkn a teacher going at the appointed hour to the 

house of his pupil finds him either unable or unwilling 

to take a lesson. Sometimes sickness is the excuse 

given ; at another time the pnpil is going out; and in 

both cases it is not considered necessary to notify the 

teacher. 

The following is a fact which was related to me : The 

mother of a little girl who is very fond of music and al¬ 

ways takes her lesson with pleasure, confronted the 

teacher with the words : 

“I beg your pardon, Mr. N-, you’ll have to ex¬ 

cuse us, but it is really impossible for my daughter to 

take a lesson to day. She has been very ill for the last 

two days, and did not practise at all ; so, yon see, it ia 

of no use taking a new lesson now as she has not yet 

prepared tbe last one given her.” 

“ Yes ; very well,” replied the teacher ; “but why 

am I to suffer on account of it ? ” 

“ Oh, I am very, very sorry," answered the mother. 

But here the little girl herself conies rnnning in, 

strong and healthy and with no traces at all of any sick 

ness on her fresh and blooming face. 

“ Well, dear Frances,” said the teacher, “ I hear you 

were ill and could not learn your lesson." 
“No, sir! I practised very haul tbia time, and 1 

think I know my lesson well." 
The dear lady’s face betrayed the state of her mind, 

bnt there is no help now and she muat allow the leaaon 

to tie given. 

TIME’S UP. 

ROBERT HR A INK. 

ONCE now a leading teacher in a Chicago conserva- 

stop a pupil in the middle of a cadenza bocauw Ins 

- was np. To finish would have taken twenty 

nds from the next pnpil, which the teacher «>n«id- 

rolibery. lie had in his studio a large clock “ for- 

*1 hourly by Western Unlou time'’ by electricity, 

no railroad in the United Bln!.* adhere* to its time 

B with ailch scrupulous fidelity as that teacher to his 

yam of lessons. He gave thirty-minute lessons, and 

Iniggist’a clerk filling a " strychnin ” prescription 

rl have watched his scales more closely than tin* 

|,er watched the clock. When the hour or half Imur 

;k, he dropped the pupil in hand like a hot potato, 

was working on the next at two second, post the 

-. 11 mattered not w bat stage the lesson had mnebed, 

teacher believed in lionet’* musical weight, ' and 

e it a point (hut every pupil received it 
is pupils all knew (hi* eccentricity of their master, 

made it a point to oolite ton minute* ahead ol time, 

s to liave time to take off ilicir wrap*, get their 

ic ready, etc. If a pupil tamed up fifteen mmitlm 

he lost half hi* lesson, as this teacher, unlike many 

re, did not Itelievc iu pushing hi* whole program 

iwions forward ton or fifteen minutes to accommodate 

late pupil, or, worse still, lopping off tin- time of the 

, three or four pupil* until tbe program had adjusted 

f. 
have seen other teachere who would coolly give a 

rite pupil ten minutes extra and lake tbe time ofl 

next pupil ; but it serins to me that the 
'a plan was tlie beat and fairest, although I d<mto 

propriety of leaving a pnpil hung up on a dim.n 

j seventh chord, w ithout giving him a chance to re 

t it, simply because his time was up. 
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THE PENALTY OF GENIUS. 

BY W. J. BALTZELL. 

It is very probable that many an ambitions student 

of music has fancied himself a genius, or been flattered 

into the belief that he is, or has wished that he were, a 

true and undoubted genius. 

There is reason why such a wish should arise. The 

history of music brings to our notice name after name 

of those gifted with undoubted genius in the art— 

names that blaze in the temple of fame along with those 

of others in science, literature, and statesmanship. 

Then, too, it is not only great and enduring fame that 

has been the reward of the geniuses of music. Not a 

few of them won wealth, and many of them acquired a 

competence much beyond that which is the lot of the 

average man. The highest circles of society have 

opened to the men who stood in the front ranks of the 

art, kings and queens have delighted to honor them, the 

whole world has been their home—for art is cosmo¬ 

politan. 

So we can sympathize with the young student who 

sighs because he has been given but one little talent in¬ 

stead of the lavish store which seems to be the portion 

of genius. We have sympathy with ambitious youth, 

which is prone to look on one side of a subject,—the 

bright, the obvious side,—and equally prone to forget 

that there is also another side—often a darker one, as 

dark as the other is bright. Should youth count the 

cost of being a genius, there may result a willingness to 

accept a humbler sphere, one in which a carefully nur¬ 

tured and systematically trained talent may find much 

to do and every incentive to do well. 

When we consider musicians, we naturally divide 

them into composers and executants. There is a genius 

peculiar to each. Each class has won wealth and fame. 

But while we admire, it is well for us to consider what 

may have been the cost of this winning. 

Fame alone does not satisfy the human soul; wealth 

does not always bring happiness in its train ; both to¬ 

gether frequently fail to give the sweet content that is 

enjoyed by many in the humbler spheres of life. What 

are wealth and fame to the man of genius who has sadly 

impaired his physical and mental strength by the inces¬ 

sant labor which has developed his powers? Better less 

fame, less wealth, and a body free from racking nerve and 

bodily pains ; a mind strong, vigorous, and alert. What 

is present luxury to the man who has seen a dear one 

fade away from his side because of a poverty that could 

not provide the necessities of life ? What are fame and 

wealth to the genius who has lost his hearing or his eye¬ 

sight? Would he not exchange his genius for a simple 

talent and a perfect body ? 

The man who has won fame after long, hard battlings 

with an envious fortune, with intriguing rivals, with 

crass ignorance, with bigoted intolerance and prejudice, 

with malevolent criticism, with dull, blighting conser¬ 

vatism, is apt to despise his conquest. He knows what 

it has cost him, and all his rich present can notcompen- 

sate him wholly for the bitter want of the past. He 

was not struggling for fame and fortune. He labored 

simply because the restless, resistless spirit which marks 

genius would not let him do otherwise. Though he die, 

the genius must work. Such is one penalty. Fame 

and wealth despised after being so hardly won ; a spirit 

that can not rest, though body and soul break nnderthe 
strain. 

The domestic relations of many men of genius have 

been far from happy. Mated to uncongenial wives, or 

to women who have not kept pace with the development 

of the husband, some have sought consolation elsewhere, 

with the inevitable result of scandal and reproach to the 

artist and his profession. Others have been lionized 

and feted and spoiled until their heads have been so 

turned by their successes that they have alienated friend 

after friend by exhibitions of petty vanity and selfish 
actions. 

Another type of the man of genius is the one who has 

no conception of the value of money : of the necessity 

for business methods in his relations with other men ; 

who is lavish with his easily earned dollars, invests now 
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here, now there, at the advice of self-seeking acquaint¬ 

ances, the prey of swindlers ; the more extravagant and 

transparent the swindle, the more likely is he to be 

taken in by it. 

The infirmities of temper of the musical genius are so 

well known as to require no detail. Instability of mind, 

susceptibility to all kinds and degrees of emotional dis¬ 

turbances,—little things that would pass and leave no 

trace in the life of a common man are magnified into 

tragedies in the artist’s mind,—jealousy of confreres, a 

constant insistence on what he conceives to be his rights, 

—these are but a few of the weaknesses of the child of 

genius. How often, too, have we found this great gift 

associated with various forms of weakness of body and 

character ! 

Possibly the heaviest burden on the genius is that rest¬ 

lessness of spirit which will not allow him to work at 

the steady pace of other men. When a conception is 

taking form, he can not rest until he has shaped it, put 

it into tangible art-form, as it were. Then there is rest 

for a short period, and then again comes the season of 

travail, and another art-work is born. 

Genius has been defined as a capacity for taking in¬ 

finite pains, and this well expresses it, for the spirit 

which directs the operations of genins knows no rest. 

Does the weary body rebel? The unrelenting spirit 

holds it to the work with iron hand, and knows no re¬ 

laxing until worn-out muscles, nerves, and mind stop 

from sheer exhaustion, to be again driven to work when 

slightly restored. No matter what results to the health 

of the man, the artist-spirit stands like the overseer near 

the slave, inexorable and merciless, wielding the heavy, 

stinging lash, and driving to work—always to work. 

What wonder, then, that broken bodies and racked 

nerves are often part and parcel of genius! Does it not 

seem a heavy cost ? A few examples are easily culled 

from the stories of the great composers. 

Although Palestrina won high fame during his life¬ 

time, although he filled many honorable positions, he 

was never out of the reach of pecuniary cares. His 

family life was also a sad one. 

Pergolesi died at twenty-six, broken in health, the re¬ 

sult, in some measure, at least, of dissipation and vicious 

indulgence. Like Mozart, he gave his last strength to 

composition : a setting of the hymn “Salve Regina,” 

for which he received the splendid (?) remuneration of 

ten ducats about eight dollars of our present currency. 

Rossini was noted for his laziness and fondness for the 

pleasures of the table. He only worked at the last 

moment, when a whirlwind of haste was imperative. 

Bellini died before he had finished his thirty-third 

year ; a constitution not originally strong, having been 

shaken by unremitting labor and indulgence in pleasure. 

“ His eagerness was such as to keep him at the piano 

night and day until he was obliged forcibly to leave it. 

The ruling passion accompanied him through his short 

life, and by the assiduity with which he pursued it, 

brought on the dysentery which closed his brilliant 
career.” 

Donizetti’s fate was even sadder. An incessant 

worker, supervising the productions of his operas on 

many stages, he had to pay the cost of unceasing labor. 

His sensitive and susceptible nature, excited and worn 

by his eager and exhausting industry and perhaps by 

some irregularities of life, had given warnings in in¬ 

tense headaches and bewildering depressions against 

which he had nerved himself with a destructive strain. 

The last years of his life were spent in private lunatic 
asylums.” 

Cherubini was extremely nervous, brusque, irritable 

and thoroughly independent. The latter spirit and his 

unbending pride brought him into conflict with Napo- 

1 eon, who aspired to role artists and men of letters as be 

did Ins ministers and generals. Cherubini was never 

able to secure official or court recognition, but was 

obliged to content himself with his position at the Con- 

servato.re, which barely sufficed for the support of him- 
self and his family. 

That all of his life Bach should live in a state far re¬ 

moved from affluence seems an anomaly to us at this 

day, when his fame has filled the whole musical wo,Id 

This comparative poverty compelled him to do an enor¬ 

mous amount of work in copying music and in engrav¬ 

ing plates from which to print. In the end it brought 

on an affection of the eyes and blindness. His character 
was very firm, marked by a persistency which often 
reached to obstinacy ; he had an irritable temperament 
liable to passionate outbreaks. 

Handel was a man of untiring energy. At fifty two 

his savings were swept away, heavy debts piled upon 

him, paralysis in one hand and symptoms of insanity 

began to manifest themselves. To save himself from a 

debtor’s prison he was compelled to work at the highest 

pressure with but meager returns. He had an extremely 

irascible temper, and was a gourmand who gratified his 

appetite in most unseemly fashion. The last seven 

years of his life he was almost, if not entirely, blind. 

Gluck was a fighter of a caliber similar to that of 

Richard Wagner, and his stormy life much resembled 

the career of the latter. Disappointment at the failure 

of his latest operas led him, who had always been fond 

of wine, to the use of brandy, and a debauch brought on 

a fit of apoplexy from which he died. 

The poverty, privation, hunger, and brutal treatment 

which Haydn suffered as a boy and youth are familiar 

to all students of the history of music. He married a 

woman three years his elder, a vixen, foul-mouthed, 

quarrelsome, a religious bigot, and recklessly extrava¬ 

gant. They lived apart during the greater part of their 

married life. 

What a life was Mozart’s ! The greatest musical 

genins of his time, died in his thirty-sixth year, worn 

out by the vexations and cares due to lack of money 

when he most needed it, and by incessant labor at 

strong pressure. He earned considerable, yet was always 

impoverished ; not, however, as was the case with some, 

by sensuality and riotous indulgence, but by his lavish 

generosity to others. His wife, too, was a bad manager, 

so that they were always pecuniarily embarrassed. 

When he died, no stone was placed above him. No one 

knows his grave. 

Beethoven’s unhappy life is well known. Although 

he accumulated a fair competence, a graceless nephew 

made continual trouble by his worthlessness and un¬ 

gratefulness. A man of ardor and powerful imagina¬ 

tion, he was strongly attracted toward the fair sex, yet 

never married. Genius in music, however great, could 

not overstep the sharply defined social lines of the time. 

His greatest affliction was the deafness which mani¬ 

fested itself in his early manhood, and at last became 

so great that the fortissimo of the full orchestra was as 

nothing to him. His absent-mindedness, restlessness, 

boorishness, pride, irritability, and quarrelsomeness are 

well known. He had not a friend with whom he did 

not quarrel. 

The greatest genius of melody, so poor that he could 

not buy all the mnsic paper he needed, is but one side 

of Schubert’s short life of thirty-one years. As a boy 

he knew nothing but poverty, privation, and hunger at 

the Convict in Vienna ; and his later years did not bring 

to him a competence. Of business affairs and good 

management he was absolutely ignorant. His reticent 

shyness kept his few friends from realizing what priva¬ 

tions he suffered : cold and hunger, sometimes selling a 

song-treasure for the price of a frugal meal. He was 

possessed of the true restlessness of genius. He must 

always be at work. “I compose every morning, and 

when one piece is done, I begin another,” he said. 

The effect of these hardships and his incessant labor 

was to break down his health, and the truest genius ot 

music died before the world realized the treasure it had 

possessed. 

Weber inherited from his father a certain instability 

of character, which he overcame to some extent after lie 

had grown into manhood ; from his mother, delicacy of 

constitution. The work that he did wonld have worn 

auuiuy puysique, ana mere is no uuuui . 

sheer will-power that enabled him to accomplish so 

much in the last five years of life. This last period, 

when his fame was growing greater, was for his physical 

nature a season of torment. His last great work was 

“ Oberon,” for which he was to receive $5000. Although 

he was told that to undertake the work would cause his 

death in a few months, for the sake of his wife and 

children he executed the commission. He died, soon 

after the above was produced, at the age of thirty-nine, 
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Schumann inherited from his mother a romantic sen¬ 

timentality. An only sister died in her twentieth year 

ia a state of incurable melancholy. His temperament 

was poetic in the extreme, and he never spared himself 

when in the throes of creative work. The nervous dis¬ 

order, which terminated so sadly, showed itself as early 

as his twenty-fourth year. The long struggle for the 

hand of Clara Wieck preyed heavily on his sensitive, 

nervous character, and melancholy and gloomy anticipa¬ 

tions frequently darkened his mental constitution. 

Once he tried to drown himself, and the last two years 

of his life were spent in a private asylum. He died at 

the age of forty-six. 

Although Wagner closed his days in comfort, if not 

in affluence, it was after many years of struggle, priva¬ 

tion, and disappointments that would have broken 

heart, body, and mind in almost any ordinary man. 

What an enormous amount of labor he did in composi¬ 

tion and literary work ! 

Of the tribulations and unending struggles of the 

great virtuosi, players, and singers there is not space to 

write. Suffice it to say that the same story may be 

read—early struggle and deprivation of all kinds, dis¬ 

appointments, broken health, tendency to indulgence of 

various kinds, and lack of business spirit,—not all these 

qualities in each, but some of them ; the one thing 

common to all being the untiring energy and indomit¬ 

able ambition, which brought about the coveted end, 

but often at a heavy cost. 

NARROW AND BROAD PIANOFORTE IN¬ 
STRUCTION. 

BY E. B. KROEGEB. 

scales can be told in a brief and comprehensive manner. 

The birth and growth of counterpoint and harmony can 

be stated in a general way in a few minutes, and may 

be made sufficiently interesting in order to induce the 

pupil to study further upon the subject. How the 

pianoforte grew to its present stage, and its mechanism, 

can be sketched in broad outlines. Very few students 

know anything at all of the action of the instrument 

upon which they spend several hours a day in practice. 

The Italian terminology should be gone over. To take 

it for granted that every sixteen-year-old maiden under¬ 

stands what allegretto, rallentando, stringendo, meno 

mosso, etc., mean, is a mistake. 

Give some information concerning the composers of 

the studies and pieces under consideration. Some pupils 

fancy that Beethoven lived in the fourteenth century. 

Explain as thoroughly and interestingly as possible the 

general construction of each composition taken up. 

This can be done without recourse to intricate technical 

definitions. The points of contrast should be explained. 

The management of thematic development should be 

shown. Questions regarding modulation should be 

asked. 

All of these can be introduced during the lesson hour 

from time to time, and thus the pupil will gain in musi¬ 

cal culture, as well as in breadth of interpretation. 

Otherwise, he is but a “copy-book” player, imitating 

entirely the teacher’s performance. If he is thrown 

upon his own resources, his reading and comprehension 

of a composition are liable to be faulty in the extreme. 

Endeavor to rise above superficiality in instruction. 

Get at the basis of things. Do not consider the techni¬ 

cal performance of a piece at a given metronome tempo 

“ the whole thing.” Let us have pianists in the rising 

generation who are musicians, and not merely brilliant 

exponents of a “method.” 

It often happens that pupils who have studied under 

very excellent instructors will go elsewhere and discover 

that while they have been educated in the pianistic side 

of their art, they have been utterly neglected in other 

directions. In nine cases out of ten the students, if 

asked some of the most ordinary questions concerning 

the scales, the pianoforte, or the composers, will be at 

a loss to reply. The majority of teachers do not give 

information freely. They are content with listening to 

the technical studies, or the pieces on hand, and offering 

advice as to their improvement, or playing them for the 

pupil to place before him a criterion of excellence. 

Why is it that the lack of voluntary information is so 

wide-spread ? It can not be ignorance on the part ol the 

teacher, for he is frequently a well-schooled man, and 

could easily impart valuable knowledge. Is it indo¬ 

lence? It also can not be that, because the American 

music teacher is usually the reverse of indolent; he is 

wide-awake and energetic ; he takes all sorts of pains 

to bring his pupils to a high state of ability, so far as 

digital dexterity is concerned. Probably it does not 

occur to him to extend the musical education of the 

pupil beyond pianistic advancement. He may think 

that references to the scales should be made only in the 

harmony class, or information in regard to the construc¬ 

tion of the pianoforte belongs altogether to lectures upon 

musical history and theory. Such a view is an error. 

It is the business of the teacher to make his pupil a good 

musician as well as a good technician. If school-chil¬ 

dren were to read and recite without knowing anything 

of the meaning of their work, what port of an educa¬ 

tion would they have when they left school ? And yet 

similar work is done every day in musical instruction. 

Test your pupils, ye teachers, and see what sort of ear- 

training they have—for example, how many can tell 

major, minor, augmented, and diminished triads upon 

hearing them ? How many can distinguish dominant, 

diminished, and secondary seventh chords? And yet 

pupils who wonld fail in such simple tests will be play¬ 

ing pieces by Chopin, Grieg, and Liszt. What can they 

know of chords and their meaning, of polyp ony, o 

construction? Their playing is regulated entire y y 

their impulses and emotions. Can such crude work 

receive recognition from really musical people . 
Teachers of pianoforte playing can very easily exp ain 

at each lesson some important facts. The history o 

ODDS AND ENDS; OR, IDEAS ON MANY 
SUBJECTS. 

BY THAI.EON BLAKE. 

I. 
The student studying music with the end in view of 

taking a livelihood out of its practice should bear in 

rind that the success, which all expect to win sooner or 

iter will be in just proportion to the amount of hard 

nd thorough work, attention to details, and consrien- 

iousness given to study now. No one equipped with 

leager information can possibly succeed. Those pnsh 

o the front who have the best preparation, the best 

ducation, who have toiled early and late in the getting 

f knowledge and acquiring the .skill to use it eflec- 

ively. 

In learning to play the piano undue haste must be 

voided. It can do no good and may result in positive 

arm. Even a fair mastery of the instrument requires 

he practice of the stable virtues of patience, endurance, 

ope, energy, enthusiasm, coupled with time. 

The hands are always slow to adapt themselves to the 

eyboard, and much thought must be given continually 

» the position assumed when playing. Little habits 

nd eccentricities creep in, which are troublesome ; but 

hese are adjustable in a short time when persistently 

voided or corrected. Assiduous practice will do won- 

ers. No one need hesitate to learn to play because he 

ears that it wonld be impossible. 

There is an indifference, real or assumed, shown by 

ome students, which acts as a barrier against all prog- 

ess Do thev imagine that in some mysterious way 

hev can “catch up” with their more painstaking 

riends’ That knowledge may be absorbed without 

tad v ? Do they really ever give a thought to the worry 

nd trouble it gives their teacher, and to the certain 

rilure which must come of any dreams they may foster 

,f being useful to themselves or others? Indifference 

g the bane of society. Its pernicious effects may be 

een at even- turn. It blights enthusiasm, stunts men- 

=i development, kills hope, and destroys all the fair 

prospects of youth. It is the teacher’s curse, and brings 

gray hairs prematurely. 

Often a vapid conceit is at the bottom of it all, which, 

unless taken in hand at once and extirpated, must cause 

purposes, desires, pleasures, career, all, to end in oblivion. 

Should young students reading this feel twinges of con¬ 

science, I warn each to cease aimlessly drifting ere it lie 

too late. Life is terribly real. Be in earnest! Many 

gallant careers have set sail for the port of Usefulness, 

and have been lost irretrievably, because they struck 

the rocks of Indifference. The latter have wrecked 

more promising careers than all else combined. 

Since pianos have become so common, more attention 

should be given to family gatherings where music, in¬ 

strumental or vocal, may be rendered. Such “ home 

concerts” are quite in vogue in some places, and there 

is no reason why they should not be made enjoyable 

and profitable to all. I have had the pleasure of at¬ 

tending many such little gatherings in different parts of 

the conntry in the past few years, and, thongb only a 

visitor, the free masonry of music has made me welcome 

and at home. 

My experience has been gained through associating 

with all classes, and has ranged all the way from the 

home of luxury to the backwoodsman’s log cabin; 

varying in instruments from a private pipe-organ down 

to the melodeon or violin. More enjoyment is often 

found in listening to the simple songs of the gnthered 

family about the piano or reed organ, in the parlor, than 

to the more ambitious efforts beard in the music room. 

There are, perhaps, many readers of this journal to 

whom this is no new thing ; to all others I would sug¬ 

gest that every member of the family or friend or neigh 

bor available be influenced to enlist for such occasions. 

In homes isolated, especially in winter, from the busy 

world, where Bnch gatherings are possible, I am quite 

sure that once instituted they would not willingly be 

permitted to die out for want of interest and enlbn 

siasm. I can recall a number of instances when such 

nnpretentious beginnings grew into orchestras or mu¬ 

sical clubs. At each meeting an essay or Ulk upon the 

life and works of a composer might arouse interest in 

matters musical. The purchase of books pertaining to 

music might be undertaken also, and form the nucleus 

of a circulating library. 

In connection with the above comes a thought which 

can never Ire repeated too often. Technical excellence 

can not always be expected in the home gatherings at 

first, but that must not be made an excuse to use poor 

music. Insist on good music, and it bad belter be 

simpleand melodious. Strive to get the mumcal sense 

—the poetry of music—of each song or piano-piece cor¬ 

rectly. With practice, the technical—the executive or 

mechanical part—comes with little delay. It the num 

her participating is Urge, a teacher might Ire employed, 

but this is scarcely necessary or practical m small 

family groups. 

KMKKVT tells this story about Liszt: When he wa- 

n years old, he had already played, like a grown up 

ter, Bach’s preludes and fngoea. One day bis father, 

m Liszt, who was a good all round musician, came 

,e unexpectedly, and heard little Liazt playing one 

tach'a four part fugnes ; but the fugue wa# written 

mother key than the one in which little IAszi was 

i playing. The father was appalled He knew too 

I that his son had no intention whatever of trans- 

ng the intensely polyphonic four-part fugue. H* 

w that it whs being done unconsciously He asked 

boy wby be did not play it in the right key. The 

„ fellow was astonished, and asked If the fugue was 

written in the key he was playing it in. No . It waa 

.ten in E-flat, and not in G. The musician knows 

CONTACT with the great may not make ns great, but 

it makes us greater than we are. 
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FALLACIOUS NOTIONS. 

BY BELLE SQUIRE. 

No doubt every young teacher finds herself confronted 

with many false notions concerning the teaching of mu¬ 

sic. She may be told by the mothers of her pupils what 

she should give for lessons ; she will find herself striv¬ 

ing to give longer and more difficult lessons than her 

judgment approves, in order to please the vanity of par¬ 

ents, or to rise to a standard set by the family friends ; 

she will find, sometimes, that she is expected not only 

to train the mind, eye, ear, hand, and foot, for which 

she is paid, but also to furnish the motive power for the 

whole week, being blamed if the pupil does not practise 

faithfully every day. She may hear of other pupils, 

who, having taken only a term of lessons, can play 

anything (?). She will probably hear of other teachers 

having produced wonderful results in an incredibly 

short time, and will wonder sometimes if she has not 

chosen the wrong profession. She will also find that 

there are earnest parents and earnest people who will 

appreciate conscientious teaching. She must be pre¬ 

pared, however, to meet these fallacious notions, and to 

do all in her power to correct them, so that there may 

be an intelligent appreciation of the difficulties of mas¬ 

tering music. 

One of the most popular of these prevailing fallacies 

is that a pupil should be an expert player, should read 

at sight, play dance music, classical music,—in fact, be 

a very accomplished player,—after receiving instruction 

for two or three years. Now, these same people who 

expect so much from the music pupil will very compla¬ 

cently send their children to the graded school, year 

after year, being well pleased if they acquire even mod¬ 

erate standing in their classes. 

Compare for a moment the time spent by an average 

boy or girl on arithmetic or grammar and that spent on 

his music. The school-boy spends eight years in the 

graded school, of which, on an average, one hour each 

day is devoted to arithmetic and to grammar. The same 

pupil probably takes one music lesson a week, if nothing 

prevents, and aims to practise one hour each day, the 

lessons seldom being continued through the summer 
months. 

The school year is forty weeks long, and each week 

has five days. In eight years, at the rate of one hour each 

(lay, this will amount to sixteen hundred hours. Al¬ 

lowing some twenty weeks, or half a year (equal to one 

hundred hours), from this number for possible absences 

during all these years, there would still remain fifteen 

hundred hours, the average time spent by an ordinary 

boy or girl on arithmetic and grammar respectively. 

The student in music, in order to spend an equal 

amount of time on his work, would be obliged to study 

music for five years, at the rate of six hours a week for 

fifty weeks each year. Now, when the school-boy leaves 

the graded school, no one dreams of expecting him to be 

an expert arithmetician or even an excellent gramma¬ 

rian, despite the fact that he has been in private study 

and in class work on each study some fifteen hundred 

hours, spread over a period of eight years. But the 

music teacher is expected, by some people, to grind out 

experts, or at least brilliant players, on some two or 

three years of work, with many missed lessons, many 

missed hours of practice, and often indifferent and half¬ 
hearted study. 

Add to this the fact that the music pupil is often iso¬ 

lated from other music pupils, and that his musical con¬ 

sciousness is limited to his own experience in music, 

while in his grammar and arithmetic he is brought in 

contact with dozens of students in the same work, and 

has the advantage of trained teachers to guide every 

step. He is constantly spurred to better work by 

friendly competition, yet, notwithstanding these advan¬ 

tages, he is neither an expert arithmetician nor an ex¬ 
cellent grammarian. 

Now, arithmetic involves exactness, swiftness of 

thought, and the reasoning faculties ; grammar involves 

all these elements of thought, and, in addition, requires 

taste and grace of expression; while in instrumental 

music all these mental faculties are brought into play ; 
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and, more than that, the hands must be trained to a de¬ 

gree of proficiency involving force, rapidity, and deli¬ 

cacy of touch. Moreover, in music the muscular training 

is more difficult than the mental training, being the 

greater part of the player’s task ; for the ordinary pupil 

will have grasped the lesson mentally long before his 

fingers can play it. 

Pupils in school would not think of absenting them¬ 

selves because their lessons were not learned ; yet the 

music teacher is often offered this excuse for a missed 

lesson. In view of all these facts, it seems as though the 

music teacher, coming as she does so seldom in contact 

with her pupils, really accomplishes more than the 

school-teacher. Yet I believe it would be possible to 

give a conscientious student a fair musical education 

in the time specified—sixteen hundred hours in five 

years. 

The first year the student, taking two lessons each 

week, would finish the primary work : learn to read, 

learn the scales, chords, and embellishments, and cul¬ 

tivate the imagination. The second year, with one 

lesson each week, he would begin earnest technical work, 

the study of dance, song, and classical forms, and com¬ 

mence sight-reading. The remaining time he could de¬ 

vote to the study of the less difficult works of the 

masters,—ancient and modern,—and acquire a repertoire 

of parlor pieces. Such a pupil would be reasonably 

independent in sight-reading, and in learning new 

pieces. An outline like this, I think, would compare 

favorably with the work accomplished in the same 

number of hours by the same pupil in the other studies 

just cited. 

People would not think of urging primary pnpils to 

read novels, nor grammar school pupils to read deep 

philosophic essays. They would scorn to listen to 

amateur actors giving Shakespearian tragedies, yet so 

dazzled have we been by the accounts of musical prodi¬ 

gies and so ambitious are teachers and parents to dis¬ 

cover them, that we fall into the common error of giving 

pieces far beyond the capabilities of the pupil. 

Music is learned as other things are learned, and even 

geniuses are obliged to climb slowly and surely. So 

much beautiful music within the reach of amateurs has 

been written that there is no necessity of forcing them 

into the highest grades of composition. Let us reserve 

the great concertos and masterpieces for the professionals 

and great artists. Let the children be children in music, 

as in other things, and we will listen to and enjoy their 

childish music as we listen to their childish prattle. 

After several years of teaching I am forded to the con¬ 

clusion that the notion that the children should begin 

the study of music as early as seven years is an incor¬ 

rect and mischievous one. Unless the child shows 

remarkable talent, and is destined to make music his 

profession, or unless his parents have wealth, I should 

not advise his commencing the study until he is at least 

ten years old. The average child is much better getting 

health and strength out-of-doors, and gaining mental 

material as a foundation for his music during his tender 

years, than he is spending his spare hours at his instru¬ 

ment. A child of ten will do more and better work in 

a year than a child can do in two years, commencing at 

the age of seven or eight. Exceptional cases require 

exceptional applications, but for the ordinary child of 

moderate means the age of ten years is best. The parent’s 

are usually better satisfied with the investment of their 

money, and the pupil makes much more intelligent 

progress and is more likely to make a good musician 

Another mistaken idea is that brilliant playing and 

brilliant teaching are synonymous terms. Emphatic¬ 

ally, the science of teaching and the science of playing 

are two separate and distinct ones. A good teacher 

must be able to play, but before she begins to teach she 

should comprehend at least a few of the principles of 
teaching. 

v o • • »»»* Auuuoio iu iiicir neaas 1 

filled at so much an hour. They are living, brea’tl 

human beings, to be developed slowly and carefull 

be coaxed and guided up the steep and difficult hi 

knowledge. This is a recognized principle of pedag 

and if applied in the teaching of music, will counti 

many, or all, prevailing fallacies of teachers of re 
and their patrons. 

THE TEACHER-STUDENT. 

BY MARY K. LCGEB. 

Like a weary-winged messenger Nellie’s letter flut¬ 

tered to the floor, where it lay in the deepening twilight 

—a pen aud-ink copy of a discontented mind. The 

burden of her woe was ambition ; she wished to buret 

the confines of her little home and fly to the advantages 

of the city, where she could join the great army of 

teacher-students and work her way to fame and fortune 

And as this thought revolved itself in my mind, I pro¬ 

voked unto my spirit quite as perplexing a quandary as 

did the worthy Hamlet: “ Whether it is better,” I que¬ 

ried, “ to continue to take lessons while teaching, or to 

give undivided attention to one’s pupils, and confine the 

lesson period to the non-teaching months.” 

The class books of any of the colleges or conservatories 

of onr greater cities show that a very large per cent, of 

the pupils are themselves teachers, and inquiring into 

the lives of these teacher-students must bring doubt aa 

to the ability to attend to large classes of pupils, and 

the preparation of their own weekly lessons. 

Is it possible to do full justice to both, and why does 

a teacher, who has enough pnpils to occupy all of his time, 

continue to take lessons? If in need of weekly lessons, 

how dare he accept the charge of others ? 

The auswer may be that it is not from the reason of 

inability to teach that he is extending his student days 

into the period of his professional career, but because he 

is so full of ambition. He is not satisfied to remain one 

of the countless number of teachers, unknown save by a 

limited circle of friends. 

Surely it is a laudable ambition, and the nobility of 

the aim must be a warrant for the superiority of his 

teaching as compared with one who expends less time 

upon personal development. 

Ambition is in itself commendable, but it may be 

built upon self-interest until it loses all semblance to its 

higher self. 

Before passing judgment, it were well to look deeper 

into the subject. Does it relate exclusively to self, or is 

the welfare of the pupils also considered? If he is 

practising four honrs a day with the sole intention of 

acquiring a concert repertoire, out of which he hopes to 

win laurels, it is certainly not a legitimate ambition, for 

he is not giving to his pupils that thought and attention 

which is their just due, and such a one has no right to 

undertake the training of pnpils. 

He may think that the lessons of children will require 

little or no forethought, and that it will make no differ¬ 

ence if he sometimes is absent-minded and indifferent; 

but this is a grave error, for no one is quicker than a 

child to note the lack of interest in a tutor. 

The teacher’s very best thought is none too good for 

the little one just peeping into the mysterious maze of 

music. 

The mind of a child is naturally attuned to poetical 

fancy, and even the most difficult lessons may be under¬ 

stood, if introduced through the door of imagination. 

To be ready with the attractive bit of story that is often 

required to clothe facts alone demands thought, more, I 

am certain, than it is possible to the teacher who is 

eagerly endeavoring to learn his own lesson. 

For even the strongest are but frail mortals, and al 

though energy does enwire the will, the nervous system 

can not long endure the strain of long hours of practice 

together with continuous teaching. One or the otberwi 

necessarily be slighted ; if not, as is too often the case, 

both are but poorly performed. 

Should the practising be done first, the scholars wi 

receive half-hearted lessons from a teacher alre 7 

music-weary and nervous. , . . 

On the other hand, if the scholars receive the ini*1® 

attention, the brain, already dulled by listening, W1 

only dumbly follow the fingers through the routine o 

practice. . , 
Of course, this theory wonld not apply to exception 

cases, but to those of us who are endowed wit # 

ordinary degree of talent and strength. 

“Then,” some one may exclaim, “because we 

not claim superior merit, you would not have us 1™ 

to progress beyond the fundamental principles of onr 

beloved art.” 

Not so ; on the contrary, I would say study, study 

always, for surely energy has power to overcome many 

obstacles, but do not undertake more than can be done 

well. It has been said of Americans that restless impa¬ 

tience is their chief impediment to success in art. 

The proud son of independence is not content to 

accept life in its progressive stages He needs must be at 

once student, teacher, artist. He is unmindful of that 

maxim of our mothers : There is a time for work and 

a time for play. Let him take lessons when he has less 

teaching to do. It is possible for the wide-awake 

tercher to obtain enough material during the vacation 

term of lessons to furnish practice for several months. 

If he is a worthy member of the profession, he is surely 

capable of some independent work. The days of child¬ 

like acceptance of the teacher’s every word are passed. 

It is self-study that is now required more than weekly 

lessons. 

Besides, if the teacher-student is conscientious, much 

criticism from his teacher may tend to unfit him for his 

work by making him uncertain of liis methods, and 

thereby causing him to lose confidence in his own 

powers. 
But how often do we hear Miss Rattlebrain boastingly 

remark, “ Oh, my teacher is fine ; he is studying with 

the celebrated Herr So-and-so,” which fact is taken as 

sufficient proof that the teacher is beyond reproach. 

So when that time comes, as it does to all busy teach¬ 

ers, when a choice must be made in the division ot one’s 

time, give up the beloved tutor until full justice can be 

done to your lessons without cheating your pupils. Fa¬ 

miliarity with the books written by eminent musicians 

is needful. The experiences of successful teachers, ob¬ 

tainable through the musical journals, attendance at 

lectures and concerts, are of greater value to the teacher 

than confinement to the opinions and ideas of any one 

man, be he ever so learned and renowned. 

The successful teacher is born, not made, for to be 

able to impart knowledge requires more than the mere 

possession of excellent musicianship. It is an art in 

itself. The most famous virtuosi are often not good 

teachers, and excellent teachers are not seldom poor 

players. The three most necessary qualities which go to 

make up a good teacher are : Firstly, a well-stored mind 

to draw from; secondly, experience, and, thirdly, en 

thusiasm for the work undertaken. 

So you, young writer of the discontented mind, be not 

unhappy because of your little field of labor ; waste no 

vain regrets over a seemingly humble success. Your 

world has need of you. The city is thronged with such 

as you, and often it is those who attempt the most that 

achieve the least. 
The tiny sparrow, although his flights are not lofty, 

fulfils as important a mission in the feathered kingdom 

as the mighty eagle soaring on high. Patient study 

and the right use of opportunities will, rest assured, 

make you as useful to the cause ot art as your city 

friend with his inordinate ambition. 
It is only genuine love of the art that will discover 

for a musician his natural pathway to success. And a 

separate roadway there is for each of us, if we won u 

look for it. 
The master-mind, the highest pinnacle of Parnassus, 

sends back messages of hope and inspiration to the 

faithful followers nearing the summit of the moun , an 

they in turn transmit their experiences to ot leis ess . 

vanced ; and gradually the word spreads, like light, to 

the countless stragglers scattered over the low y va y 

Who can say which is nobler, he who first expressei 

the thought or he who faithfully carried the inspiratmn 

to the multitude? 

Instrumental music is the soul of mnsic, but this 

must be anticipated, fathomed, penetr.itci, 

covered. The public does not take so nine 

when listening to a composition. Rubinstein. 

The possession of tact does not imply the^faintest 

touch of insincerity, and the^possessing 
his mind ’ is often very offensive,, wiinouc p 

any superior sense of truthfulness. 
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THE MUSICIAN'S « LIFE-WORK." 

BY J. FRANCIS COOKE, M. B. 

The musician is rare, indeed, who carries with his 

daily routine an idea of the real amount of intelligent 

work it requires to become a great musician. Aside from 

all natural endowment in the line of talent, genius, 

charm, refinement, etc., there must be a disposition to 

be industrious that few people care to acknowledge. 

This condition of constant activity is such an abstract 

subject, that any analysis set up in cold type must fail, 

in a measure, to truly represent it in its entirety. It is 

only when we look back upon wasted moments, and 

compare these periods of musical lethargy with the lives 

of great musicians, that we realize how little onr efforts 

have accomplished. 

The Masters’ Work. 

A mere glance at the catalogues of the works of the 

six masters, Bach, Handel, Gluck, Haydn, Mozart, and 

Beethoven, overwhelms us, as does the sight of as many 

Sierra-like mountain peaks. To the commonplace musi¬ 

cian their record seems incredulous. Often they soar 

so high that they are lost in the clouds of mysticism. 

Their fertility is disastrously discouraging. The young 

pianist sometimes chances upon a series of programs 

indicating the repertoire of some great performer. Its 

prodigious extent alarms the novice, and imbues him 

with the feeling that the world-famed artist has reached 

his professional standing by some supernatural means. 

He feels his own smallness and fears that fame must be 

far beyond his grasp. 

Genius is Work. 

So with all music workers, the monumental results 

obtained by their forerunners often drive the anxious 

aspirant to despair. They fail to realize that the founda¬ 

tion of it all is work, work, work. Never fear that wotk 

may be wasted by traveling in the wrong direction ; it 

is only by working that we find the right direction. 

There are many instances in musical history where 

musicians have been trained in a disciediUd echool 

only to find by their own persistent endeavor the 

true road to musical success. It is work itself that 

makes intelligent work. Carlyle, who is made to 

father many a foundling thought of other minds, is 

said to have remarked, “ Genius is simply the 

capacity to work.” There is nothing supernatural 

about that. There is no better way for the young 

musician to learn how to work than to break through 

the halo of legendary glory surrounding the great mas¬ 

ters by reading their biographies, autobiographies, and 

letters Only in this way can we reach them as persons. 

Only in this way can we realize that they were men and 

women of flesh and blood, bones and nerves, exposed to 

all the bodily ills to which we are liable. Only in this 

way can we see that they were iu this world-laughing 

when mirth provoked, weeping when sorrow disturbed, 

eating drinking, sleeping, thinking, and working, 

working, working. Only in this way do we understand 

that music came to them in its perfect form ; not from 

a dream of peace,” as the vision came to A bon lien 
Adhem butbydintofeonstantrevision,study,and work. 

Our great libraries are filled with biographies of musi¬ 

cians that, if they do nothing else, show how diligently 

and how vigorously successful musicians have worked 

Great results have never lieen achieved without great 

efforts. 
To Singers. 

y singers imagine that artiste such as Malibran, 

Lind, Patti, Nordics, Karnes, Melba, Thnrsby, 

hers have succeeded solely by means of wonder- 

»1 power and “good luck.” Let some 'of our 

0US young women read “ Jenny Lind, the Artist, 

M. Holland and W. S. Rockstro (Scribner Bone, 

forkl Note that during eleven years of her 

she sang thirty operas, and gave in all ^operatic 

nances. Reflect upon the immense amount of 

the studv of these operas required, aside from al 

preparatory work. Read further and observe 

.r efforts were rewarded. She gave six concerts m 

receiving for the course $30,000. This re-cord 
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of her industry wonld scare many a half hearted dilet¬ 

tante into a well-deserved oblivion. 

Two Composers. 

Letdiscouraged musicians read Berlioz’autobiography, 

and learn how that Frenchman of blood and fire fought 

for triumph. All our present tribulations and annoy¬ 

ances must pale before his great endurance. Mendels¬ 

sohn, who was never burdened with the millstone of 

abject poverty, bad many obstructions placed before 

him. In his “Letters” he tells us, “Since I set to 

work again I feel in such good spirits that I am anxious 

to adhere to it as closely as possible, so it monopolizes 

every moment I do not spend with my family.” We 

are not inclined to doubt this when we look over a list 

of his works and find they number over two hundred and 

fifty,including the great oratorios, symphonies,overtures, 

concertos, organ pieces, comic operas, songs, and instru¬ 

mental solos. Aside from this, Mendtlssohn was continu¬ 

ally working either as an operatic conductor (intendant), 

teaching, or playing in public. This is but one instance 

among hundreds; Beethoven, Haydn, Mozart, Schu¬ 

mann, Schubert, Meyerbeer, Tschaikowsky, Chopin, and 

all, come before our minds until we are bewildered in 

the contemplation of their mighty efforts. 

Co WORKERS. 

Often it is not only the musician who is the worker. 

A fond relative, teacher, or friend, recognizing great 

latent genius, has joined the musician with untiring zest 

to develop precious natural gifts. We are touched by 

the tender reverence with which Gounod refers to his 

mother in his autobiography (W. Heineman, Loudon). 

He says: “ I knew she had to rise every morning at five, 

to be ready for her first pupil who came at six, and that 

her breakfast hour was absorbed by another lesson dur¬ 

ing which, instead of a proper meal, she would swallow 

a bowl of soup or perhaps take nothing but a crust of 

bread and a glnaa of wine and water. I knew her daily 

round lasted till six o'clock every evening.” All this 

for her boy ! Musicians all know what results these 

sacrifices and labor bought: they paid the price of a 

Gounod. Emerson tells us that we can have anything 

in the world if we will but pay the price. Young music 

workers should understand that success in this great age 

only comes after colossal effort. If success has not come to 

yon as yet, don’t berate your luck or fear that it is are 

suit of lack of talent. Success never came to any one and 

never will come to any one any more t han the north pole 

or Niagara Falls. We have to go for snrrew and accept 

all the incidental hardship* a* a part of the journey. 

How Wagner Workui. 

Henry T. Finck, in his important biography, ' Wag¬ 

ner and Hi» Works " (Scribner Sons, New York), says: 

“Laymen can have no conception of the enormous 

amount of labor involved in the writing and rewriting 

of such scores as Wagner's. There must be at least 

a million note* in the full score of the ‘ Walk ore, am 

each one of these million note* ha* to 1* not only 

written and rewritten, but written in it* proper place 

with a view to it* relation* to a score of other note*. 

And the composer, in doing this manual work, rnnst 

keep in view harmonic congruit y, avoid incongruous anil 

inappropriate combination* of color, transpose^ wo, , 

wind pari*, etc.” He then quote* from Heinrich Don 

the operatic composer : “No one who has not bin self 

written score* can comprehend what it mean, to achieve 

auch a task in comparatively » short a time, ami one 

who doe* comprehend it must be doubly astonished at 

this eihausting and oolosaal activity." 

Foresight. 

It would be of great benefit to any progressive young 

musician to read any of the works mentioned in this 

article a* well as any similar woika. It •« m' »«* ' 
a look ahead-* foresight. Ixwe in aosic isbHod, a*in 

all things. Many young people are so inf.tui. ed 

its “visible forms” that the d.sagreewble (?) P** » 

to *•* 
can so successfully tear the bandage ol ignorance from 

their eyes, and show them the heights they mnat climh 

before reaching the pinnacle of fame. 
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“ I have in my class two pnpils from the same family. 
The elder sister is using as studies book I of the 
‘ Graded Course ’ ; the younger one I have used Wag¬ 
ner’s ‘ Book First ’ with, because she invariably plays 
by ear any piece she has listened to, and I can not make 
any progress with her in doing work her sister has been 
over before her. What shall I give her when she comes 
to the end of this book of Wagner’s ? I know of no 
course so satisfactory as the‘Standard Graded Course’ 
in private teaching, and it does not seem best at all to 
give her that under these conditions. She is nine years 
old, and has a good deal of natural ability in a musical 
way ; but she will not play by note anything she can 
play by ear.—8. H. G.” 

The case is difficult, I admit. With the publisher’s 

permission, I will perhaps mention another collection of 

minecalled “ Graded Materials,” which contains mainly 

different matter from the “Graded Course.” Perhaps 

the corresponding nnmber of this would do. Or you 

m'ght give her book I of the Gerrner graded collection 

(omitting many of the least desirable pieces included), 

and run with it my books of “Studies in Phrasing.” 

If you do this with plenty of Mason arpeggios and two- 

finger exercises, yon will be pleased with the results. 

Get the exercises mainly from the arpeggios and scales 

(alternately, week by week) and expression from the 

phrasing studies, which are very musical. For some¬ 

thing brilliant refer to the collections of “Graded 

Pieces.” The real “ indication,” as the doctors say, in 

a case of this sort is to advance her very rapidly,—in 

oatline, as might be said,—until she comes to music so 

difficult that she can not learn it by ear. If she is made 

to memorize accurately selections from Bach and Schu¬ 

mann, she will have to learn to read. It is the cheapest 
way out. 

“ When do you consider it proper time to introduce 
scales, chords, and arpeggios to the ordinary piano stu¬ 
dent who has never had them? 

“ What would yon advise me to do with a little girl, 
nine years old, who is quite intelligent, and has had abou t 
two years’ lessons on the piano, but will not count at 
her practice unless some one is with her to make her do 
it? She can mark time, or beat it, well ; but she rarely 
plays anything in proper time unless I spend the whole 
lesson going over her piece, haring her count it. The 
same pupil finds it very hard to memorize. 

1 would like to have a good list of teaching pieces, 
light in character and suitable for an adult beginner of 
from two to eight quarters’ lessons.—G. F.” 

The well-tanght piano student begins with Mason’s 

two-finger exercises (or “School of Touch”), and at the 

same time starts in with his arpeggios. By treating 

these rhythmically, as Mason directs,—or as I have 

directed in these columns again and again,—she not 

only progresses very rapidly in keyboard facility, but 

also acquires and strengthens a sense of rhythm. She 

has to count; the sixes and nines necessitate this. I do 

not use the full table of graded rhythms until much 

later. If I had a pnpil who had never had them, I 

should start at the first or the second lesson. 

The practice above referred to will cnre the laziness 

regarding counting. When she has acquired a habit of 

counting in exercises, it is but little more to carry the 

same into the pieces. It has to be done. Connting 

aloud will not take the place of a sense of rhythm ; it 

will assist in developing snch a sense. When they would 

rather count aloud than not, I generally dispense with 

it. I know that they feel the rhythm, and the clock 

inside them has been wound np. 

See “Graded Collections of Pieces,” published by 
Presser. 

I have a pnpil, a girl eleven years old, who has fin¬ 
ished the third grade ‘New England Conservatory 
Method,’ taken all the major and minor scales, thirds 
sixths, octaves, arpeggios, and harmonized all the scales! 
Would you advise her taking up Mason’s ‘ Touch and 
Technic’ now, or some other studies? If Mason’s 
works are advised, conld she commence with part II 
J. C. P.” 1 

THE ETUDE 
There are a few superstitions which die very hard. 

The "New England Conservatory Course” is one of 

these (if it is the Tourjee course). Another is that the 

four parts of Mason’s “Touch and Technic ” are sequen¬ 

tial. Mason’s first and fourth books form a school of 

touch and tone-production. They are meant for a daily 

bread for the pupil during the first four or five grades. 

Volumes II and III are passage forms to be treated 

rhythmically. The rhythmic treatment is partly for its 

indispensable mental influence upon the development 

of a rhythmic sense in the pupil; and partly in order 

to secure a very large number of repetitions of a form 

in practice without the pupil realizing how many times 

she is playing it over. Both results are of great value. 

You can not generally use with ordinary school pupils 

both the third and fourth parts together, but alternately, 

because the pupils do not have time enough to practise. 

It is altogether unlikely that the pupil will find the 

Mason exercises in any way repetitions of those she has 

played before. The Mason education is indispensable. 

Nothing else takes its place. Even the clavier falls short 

in several points. As for the other systems, they in no 

way touch it or compare with it. If teachers and ama¬ 

teurs knew their piano playing better and understood 

the pedagogy of the piano, they would agree with me. 

Other systems cover a part of the ground—one, one 

part; another, another part. All omit most of the 

inner essentials of piano education. 

Many other collections contain material which is 

useful if carefully practised. Mason not only has ma¬ 

terial, but also a method of practice. The clavier also 

has this. I do not think it covers the ground so com¬ 

pletely from a musical standpoint as Mason does ; but, 

at least, it recognizes the great central fact that it mat¬ 

ters more how you practise than merely what. And 

this is why you will need Mason just as much after 

your “New England Conservatory Course” as before. 

It is the same thing with my grades. Mason can not 

be dispensed with advantageously. The phrasing is 

diflerent; here it is a question of music and not of 
technic. 

t 

“ Will you please tell me what course to take with 
pupils who will persist in using motions of the wrist 
and arm in place of pare finger action? I also have a 
pupil who has a habit of elevating the right wrist and I 
am unable to break her of it.—H. K.” 

I place great importance upon clearly distinguishing 

between finger work, hand-work, and arm work, in the 

early stages. In my opinion arm motions accompany¬ 

ing finger motions, and in the same direction, are very 

injudicious. Whenever the arm moves in sympathy 

with finger work or hand-work, the arm element comes 

out in the tone. Accordingly, you must begin by admin¬ 

istering the four forms of two-finger exercise, which I 

have described over and over again in these columns,— 

namely, (1) Pure finger, clinging legato, changing fin¬ 

gers (substituting) upon every key. Carry the wrist at 

the usual five-finger height, raise the finger high before 

touching and after completing the touch, before it goes 

down again to take the place of the finger holding the 

key. The arm remains entirely stationary This is 

your first step. (2) Arm touches, down arm, and up 

arm-the up and down signifying the direction of the 

motion by which the touch is accomplished. In these 

touches the arm is alternately as high above the keys 

and as low as possible and still hold the keys. (3) 

Hand touch and finger elastic. The hand touch is made 

by swinging it freely so that it falls upon the keys by its 

own momentum, the impulse which raises it coming 

from the arm. The arm will have a very small motion: 

but previous to the fall of the hand and in the opposite 

direction. This point is very important. While hold¬ 

ing the tone thus produced, the finger elastic is produced 

by extending the finger as shown in Ma?ou’s book, and 

at the close of the elastic touch I prefer the hand to rise 

a little, almost to the position ehown in diagram 6 b 

T is exercise promotes looseness of wrist, distinguishes 

the wrist from the arm ; and the second touch is the 

mam finger strengthener of the Mason system. It is 

one of the most powerful developers of fiDger that I 

have ever known—the most powerful. (4) The light 

and fast form, with a light hand-fal. upon tie first tone 

and a very light finger-fall upon the second. In form 

(3) and (4) the forearm remains at the five-finger posi 

tion, neither elevated or depressed. If you teach these 

and continue to practise them as part of the pupil’s daffy 

bread, you will educate an appreciation of touch which 

will enable you to get the hand and arm quiet in firKer 

work. When the four fundamental foims are masteied 

give next the broken thirds, just as shown in the book’ 

By this time the hand should be in proper position 

Whenever the pupil gets into wrong position or uses 

wrong motions, “kick ’’vigorously and persistently 

until it is reformed. Eternal vigilance is the price of 

liberty. In short, make the pupil hold the arm still. 

“Having only this year joined the ranks of the music 
teachers, 1 find many problems arising which I have not 
yet been able to solve. In the first place several of my 
pupils have asked for special help in the matter of eight 
reading. My efforts in that direction have not been to 
satisfactory as I could wish. What plan would von 
advise me to follow to improve the sight reading f 
Would you advise the use of Landon’s ‘ Sight Beading 
Album,’ advertised in the last Etude? Secondly 

would you kindly suggest some classical collection of 
pieces of the first and second grade? Although I have 
seen many of these advertised, I am at a loss to know 
what would be best.—H. C.” 

I am not a very good authority upon sight reading. I 

should say, first of all, make sure that the pupil reads 

accurately. When this habit is established (and not be¬ 

fore), then proceed to quicken the process. I have not 

seen Landon’s “Sight Reading,” but it is no doubt 

excellent. Any easy four-hand pieces or eight-hand 

arrangements (if yon have two pianos) will do. Begin 

with something very easy ; look it over before beginning 

to play. Then start in on time, in the proper move¬ 

ment, or at least in a rhythm which will give some 

idea of the meaning of the piece, and do not stop 

for anything. When players get out, let them get in 

when the leaf turns, or sooner if they can. Read by 

metronome, or by some [one beating time. A little of 

this twice a week for some months will quicken the 

reading very much indeed. It is a question of menial 

hustle. First learn to see it all,—all the signs of the 

notation,—then see them quickly. 

Another exercise for quick seeing is to permit the 

pupil so many seconds to remember—e. g., two meas¬ 

ures, both treble and bass. Then let all the class write 

it out, and see who comes nearest to having the two 

measures complete. You need as many copies of the 

music as there are pupils. You could use advance les¬ 

sons for this purpose, although easy material at first is 

best. The point is for the eye to take in the whole com¬ 

bination of signs with the least possible omission. 

I doubt whether I would begin the study of classical 

music as early as the first and second grades. However, 

there are some easy collections by Reinecke (“ Unsere 

Liebling ”) which have a few pieces as easy as this. 

When you reach the third grade, the pupil is ready to 

take up some such work as our Music Extension 

Students’ Clubs, in which we have a course of study 

running three years. We furnish program books, cer¬ 

tificates of membership ; and the books give all needed 

information about the pieces studied, the authors, etc. 

If every teacher had a class of this kind, the younger 

pupils would be brought into line, and all would begin 

to take an intelligent interest in their work from a 

musical standpoint as literature. You can not do this 

entirely alone without some kind of outside incentive, 

to keep the pupils up to the mark until the work begins 

to prove interesting. In the “Sonatina Album” y*n 

will find a lot of material useful for this purpose. There 

is also a graded list at beginning. 

I am in receipt of a letter from a Chicago teacher 

claiming that the “ Parsons’ Method ” mentioned in one 

of my former letters is not that of the distinguished Dr. 

Parsons, of New York, but a kindergarten method along 

similar lines to that of Miss Fletcher’s ; in fact, from the 

circular sent, they seem quite alike, which being the 

case, one is probably as good as the other. I believe 

both to be valuable money-makers, but mistakes from * 

pedagogic point of view. Both are patented, I iun 

thinking of patenting my letters. 
W. S. B. Mathews. 
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STUDY THE LIFE OF SCHUMANN. 

BY W. J. HENDERSON. 

It is curious, but none the leas a fact, that too many 

musicians attempt to interpret music without the cor¬ 

rect perspective. They seem to have read with distorted 

vision the dictum of Wagner that the whole duty of the 

conductor consists in discovering the right tempo. They 

broaden this law and apply it to all music, and in doing 

so they arrive at the conclusion that the correct inter¬ 

pretation of any composition is to be learned by a care¬ 

ful examination of the composition itself, without refer¬ 

ence to any other authority. No doubt this would be 

the case if all musicians were equally gifted in the mat¬ 

ter of insight, bat we know that the personal equation 

has as lively a relation to the performance of music as it 

has to astronomic observation. 
The troth is that very few musicians are capable of 

arriving at the true interpretation of a composition 
without some instruction as to the purpose of the com¬ 
poser. Sach instruction is, of course, much more neces¬ 
sary to the student than to the professor, who is natur¬ 
ally supposed to have gained it. Bat it has come to my 
notice that too little is done toward giving this kind of 
instruction in a complete and systematic manner. No 
donbt those who have taken the trouble to read my pre¬ 
vious articles in The Etude, and who are so generous 
as to remember them, will recall the fact that I have 
always laid great stress on the need of an acquaintance 
with the history of music. I have done so because this 
is the most important factor in the creation of a correct 
point of view in interpretation. 

What is the use of trying to play Haydn in the same 
manner that one plays Beethoven ? Yet it is attempted 
every season by pianists who ought to know better. 
Not only the stage of formal development is opposed to 
it, but the condition of the technics of the instrument 
in the time of Haydn was not such as to snggeet to the 
composer the effects which became familiar to his 
mighty successor. These effects, most of which are to 
be found in the technics of Clementi, are sought for in 
the music of Haydn with disastrous results. Equally 
useless it is to try to play Schumann as one plays . Ij>- 
zart, because Schumann songht for effects and made 
technical demands undreamed of by the glorious boy. 

This being so, I am ready to go further and say there 
is no music that requires so full an understanding of the 
life and thought of the composer as that of Schu¬ 
mann. This master sounds the personal and intima e 
note more folly than any other. His compositions arc 
almost a diary in tones. They are a record of his soul- 
life, and no one can understand them who does not study 
the story of Schumann's career and learn what >“flaeD7" 
caused the writiug of the various works. . “'en . 
broad general division of his works with their ere 
influences is of much instructive value. 

In what may be called bis first penod Sebnmaun 
wrote fancifully. This was the period inwhkb he pro¬ 
duced snch works as the “ Pandabundler, P .' 
"Carnaval," opns 9 ; “ Fantaeiestiicken,” opus 12 ami 
“ Scenes from Childhood,” opus 15. These 
and the titles are not 00 much labels as 
They give the hearer a key to the pictured " 1 knew 
in the composer’s mind when he 
whither he was tending, for he said once . . , j. 
or unconsciously a new and as yet nn'1eT*‘T*n nhert 
being founded on the basis of the Beet • 
romanticism, a school which we may venture to expect 

will mark a special epoch in the history of art." That 

he recognized himself as one of the masters of the new 

school is proved by a passage in one of bis letters to 

Moscheles : “ If yon only knew how I feel—as t hough I 

bad reached the lowest bough of the tree of heaven, and 

could hear overhead, in the hoars of sacred loneliness, 

songs, some of which I may yet reveal to those I love— 

surely you would not deny me an encouraging word." 

Later, when he was fall of the fine inspiration of the 

movement in the defense of all that was noble in art, in 

which he took so large a part with his “ Neue Zeit- 

schrift filr Musik,” bis imagination fonnd its way to 

splendid expression. From 1836 to 1839 he poured out 

such works as the great fantasy in C-msjor, the F-minor 

sonata, and the “ Kreisleriana. ” And he said : " I used 

to rack my brains fora long time, hut now 1 hardly ever 

scratch out a note. It all comes from within, and I 

often feel as if I could go playing straight on without 
ever coming to an end.” These were the days when 
Schumann reveled in the strife against I'hUlstinism, 
when the fanciful Floreetan and Eusebius sod Master 
Karo, whom he had invented, became veritable Kaledina 
in the war for the defense of the true and beautiftil in 
music. How can any pianist play the works of these 
two periods without any insight into their meaning be¬ 
yond that to be obtained from the stody of the music it¬ 
self? Yet I recall an interview in which a pianist, 
known all over the world, revealed the fact that be was 
playing the “Carnaval" without koowing wbat "Chin 
rina ” meant. He said explicitly that this title puzzled 
him ! He should have know n that Schumann waa In the 

habit of calling Clara Wieck " Cbiara/'and that “Cbla 
rina ” was a diminutive of this pet name. 

Tn 1840 the composer'* struggle for the hand of Clara 
Wieck was victorious, and he turned from I he piano to 
the human voice, seeking in song for an ex preesioo ol 
bis emotional life. In the year 1840 be wrote more 
than one hundred song*, and they remain among the 
world's choicest treasure* of music. In 1841 the two 
lovers were married, and then Bcbomann fennd that be 
needed a still larger means of expression. He took op 
the orchestra, and in that one year he wrote the B ilk 
svtnphonv. the “Overture. Hcberzo. and «*« 
the I)-minor symphony In tbe« larger work* the fbll 
power of the emotional life of the composer foundlit. 
expression. bnt the intimacy of hi* floerfWi« i. still 
to be songht in the piano works, sod the melting ton 
demews of bis affection la beat made known in the 

"’ifwas not my intention at the beginning of this brief 
article to trace in all its details the growth of the esmr 
tionsl speech of Schumann, but merely to lodtcste wb,, 
the performers of his music too often orglert * : 
«»v here of Schumann is true of all composers. One 
miftaow the nstnrr of the mac and the le.tors.of 
bislife in order to be able correctly to interpret hie 

development however, we find that there was leas ano 
fees definiteness in the endeavorsof ^ 
exnreesiveoeee In the monk of the Pr’,rPl**”r I*"”] 
«h£e^ only pore musical beauty to ha found. Bnt 
Km.nn Vlong* to the dawn of the 
ment He was himself a typical romant.rM. and be 

StTavs aimed at direct pemmnl 
play the music of snch. n^pn^rwdboct 

, _ l:. |« in ignore the entire « 
«bat lie* behind the Itwfa. to 

Uke the chnoee of misinterpreting him by r#**>n o 

Robert Schumann as a 
Composer for the Piano. 

j* 

BY ALFRED VEIT. 

J* 

“(Even some good’may arise fnm misfortune,” says 

a foreign proverb. A graphic tllnstration of this saying 

was given the day Schumann met with the accident that 

deprived him of the use of his right hand. It is well 

known that in order to mailer the difficulties ol techuic, 

Schumann subjected the fourth finger ol his right hand 

to the most rigid exercises.* 

The consequent failure of his career as a pianist waa 

productive of some good, however, for in losing a piano 

virtuoso, the world of manic gsiued a great composer. 

In spite of the accident to hia hand, Schumann com- 

posed all his earlier works at the piano. This process, 

so severely censored by theorists, norm* nev.itbrle** to 

have produced beneficial results to pianoforte literature. 

For, while many crudities appear la Schumann'* treat¬ 

ment of the instrument, certain novel features and new 

departures may be directly traceable to this habit. 

In his first work, the “ Abrgg Variations,” eo called 

in honor of a lady whose name consisted of the b iters 

A B E G G, we see the early signs of a revolutionary 

spirit, which asserted as its principle perfect liberty of 

form irrespective of tradition. In kia second work, en. 

titled “Pupillons" (“ Butterflies ”1,—to miniature 

form somewhat resembling the PNtefid* by Chopin,— 

Schumann collected a aet of abort pieces, some of which 

be had composed while studying in Heidelberg, They 

are delightfully fresh and melodious, No. 7 being typical 

of the genius of the composer. No. 6 seems like an Imi¬ 

tation of one of .Schubert's German waltzes It I* even 

related that Schumann played this nnmber for one of hia 

friends as an original composition by Schubert, and wa* 

thoroughly delighted to find hia little joke aosocoezstel. 

Schumann's transcription of “ I'aganinl'a Caprices for 

the l'iano,” while not eo brilUaat nor so idiomatic lor 

the instrument a* the “ Paganini Caprices ” by Liszt, 

are very intercut log. It is to be regretted that pianists 

play tbtwe caprices so randy in public. With the ezeep 

tion of the “ Kecood Goprtce in E major,” which is one 

of l’aderewsk 1 'a favorite number*, the others are entire ly 

neglected. The Intend net foil to the find one. tMlall- 

Ing arpeggio* and scale work, in rapid movement, bans 

paaod into vnrions keys, afford* excellent motorta! tor 

daily study. In the “HsvMsbitodler.' sartof eighteen 

pieces, we mart the celebrated cmiple. ” Flore*!*o ” and 

“ Enarbina,” tba first time. With (barn two imaginary 

characters Hcbniusnn. recognizing do*1 qualities 

inherent In every human being, endeavor* to tllnetistr 

the wild and passionate in contrast to the wild and 

gentle traita of hi* own nntare. Ma4«e« of humor (Nea. 

3 and 13) altornata with bit* *f exquisite path** (No* 

fi, 11, and 14). No 14 coustituto* a jot, 4«*pite the 

Mendelssohnibo Gods 
Concerning the • Oantavsl,” the rmpoaer ante to 

Mow bales : “ TV whole composition be* »« gmsl artist W 

rsloa except the various psychical moad*. wbirb appear 

to me to merit some sMentien ” The mod** optomn 

of the oompoerr has not town iedemad by levers of 

mastc. 
Among Hcbnmann'* cs® postie** bar riff the Fee 

t**i «*1 delta " and the " Peon® to** Child heed.” the 

IV l.eerls***fist—— sttertef to «* Vti*® ■* tie 
* f„,rn, «M* Ml ess* to Maw tow# ®ee«* *0 <**!*•. seme*. 

M Klarrm**) Th# l*«« stows®-*-#*** • 

Iha4 Of Method* ” H I to todtih mmttoto. *» ‘*"K* * 

■let ef tto *«r«-fti> -f 'to >"* <>*'• *•■*»•» 
nl« *t (to fourth #et«. «*■» »•**■* ““ ***■ r.»t.woes 
„ .Y*rj |W»|I4S mass* to I to «,*••* ien-*whs* 

a third Stager l„*«p«to*l ItepaaMtoe »*4 *to*** 

■we! >np4«*>—ry " . . _ . 
• met ef lie !•*•' «d n»«-» *“«*•**'• 

*otlr*lr .r.W«rfl*lsH OS .-*wr tflj to 

11* esoMpst.M hi. *!►. to M eeerSto m bene* tosto* »■*• 

I, sees - Vsttoiiee* tor fee F'M'» * »• etoVtoieM* V 
Iht. ivtf *4 . prto*<* -to*. .i» Uet .to -s-Ato to« 

tto hmhtod *f C.W M*e.*to - »* totoeetot®. eto 
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Tm. Hou.sk in Which Robert Schumann Was Bohn. 

Carnaval ” seems to be the greatest fiivorite. The 

brilliaot set of musical pictures, which succeed each 

other like in a kaleidoscope, is introduced by a preamble. 

In a scene of recognition (JReconnaiatanee) we greet our 

old friends “ Florestan ” and “Eusebius.” Ernestine 

von Fricken and Clara Schumann appear masked as 

Estrrlla’ and “Chiarina”;thecompo6erdoes not men¬ 

tion for whom the avowal of love (Aveu) was intended. 

“ i’antalon ” and “Colnmbine,” “ Pierrot” and “ Har¬ 

lequin ” play their merry pranks. Chopin smiles 

“ beneath t«ars,” and Paganini rushes by like a whirl¬ 

wind. The Coquette is surprised to find herself in such 

company, and so are we. Her Replique to some impor¬ 

tunate suitor remains an unsolved enigma. And why 

should it be solved ? Is not the Sphinx present in all 

her mysterious majesty, and has she ever revealed her 

secrets? The followers of Terpsichore indulge in their 

favorite dances, " Value Noble” and “Valse Alle- 

mande.” Every one dances. The frenzy even seizes 

inanimate objects—we see even letters dancing and flit¬ 

ting by like “ Butterflies.” A short “ Pause ” during 

the “Promenade and there they are! Our valiant 

“ Davidsbiindlcr ” marching against the “ Philistines.” 

Amid blasts of trumpets and cries of victory, the latter 

are routed and driven from the field. Progress defeats 
Pedantry ! 

The “Concerto in A-minor,” the “Fantasie” (opus 

17), the sonatas,— F-sharp minor and G-minor,—the 

Symphonic Etudes,” “ Kreisleriana," the “ Faachings 

schwank,” and the “Humoreske” are conceived on 

broader lines ; but nothing Schumann ever wrote for the 

piano equals the “ Carnaval ” in picturesque detail and 
finish. 

The “Novelettes,” as their name indicates, are ver¬ 

itable musical illustrations of “psychic moods.” To 

those gilted with what Heine calls “musical second 

sight,” they depict tales replete with romance and 

poetry. Thns, No. I represents two lovers dancing in a 

ball-room. Schumann's own interpretation of Weber’s 

“Invitation to the Waltz” applies most appropriately 

to the middle section of this composition : “ Now she 

talks—thus is love’s wooing. Now he responds-let 

urn continue, it is the lover’s sonorous voice. Now 

they are both talking at once and I can distinctly 
understand what both are saying.” 

.1 ' evenin&” Lisz‘ writes in a letter, “ before 
the children g0 to bed, I play the ‘Scenes from Cbild- 

hood ’ lor them.” I am unable to state whether the 

children referred to were those of Madame Sand or his 

own, the future wives of Messrs. Emile Olivier and 

Hi chard Wagner. At any rate, they must have been 

very intelligent to have appreciated those masterpieces. 

And yet is there anything more simple and child like 

than those little gems ? How characteristic the mnsic 

i" > whether the composer refers to " Foreign Poets,” or 

relates a “ Funny Story,” or alludes to an “Important 

Event.” We almost see the child frolicking about, 

playing “Tag” or trying to impersonate with mock 

dignity the “ Knight of the Hobby Horse.” Our little 

friend begins to weary of its gambols. It changes its 

character. The merry child becomes “The Entreating 

Child,” begging ns for a fairy-tale, so essential to its 

Complete Happiness.” We commence the tale, but, 

fearing it might be “almost too sad,” we substitute 

another, which we also discontinue abruptly for fear of 

“ Frightening ” our little pet. Finally we hit upon just 

what we need, and the familiar “Once Upon a Time, 

gradually succeeds in producing the desired 

result——the “Child Falls Asleep.” It is then we-the 

big children—settle ourselves comfortably “By the 

Fireside,” and follow the flicker of the dying embers 

with °ur eyes, while our minds resort to meditation and 

rranmerei.” Softly the door opens; the poet enters ; 

he begins to speak. We are in a semisomnolent state of 

mind in which we are scarcely aware of what he is say¬ 

ing, and yet we discern that he is speaking of bygone 

ays and events which carry ns back to long-forgotten 
Scenes of Childhood. ” 6 

The compositions just mentioned, “Arabesque,” 

Blumeusthck,” “Night Visions” (opus 23), “ Fan¬ 

tasies!,,eke,-and “Forest Scenes” form a group by 

most t T 'l lbeSe Pl6CeS the comP°ser reveals the 
most tender phases of his character. Owing to their 

comparative technical facility, they are Tore 

accessible to the general public, and conseqnently have 

attained greater popularity than the compositions drawn 
on broader canvas. 

The characteristic qualities of Schumann’s pianostyle 
re so striking ns to be easily recognized. Probably no 

composer for the piano Las ever employed syncopation 

as frequently, sometimes even to excess, as Schumann 

thus, the middle section of the “Novelette,” referi a 
to above, might be cited as an illustration ’as w.n 
“Davidsbiindler,” No. 4. 

Another favorite device of Schumann is the introdne 
tion of binary rhythms in triple time (“Kreisleriana ” 
No. 5, beginning of the eighty ninth measure • ai’ 

“Carnaval”; “Pause,” beginning of the thirteenth 
measure, aud the pin stretto of the “ Final6”) Dire 

changes from one key to another without modulatTon 
(“Arabesque”; “Bird as Prophet,” second part G- 
major to E-flat) are also frequently found in Schumann’s 
writings. Another typical mannerism of Schumann 
consists in the employment of sequences—the same 

thought repeated identically or with slight modifications 
in different degrees of the key (“Arabesque ”; “ Minore 

II, 1-major ; Intermezzi,” “ Faschingsschwank ”) 
Schumann’s love of Bach and his profound study of the 
old master shows itself in many compositions. Do the 
introductory measures of the “Concerto for Piano 
Alone” not sound like a message from the prince of 
polyphony? In opposition to Chopin, who never goes 

beyond the limitations of the keyboard, Schumann often 
employs orchestral methods. Thus, the title of the 

‘Symphonic Etudes” is not a misnomer. As a melo¬ 
dist for the piano Schumann ranks supreme. Nor is it 
necessary to resort to the use of magnifying glasses or 
telescopes to discover the thread of melody in his com¬ 
positions, as in the case of some other composers. 

Among the eight great composers for the piano which, 
according to the writer’s personal opinion, rank in the 
following order: Chopin, Schumann, Beethoven, Liszt, 
Mendelssohn, Weber, Rubinstein, and Henselt, Schu¬ 
mann stands preeminent by reason of his originality, bis 
individuality, and poetic temperament. Unlike most 
composers, many of his best works were written during 
the early years of his life. 

The gradual decline of Schumann’s intellectual powers 

shows itself after the “ Concerto,” which is probablythe 

most beautiful manifestation of that phase of his genius 

that pertains to the piano. The inspiration of the com¬ 

poser then begins to lose its luster, and gradually fails, 
never to revive again. 

While much that Schumann wrote, even while in the 

full possession of his powers, has succumbed to the rav¬ 

ages of time, enough will remain to prove to future gen¬ 

erations that the composer of the “ A-minor Concerto,” 

the “Symphonic Etudes,” the “Carnaval,” and 

Kreisleriana,” richly deserves an exalted rank among 

the writers for the piano. 

Musical education, like all other mental progress, is 

of slow growth. Do what we will, the rosebud takes its 

own time to unfold. The same is true of the human 

mind. We may press the rosebud and force it open, but 

the flower will not be so beautiful or so fragrant as it 

would have been bad it unfolded in its own slow pro¬ 

cess ; neither will it be a healthy and enduring flower. 

Do not hasten the young mind, for this is a dangerous, 

unhealthy process. Too much work laid upon the pupil 

is often as injurious to the mind as too much water and 

heat for the plant. Give the child time for development. 

Of1 Zo 
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Facsimile of Manuscript of Undlichhs Lied. 
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Robert Schumann. 
BIOGRAPHICAL. 

BY FRED S. LAW. 

Robert Schumann was born, the youngest of five 

children, Jane 8,1810, in Zwickiu, then an insignificant 

little mining town in Saxony. There was certainly 

nothing in heredity or outward surroundings to acconnt 

for the strong musical bent which he manifested at an 

early age. His father was a bookseller, a man of de¬ 

cided literary tastes and attainments ; his mother was 

provincial in education and sympathies. Neither was 

there any musical inspiration to be drawn from com¬ 

panionship in the quiet little village which was his 

birthplace. The only available music teacher was a 

school teacher, Kuntzch by name, a self-taught musi¬ 

cian, and under his instruction Robert was placed at the 

age of six. His progress was rapid; his creative in¬ 

stinct was soon awakened ; in a year or two we find him 

extemporizing and writing little dances. He was also 

fond of reading, for which his father’s book-store 

afforded ample material, and wrote plays which were 

performed by himself and his companions. In a few 

years he had outstripped his teacher ; lessons were dis¬ 

continued, and he was left to direct his own musical 

studies, playing and composing at a time when artistic 

guidance aud systematic instruction would have been of 

the utmost value to him in his after career. He dreamed 

of becoming a musician, but in this he was violently 

opposed by his mother, who thought only of the hard¬ 

ships and privation of such a calling. His father was 

more reasonable in his views of a musician’s life. He 

had hoped that Robert would one day be his successor 

in business, but saw that this hope was vain, and had 

resolved to yield to his son’s wishes when he died in 

1826. His mother was not to be moved from her oppo¬ 

sition to his becoming a musician, and in this she was 

seconded by his gnardian. It was decided that he 

should stndy law. Accordingly, in 1828, he went to 

Leipzig, ostensibly to pursue his legal studies in the 

university, but really to devote his time even more than 

before to music. There he met the eminent piano 

teacher, Friedrich Wieck, whose gifted daughter Clara, 

then in her ninth year, was destined to become his wife. 

By permission of his mother he began lessons with 

Wieck, for the first time in his life experiencing the 

benefit of well-directed and systematic technical instruc¬ 

tion, of which he stood sadly in need. In 1829 he went 

to Heidelberg, again ostensibly as a student, but bis 

passion for mnsic burst out with redoubled ardor. He 

composed, practiced the piano with increased energy, 

and after a year of such application wrote to bis mother, 

confessing his neglect of the lectures he had been sent 

to attend, and begging her consent to his becoming a 

musician. Full of consternation at this unexpected tnrn 

of affairs, she wrote a distracted letter to Wieck, declar¬ 

ing that she would follow his counsel in the matter. If 

he considered that her son had sufficient talent to lie 

successful in a musical career, she wonld withdraw her 

opposition. Fortunately, Wieck was well convinced oi 

his former pupil’s great abilities ; he strongly advised 

the change, and the mother yielded. Robert s joy was 

overwhelming. He had never been a patient gtndent 

of harmony ; he had not realized the necessity of apply¬ 

ing himself to the stndy of theory and the laws of strict 

composition, but in an exuberant letter to bis teacher 

he now says : “No blame shall depress me ; no praise 

shall make me idle- Whole pailfuls of very, very cold 

theory can do me no harm, and I will work at it with¬ 

out a murmur.” 
His original design had been to fit himself for a con¬ 

cert pianist. In his impatience to hasten technical de¬ 

velopment he devised an apparatus to promote indepen¬ 

dence of finger. Its mechanism is not known precisely, 

since he used it without the knowledge of his teacher, 

and after its disastrous effects became manifest be wonld 

never speak of it to any one. It is probable that it con¬ 

sisted of a cord terminating at one end in a loop, and 

ran throagh a pulley fastened in the ceiling. The third 

finger was passed through this loop and kept raised 

while practicing vigorously with the other fingers. This 

he did with snch misplaced diligence that he loet control 

of the finger by excessive stretching. To his horror, he 

found that when he wished to play, instead of falling, 

the finger flew up. All remedies were tried but none 

was able to restore a natural action. The whole right 

hand gradually became lame—not so lame as to prevent 

his playing, bat enongh to pat any finished performance 

out of the question. This misfortune, thongh a bitter 

disappointment to him, proved a blessing to art, 

since it forced him to utilize his creative powers to the 

utmost. The world coaid do witbont Schumann the 

pianist, bnt wonld he mnch poorer lacking Schumann 

the composer. 

His fiist step was to take up the long-neglected stndy 

of theory, and for this he placed himself under the in¬ 

struction of Heinrich Dorn, to whom be ever after felt 

grateful for the unwearied pains he took in his behalf. 

He realized the deficiencies of bis early training, and 

began patiently at the lieginning. 

The next fourteen years, 1830-1944, which he passed 

principally in Leipzig, were the richest and most pro¬ 

ductive of his life. He was more fortnnate than most 

gennises in not being obliged to earn his own living dar¬ 

ing his period of development. His patrimony yielded 

a modest income of .100 thalers, which was sufficient to 

provide a single man all the necessities and many of the 

comforts of life. With a few friends be started s usga- 

zioe(“Die nene mnsikalische Zeitung ”), which they 

intended to farther romanticism in music and its free¬ 

dom from scholasticism. Schumann soon became sole 

editor and proprietor, and retained an active participa¬ 

tion in its management until his removal to Dresden. 

As s journalist and critic, he was remarkable for bis gen¬ 

erous recognition of merit, wherever found. It was be 

who first drew the attention of the German public to 

Chopin and Brahms, and many others owe to him their 

first encouragement in tbeinitial steps of a distinguished 

career. Moody by nature, reserved and taciturn in 

company, there was no lack of enthusiasm when be dis¬ 

covered. or thought be had discovered—for sometimes 

his swan proved a goose—a budding gemna. 

An attachment to Clara Wieck, who had developed 

into one of the foremost pianists of the day, was strongly 

opposed by her father. Papa Wieck, as be was familiarly 

called, was something of a family autocrat. He looks.! 

with disfavor upon the union of his dsngbter who bsd 

already won a brilliant position—with a young man 

whose prospects were still uncertain For several years 

the youthful pair aoqniewed, but as Urns went on and 

the obdurate parent proved no more inclined to yield 

than at drat, Schumann, therefore, according to German 

law, cited him to appear in court and state hi* objection* 

to the marriage. After a year’s delay the case was 

heard ; the father’s objections were pronounced oorres- 

onable and the lovers were free to marry in 1*40. This 

legal conflict was especially psin/nl to Schumann’s »by, 

sensitive nstnre, and still more trying was a lawsuit, 

which be was obliged to bring against his fatber-in-law, 

to recover certain jewels and decorations belonging to 

bis wife. These had been presented to her on different 

oocssions when playing st courts ; her fsiber. incensed 

at his failure to prevent the marriage, insisted on retain- 

inc them is hta own. 
Schumann’* had never been * well-baUnerd nature 

As s bov he had l*en merry and joyoo% a lea-W srsoiig 

his pls\ mate*. As be grew up, however, be Hanged 

greatly! He be-a roe constrained sad reserved, even in 

intercourse with intimate- associate*. When lie was a 

l.id, a sister bad died of an incurable melancholy at the 

age of nineteen, and eeveral years after his marriage he 

fell into a morbid frame of mind which caused bis 

family and friends the gravest spprrbeaKiou*. His 

health berame greatly impaired, and be was finally 

ordered to give np lit* journal and seek an entire change.. 

He accordingly left Leipzig in 1844. and removed to 

Dresden. There the state of hi* health finctuabd ; but, 

on the whole, be lost instead of gained. Feverish 

periods of intense productivity alternated with intervals 

of almost niter quiescence. Hi* morbid tendetM-iea in- 

erased with alarming rapidity, aud lie seems to have had 

premonitions of approaching mental decay. In ImSO he 

wav called as conductor of the municipal conceits at DUa- 

eeldorf, to take the place of Ferdinand Hiller, who had 

accepted a similar position in Cologne. He and his wife 

were received in Dlisseldorf with the most cordial bospl 

tality. Tbs coming of such a distinguished composer and 

hi* no leas distinguished wife was .vuaideicd an event of 

manici]i»l importance, and this liny were- made to feel 

by the most delicate act* of attention. For a time the 

cloud lifted from liis mind, and be took up the duties of 

his new position with interest. 

At To***Am of ftosicav fs-acasss. 

A brief experience as ts-aehn of <*>nq*»«itu>u and 

piano at the conservatory of IMpxig bad shown that 

Krbuwson was flttsd neither by temperament nor train¬ 

ing for the work of a teacher, and his experience at 

Dlisseldorf proved that the same was true of directing 

At first, however, tills was not apparent. The chorns 

and orchestra bad Iren Ml by HAM tn a high state of 

efficiency, and the esteem which was fell tot Kobumauo 

a« a composer prevented unfavorable critlcum in tits 

beginning. But as time went on his leek of ability for 

such a position was plainly revealed. Hi* pnwara failed 

visibly from season to season, until in I*>3 the manage 

m«nt of the .-oocerts fell obliged to ouggesi that he 

withdraw for a lime ontil his health should be remtob 

lish.d. This was the end of Kcbumsun'scarcer a* director 

Daring all this time lli# morbid »ympi-m» so dreaded 

by his friends inrt cured until they had res.bed an 

alarming stage. If# look an absorbing intor#«t >• apir 

dualism ; be suffered from deloslooa , be board voice* ; 

be fancied that he was pursued by a pondrtast tom 

which rang in III* ear* inoasaantJy. ID* 1»*4 *«rh was 

a sot of variations for tbs piano on a them* which he 

insisted bad b«ro re-nt to blm by Hrbobert snd Mendel 

mohn. In hi* oalmer moments he was perfortJy eon 

scions of his condition, snd during bi* paroiyreas called 

piteously on his family for Mp. Forty in 1944 be 

made an attempts* sairlde by ihrowire* himself into 

tbe Rhine, but was rescu'd by sow# l««stm*n. 8# was 

then plrewd under restraint until rteslh gsw btms luqi’J 

redraw, July 8*. l*«i. 
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The compositions of Schumann afford one of the most 

interesting studies in the whole literature of the piano. 

Schumann was an innovator in so many points, and 

he tried so many experiments, and so many of these 

experiments were not entirely successful, that it is very 

interesting to put them together and find out what he 

was trying to get at. Liszt once said “ Schumann 

thinks music better than anyone else since Beethoven ”; 

meaning by this that Schumann had an intimate 

musical fantasy in which all the combined parts of 

music,—its melody, its harmony, its rhythm,—and the 

relation of these to feeling, were almost equally opera¬ 

tive. As a tone writer he was the first of the new 

school, dealing almost exclusively in what I have some¬ 

times called the thematic, bringing together harmonies 

in a way very unusual before his time, and portraying 

the characteristic moods with great precision, so that he 

might almost be regarded as a forerunner of Wagner 

and the Russian writers. In other words, if Schumann 

had not written, the history of music would necessarily 

have been very different from what it is at present. 

Such has been his influence upon composers in all direc¬ 

tions, and especially composers for the piano and for 

song; and his divergence from the manner of Men¬ 

delssohn and the classic school in which he was brought 

up was as marked as possible. 

Still more striking is his curious relation to piano 

playing. Speaking in a general way, Schumann is 

the father of the art of piano playing as it now 

exists. While we have in it a vast amount of ele¬ 

gance from Chopin, thematic work from Bach, bril¬ 

liant work from Liszt and the other virtuosi, what we 

might call the heart of the piano is much oftener 

touched by Schumann than by any other master who 

has ever written, not even excepting Chopin in his 

most melancholy moods. Moreover, Schumann had the 

art of taking the reader instantly into the new mood 

which for the moment possessed him, so that without 

any preface, and in complete contrast to the moment 

before, we go with him, and within the first eight meas¬ 

ures are fully within the magic circle where he has 
brought us so unexpectedly. 

Speaking from the standpoint of the pianoforte, the 

peculiarities of the Schumann piano music call for a 

deep, full, musical touch, and an incessant use of the 

pedal ; and there are in the whole list of his piano 

works only a very few pieces where the pedal can be 

entirely dispensed with. More often, indeed, the pedal 

is an integral part of the tone-producing apparatus; as, 

for .instance, in the wide chords of the “ Fourth Noc¬ 

turne,” or the middle movement of the “ Fantasie ” 

and practically everywhere in the variations of the 

‘‘Symphonic Etude.” Not less important is the pedal 

in many of his smaller pieces, such as the “ Entrance to 

the Forest,” the “ Wayside Inn,” the “ Prophetic Bird,” 

or the little pieces of the “ Kinderscenen,” and the 
“ Papillons.” 

There are in Schumann two opposing and character¬ 

istic moods, which contrast with each other in nearly all 

of his works, from the smallest to the largest. The one 

of these is the joyous, buoyant, passionately moved 

temperament, to which he gave the name “ Florestan.” 

This phase of the composer’s dual existence had in it all 

his great capacity for passion and trouble, such as we 

find^especially in the piece called ‘‘In the Night,” in 

the “ Fancy Pieces,” and in one or two of the ‘‘Night 

Pieces,” and, above all, in the first movement of the 
great “Fantasie in C.” 

The other mood of Schumann was the tender, senti¬ 

mental mood, if I may be allowed the expression. In 

Schumann we have very deep tenderness and feeling, 

but never sentimental moods in the sense in which Men¬ 

delssohn gives them in his first and second “Songs 

Without Words,” and in many other places in his 

works. This deep and tender, this confidential mood,— 

as I might call it,—or, as the Germans call it, this 

“ Innikeit ” or “ inwardness,” he names “Eusebius,” 

and in his own writings we have a very pretty dialogue 

between these two personages, “ Florestan” and “ Euse¬ 

bius,” apropos to some of the new compositions by 
Chopin. 

In the present paper I can only point out the main 

divisions in the Schumann literature, indicating briefly 

what he seems to be trying to get at, and the pieces in 

which he came nearer accomplishing what he set out to 

do ; for in all the history of art there is no composer 

who has so many imperfect scores to his credit as Schu¬ 

mann. There is, perhaps, almost nothing of his until 

within the very last years of his life which does not afford 

interest to the artist; but about half of the six hundred 

pages of his writings are not altogether fortunate in 

realizing what they set ont to attain. I should say, for 

instance, that the whole of the first five opus numbers 

are failures. An exception to this should be made in 

the case of the “Papillons,” opus 2, which throws a 

good deal of light upon Schumann’s tendency to write 

short pieces ; and at least one of these pieces, the “ Po¬ 

lonaise in D-major,” is a very striking and significant 

tone poem, although short. I should go slow, also in 

condemning the whole of the “Studies of Paganini.” 

In attempting these transcriptions Schumann was seek¬ 

ing a new technic upon the piano, and the works are 

interesting to a degree. The “ Caprice in E-major ” 

might well enough be played, and so possibly might 

several of the others; but the trouble was that the 

musical ideas of Paganini were not sufficiently rich 

upon the harmonic side to afford Schumann the neces¬ 

sary inspiration for reaching the end of which he was 

vaguely in search. In the “Intermezzi,” opus 4 he 

begins to be more like the Schumann which we know 

later, but these pieces are not, after all, successful The 

first successful works of Schumann, I should say, are 

the Davidsbundler,” the “ Dance of the David’s Le¬ 

gion against the Philistines.” The “ David’s Legion ” 

was a pure invention of Schumann, but the “Philis¬ 

tines” were solemn facts, close about him and other 

students of Leipzig, then as now, and much trouble they 

caused our sensitive young artist. The “ Davidsbiind- 

ler consists of eighteen short pieces, the whole occu- 

F“g tTWentjr'one Pa£es ^ the Russian edition 
from which I am making these citations. Many of 

the pieces are signed by the initial of the Schumann 

phase responsible for them. The first one, of a sprightly 

“ FnS E g CiaraCJter’ 18 8igned by “Fl0«*tan ’’and 
Eusebius, F. and E.; the second one, of a very tender 

and ^chumannish color, by “Eusebius”; the third 

IZ anp Th tfinng’ ^ F'; the fonrth’ 
E and h ’ m°re ten<3er and 8imPle’ with an 
E and then we come to the diabolic sixth in D-minor 

where the left hand has a nut to crack too hard for ordi- 

“7 t-tb- Among the striking contrasts afford Jby 
the numbers in this work, perhaps that between the ..™th „„ ,wemb „ „ 
eleventh is a simple piece in B-minor, signed E.- the 
twelfth, also in B-minor aitmed F j 7 

and significant number it is? ’ * strikill8 

The Davidsbundler ” as a whole, to anticipate what 
will come later, I class among the concert works and 

believe that its difficulties are such, in spite of the 

facility of a few of the numbers, that only an artist will 
be successful in dealing with it. 

Without stopping to discuss the esthetic aspects of the 

later Schumann works, I will proceed at once to a classi¬ 

fication that in my opinion would be most useful to the 

student. I should divide the Schumann works into four 

grades, or classes. At the bottom, the very easy pieces 

lying within the third and fourth grades of difficulty • 

in the next rank, or second division, pieces which are 

still practicable for amateurs, and laying all of them 

below the difficulty of the sixth grade; in the third 

division, pieces which are eminently suited for conceit 

use, but which are not so difficult but that accomplished 
amateurs can play them effectively ; in the fourth grade, 

those pieces so striking in their conception, and so diffi¬ 

cult from a technical point of view, that only artists are 

equal to rendering them at their full value. 

In the nature of the case it is these concert pieces, ap¬ 

pealing to artists, which illustrate the Schumann nature 

in the most brilliant and satisfactory manner ; because, 

as I said at the beginning, Schumann was not only a 

confidential friend of the piano, but also to a very great 

degree a master of the instrument. His technic is new, 

and as remarkable in its way as that of Liszt; and the 

Schumann ideas of piano playing are those which prevail 

more than those of any other master at the present day. 

The beautiful singing tone, the exquisite expression, 

both in the large and dramatic sense and in the refined 

and deeply poetic sense, as we have it from the playing 

of the best artists, goes back to Schumann ; and the 

works of Schumann which I think illustrate this phase, 

after the “ Davidsbundler,’’—of which I have already 

spoken,—will be the “ Carnaval, ” opus 9; the sonatas 

in G minor and F-sharp minor ; the great “ Fantasie in 

C,” opus 17; and, possibly, the “Symphonic Etudes.” 

The latter work and the “Sonata in G-minor,” can be 

played by good amateurs, but they will very rarely play 

them in a completely satisfactory manner, since the 

transitions of tone quality, the weight and precision de-. 

manded in immediate contrast with lightness, and the 

subtilty of the musical ideas, combine to make these 

pieces on the whole the proper domain of an artist. 

One of the most remarkable of the Schumann works 

is the much-played “Carnaval,” a collection of twenty- 

nine short pieces, each one of which is a phase, ora poetic 

conception—a fancy piece, if you like. Many of the 

pieces in the “Carnaval” are practicable for ordinary 

players. Such,for instance, are the “ Yalse Noble,” the 

“Pierrot,” the “Chopin,” the “German Waltz,” and 

“The Avowal.” But these are only comparatively 

short moments in the entire series, and they are inter¬ 

larded between other phases so impetuous and so 

strongly marked that only the hands of an artist could 

give them their full value. The “ Carnaval ” is one of 

the most difficult of all the Schumann works to inter¬ 

pret successfully in public. It is written throughout in 

4 measure, which necessarily gives the rhythm a ten¬ 

dency to monotony ; and many of the numbers are of 

considerable difficulty, especially, perhaps, the most 

difficult of all, the “Paganini ” and the “Finale.” 

Taking up now the pieces which are sufficiently large 

to be played effectively in public, and still lie within 

the range of advanced amateur players, I will mention 

first the “Fancy Pieces,” opus 12. Two of these, the 

“ Whims ” and “Why,” are in my second “Book of 

Phrasing,” and are practicable for fifth grade students. 

The same might be said of “In the Evening’’and “The 

End of the Song.” The other numbers are more diffi" 

cult, and the best one of the first book is the “Aufs- 

schwung,” or “Excelsior,” as it has been named. 

After the “ Fancy Pieces,” one might play the “ haseh- 

ingsschwank,” or “Carnival Pranks from Vienna,” 

opus 26. The first movement of this work is very en 

joyable indeed. The work as a whole is too long. The 

most difficult of the pieces in this part of the list will be 

the “ Kreisleriana,” opus 16. Iam not myself a victim 

of the whole-work-or-nothing principle in concert play- 

ing. There are those who consider it unworthy to play 

a part of a work instead of the whole of it, and so they 

insist upon our hearing the whole of these eight pieces 
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in the “ Kreisleriana,” when three or four of them would 

be quite enough. I do not myself believe that Schu¬ 

mann considered it necessary to play the whole thing 

together. At all events, these eight pieces are among 

the most beautiful of his works, and of the eight, the 

first, second, fourth, and fifth are perhaps the best. 

The second, in particular, is an entire concert in itself. 

It is one of the most musical poems ever composed for 

the piano, and it richly deserves the favor it enjoys. 

Another collection of pieces composed not long after 

the “Kreisleriana” is that bearing the name of “Nov- 

ellettes.” If anyone were to ask me why Schumann 

called them “ Novellettes,” I should say it was probably 

because he could not think of any other name suitable. 

There are eight of the “Novellettes,” and they are by 

no means of equal merit. Some of them are very frag¬ 

mentary and unsatisfactory ; some of them are gems of 

the first water. The most often played are the first in 

F-major and the seventh in E-major. The latter I con¬ 

sider one of the most beautiful and thoroughly charac¬ 

teristic pieces that Schumann wrote. It is completely 

and entirely Schumannesque in its manner, and the con¬ 

trast of the two moods, the rapid octaves at first and 

the beautiful melody in the middle part, is truly exqui¬ 

site. I may add that it is also a most excellent technical 

study for octaves with a free wrist. 

There are other “Novellettes” which are very strik¬ 

ing and imposing in their way; one of the smallest is 

the fourth, the waltz-like movement; and one of the 

most brilliant, the second, a very imposing toccata. 

And speaking of toccatas, I ought to have mentioned in 

the category above the “Toccata” of Schumann (opus 

7), which was suggested no doubt by a celebrated 

“Toccata,” by Czerny. The Schumann “Toccata” is 

often made only an exercise, but it is capable of being 

played in a very musical way so that it makes a very 

fine effect. Sauer played it in such a way in Chicago 

last year, and it illustrated the attractive elements of 

his playing and the solidity of his technic better than 

anything else in which he was heard. This piece prop¬ 

erly belongs to the concert player, and not to the 

amateur. 

The Schumann “ Concerto in A-minor ” is often used 

by musical clubs and the like, with accompaniment of 

second piano. It is not particularly difficult, and it will 

be heard no doubt with a great deal of interest. The 

ideas of the “ Concerto ” are remarkably strong and well 

suited to the piano. It is only in the working out that 

Schumann fails to satisfy the demands educed by such 

works as the best of those I have mentioned. As a show 

piece for the piano, it is a dead failure ; and as a piece 

of tone poetry for the piano, it is not to be mentioned in 

the same breath with the “Symphonic Etudes,” the 

“Kreisleriana,” or even the “Fancy Pieces.” 

We come now to the chapter of Schumann pieces par¬ 

ticularly available for students in the early stages ot 

their career, and just now for those mainly in the fourth 

grade. Schumann was particularly the prophet of short 

sayings. All his long pieces are made up of short pieces 

put together. He was never guilty of a genuine impro¬ 

visation in which a single musical idea is developed at 

length. Even in the “Symphonic Etudes,” where he 

undertook to write variations upon a theme, the amount 

of the original theme in the successive variations is of 

the most attenuated amount, and in some cases nothing 

whatever of the theme is to be found, so that the com¬ 

poser himself gave it up in the later editions, and dis¬ 

tinguished these as “ Etudes.” 

The best of the short pieces of Schumann are tobe found 

in the “ Forest Scenes,” opus 84 ; the “ Kinderscenen, 

opus 15 ; the “ Night Pieces, ” opus 23 ; and in the “ Col¬ 

ored Leaves, ”opus99. The“ Forest Scenes ’ ’ are charm¬ 

ing little pieces, veritable poems, with such titles as 

“The Entrance to the Forest,” “The Wayside Inn, 

“Farewell to the Forest,” “The Bird as Prophet,” 

“Hunting Song,” etc. These that I have named are 

the best, and lie almost entirely within the fourth 

grade of difficulty. They require, however, consider¬ 

able delicacy of treatment. I have used several of these 

in my “ Books of Phrasing.” Of the “ Kinderscenen ” 

some of the pieces are very pleasing indeed, such as 

“From Strange Lands and People,” “Playing Tag, 

“The Curious Story,” “Happy Enough,” the well- 

TEE ETUDE 
known “ TrilumeTei,” and the “ Child Going to Sleep.” 

Still another collection of short pieces, or a longer piece 

made up of several short ones, is the very rarely played 

set of “Flower Pieces.” The “Flower Pieces” are 

really little songs without words, five in all, the whole 

extending over no more than four pages. They lie well 

within the fourth grade of difficulty, and will be highly 

prized by amateurs and those in search of nnsensational 
pieces. 

I come now to two extremely beautiful pieces con¬ 

tained in the same grade of difficulty as those last men¬ 

tioned namely, the ‘‘Romance in F-sharp Major,” 

opus 28, and the “Nocturne in F major,” opus23. The 

“Romance” is one of the most beautiful piano pieces 

in the entire Schumann literature. It commences with 

an exquisite duet for two baritones, followed by a 

soprano second subject. It is a little more difficult than 

most of the pieces in the foregoing paragraph, but can 

be mastered by any pupil in the early part of the fifth 

grade. The “ Nocturne in F ” is a trifle more easy, and 

is very justly one of the most popular of the Schumann 

pieces. 
In addition to the pieces mentioned above there are 

still other short pieces of even greater facility. The 
easiest one of the whole lot probably is the “Jolly 
Farmer” out of the “Album for the Young.” An¬ 
other, the little “ Romance in A-minor,” the same which 
Theodore Thomas used to play in connection with 
“ Triiumerei.” There are quite a number of very easy 
pieces in the “Album for the Young,” some of them as 
low as the second grade; bnt the musical interest is 
naturally very small. 

Some years ago I brought together a collection of 
“ Favorite Piano Pieces of Schumann,” containing a few 
as easy as the “ Happy Farmer, ’’and going as high as the 
second “Kreisleriana ” and the seventh “Novellette.” 
The eighty pages of this collection contain the cream of 
the Schumann works, stopping short of the concert 
pieces properly so called ; and I do not know any other 
single collection in which so many available Schumann 
pieces are to be found without having to buy a great 
deal more than you want. 

“Schumann Albums” are published in the Litolff 
collection and in the edition Peters. The selections in 
both have been made with as much care as possible to 
introduce the most practicable of the Schumann pieces. 
In the Steingraber editions very similar ground is cov¬ 
ered to that in my collection. I am not in favor of giv¬ 
ing a pupil in the ordinary grades any one of the com 
plete collectionsof Schumann, such as the “Papillons,” 
the “Album for the Young,” the “ Forest Scenes,” or 
the “Carnaval,” etc. It is better to make selections, 
since you will find in immediate succession pieces of 
widely different difficulty. 

As an article of this kind may be of some service to 
the committees in musical clubs, I will call attention to 
another phase of Schumann’s activity, which is very 
much less known than it deserves. I mean his songs. 
Beginning with the light and more simple songs, there 
is a very charming little piece called “The Hat of 
Green,” which is a very arch and enjoyable bit. There 
is a very enthusiastic baritone song called “The Wan¬ 
derer’s Song.” The graveyard favorite, the “Two 
Grenadiers,” I am not particularly fond of, although it 
has many friends. There is one song for high soprano 
voice that is one of the most exquisite of any that I 
know. It is called “Moonlight” I bad the idea some 
years ago of arranging this for church use with other 
words, for which it is eminently suited. Then there is 
a complete collection of songs for soprano voice, called 
“From Woman’s Love and Life,” one of the most 
beautiful sets of songs ever written, appealing to the 
most intimate and sacred feelings of womanly nature. 
I care less for the famous “Poet’s Love.” The poet 
had rather a hard time of it, and his melancholy bolds 
out all the way. I do n't care for a sentimental man to 
be unhappy through three volumes; it is too long. The 
Schumann songs are published in many collections prac¬ 
tically complete. I have been in the habit of using a 
collection published by Boosey <St Co., but there may lie 

mething better now. , , 
In concluding these observations upon the works or 
humann, I take occasion to renew again the sentiment 
th which I began, that we have in them a very conons 
d precious combination of essential mnsic, deep feel 
g poetic imagination, and suitability for the piano. 

this respect they belong to the most indispensable 
rt of the literature of modern music, and the beet 
vice I can give a student is to read over what I have 
id above, fasten upon some one composition which 
rakens interest, get the music, try it,^play it; then 
ke another, and so on ; and little by little the grea 
bnmann knack will come to you. There is nothing 
vsterious in music. It is like the sunshine, the rain, 
e breeze and the songs of spring. If you give them 
little time and place yonrself in the way, they will 
t at you. And then I confidently expect yon to nse 

THE POINT OF UTILITY. 

BV JON BUBON. 

Even throwing aside with sweeping consent all the 

dispute about the proper province of criticism, and 

granting that criticism may be to mnsic both a prod and 

a guiding halter, there yet remains one point in modern 

mnsic where criticism is undoubtedly null. It is well 

enough to say of both the conscientious and the preten¬ 

tious effort that, judged by the standard of absolute 

music, it is alike worthless if it fails alike to meet a 

reasonable level. There never is a moment when any¬ 

thing pretentious is worth a kind word ; but conscien¬ 

tious music, on the other hand, is sometimes entitled to 

praise, even when falling hopelessly below the accepted 

level of taste. Think of a singer with an intelligence 

and culture that may enable her to please only a portion 

of her hearers. She may sing a string of classics that a 

small part of her audience will receive with all ap¬ 

proval, and that the severest critic would find admir¬ 

ably done. Immediately after her some other singer, 

with perhaps less cultnre, but with imagination enough 

to gain her entrance to every heart before her, may give 

some beautiful song not perhaps with absolute preci¬ 

sion, but with a meaning to melt the stillest stoic. 

Now, however poorly done, dare any honest sonl in that 

audience criticize harshly what may have been inexact 

bnt still eminently usefnl and beautiful to the listeners ? 

Or, if the bad points demand reproof as a matter of 

kindness and assistance to the singer herself, is it fair to 

the andience and jnst to the singer not to spice yonr 

fault finding with some small approval of the utility of 

the piece? We all of us seem to slight too much this 

point, that oftenest goes unnoticed ; and so long has it 

gone unobserved, that an elaborate system of false criti¬ 

cism has built itself up on this neglect, and an equally 

false system of teaching bridges its fonndation over Ibe 

same gap. 

Exactness is, above all things, certainly a thing first 

to be striven for. But when exactness means the sacri¬ 

fice of this other finer quality, most conveniently called 

utility, are we not selling mnsic into a bondage of detail 

while crampiDg the liberty of its very llrat aim? In¬ 

ventive teachers arc daily deviaing shorter cuts to exact 

ness ; pupils eagerly strive for exactness: there Is every 

where the insistence on exactness. Yet no one is so 

quick to foci the pernicious effect of this anxiety for 

exactness as that teacher or that pupil who may be criti¬ 

cized for stumbling in parts of a piece which be (a per¬ 

fectly conscious of making clear, beautiful, and effective 

to his hearers. Beethoven’* impatience of stobborn 

exactness and exaggeration of effect was not all the die- 

taste that all great genius has for trifles ; but was the 

first effort to unite effect and exactness as near perfectly 

as was possible with the player at hand. But in his 

fragmentary teaching, where the player must fall abort, 

be was firm that it should be on the side of exactness 

rather than effect. 
Assuredly, to neglect exactitude would be to alight 

altogether one of the first necessities that are steadily 

leading music to higher and higher development; but 

if both effect and precision can not share equally to odr 

efforta to improve music, la it not well, once in a while, 

to consider the listener's point of view, and help him to 

enjoy what we expect him to lie kind enough to pay 

for? The generality of andiences are rarely m> fastidi¬ 

ously exacting that they will condemn, along with the 

critic, whatever may fall short of alwolote technical 

perfection; but, instead, they roost enjoy what plays 

moat freely on their feelings—so long, of course, aa the 

lapsea in precision are not really marring to the effect. 

And since primarily the object of teaching pupils Is, 

after all, to fit them for the beet possible *untm with 

the public, are we not serving those pupils' brat inter- 

ests, and best satisfying the needs of their future audi¬ 

ences, by insisting as much on the utility of a piece aa 

on the exactness with which It should be played ? 

To him who accomplishes much, the day has many 
hour*. To him who does nothing, it has not one, 
though it seems a long time from sunrise to sunset. 
He has not one well-spent hour. 
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The Autobiographic Character of Schumann's 
Music, 

.j* 

BY LOUIS C. ELSON. 

A* 

It is always a labor of love for the musical student to 

trace something of the life of a composer in his works, 

and the labor often leads to a practical result, since the 

student, once knowing the mood of the composer in pro¬ 

ducing a certain work, becomes himself more identified 

and en rapport with it, and consequently interprets the 

composition better. One comes a little closer to the 

Seventh Symphony when tracing Beethoven’s affection 

for Amalia Seebald in some of its romantic measures ; 

one reads the reconciliation of Handel and George I in 

the “ Water Music” ; and many other bits of personal 

history might be gleaned from especial compositions. 

With Schumann, however, what is only sporadic with 

other composers becomes nearly continuous. Almost 

every step of this composer’s career can be traced in his 

music ; his successive compositions become an autobiog¬ 

raphy in tones. Some of these works are avowedly rec¬ 

ords of personal events ; others become unintentionally 
historic. 

It may be remembered, at the outset, that Schumann 

always wrote best when happiest. In this he was the 

opposite of Schubert who scarcely brought forth anything 

when he was thoroughly enjoying himself—his happy 

years (too few, alas !) being comparatively barren of 

good music. Schubert complained that the public 

loved those compositions best which he had brought forth 

in direst anguish. When Schumann was unhappy, the 

fearful melancholia which was a symptom of his hered¬ 

itary insanity often incapacitated him altogether for 
work. 

The dual character of his compositions tells us clearly 

of the duality which existed in himself. As early as 

October 4, 1829, being then only nineteen years old, he 

wrote to his friend Itosen, at Heidelberg, from Milan : 

“I alway-s Reem to myself entirely poor yet entirely 

rich ; entirely weak yet entirely strong; feeble yet full 

of life.” From this it is evident that Schumann had 

recognized thus early the duality of his own character. 

These two opposing personalities soon received names 

from their possessor. The fiery radical, full of aggres¬ 

sion and combat, was called “ Florestan ” ; the shy, 

introspective and sensitive dreamer was named “Euse¬ 
bius.” 

Soon afterward these mythical characters became part 

of the musical autobiography which was to run all 

through Schumann’s musical creation. The first piano 

sonata, dedicated to Clara Wieck, was signed “Flores- 

tan and Eusebius ” ; and one can, in this work, as in 

ihany of the subsequent ones, trace the two antagonistic 

moods. If one stands on the river bank below Cairo, 

Ill., at flood time, one will see two rivers in one chan¬ 

nel ; on the one side the dark waters of the Ohio on the 

other the yellow waves of the Missouri and Mississippi • 

even so in many a Schumann composition can one ob¬ 

serve Florestan and Eusebius touching but not coales¬ 
cing. 

Schumann's autobiographic style begins with his opus 

1. He met with a beautiful young lady at a ball in 

Mannheim. The lady’s name being Meta Abegg, he 

at once wrote a set of variations upon the letters, 

the name musically, but Schumann was not to be 

balked by a trifling matter like this, and, ascertaining 

that the young lady was born in Asch, in Saxony, he 

set about spelling out her birthplace in a glorious musi¬ 

cal composition: “The Carnaval.” In doing this he 

was able to use the German musical letters in two ways— 

A, Es (E-flat), C, H (or B), V’ Efcz: 

and As (A-flat) C, H, m 
•JO. 

and his mysticism found further consolation in the fact 

that these were the only musical letters in his own 
name. 

His reading of the works of that playful and romantic 

philosopher, Jean Paul (Richter), led to opus 2, the 

Papillons,” and to much music besides. 

“Florestan” and “Eusebius” bubble up again as 

characters in the “Carnaval,” and as composers in the 

“Davidsbiindler” dances (opus 6). As the “ Davids- 

biindler ” appear more than once, we may mention that 

they also were autobiographic, and consisted of charac¬ 

terization of the different moods with which Schumann 

wrote in his musical journal, “Die neue Zeitschrift fiir 

Musik.” “Florestan” was, of course, the dashing 

critic, “Eusebius” the tender, sympathetic, and femi¬ 

nine one, and “ Master Raro” was evolved as a charac¬ 

ter to mediate between the two extremes. These fanci¬ 

ful characters (each being Schumann himself) were 

supposed to carry on a bold war against the “ Philis¬ 

tines,’ as Schumann characterized the old fogies of 

Leipzig. There were, however, a few outsiders, real 

personages, who were of the “ Davidsbiindler ”• there 

was Henrietta Voigt, as “Aspasia”; Ludwig Sch’unke, 

as Jonathan”; Carl Bank, as “Serpentinus”; and 

the great battle of the opposing forces is portrayed in 
the finale of the carnival scenes. 

There is more autobiography in the compositions of 

the year 1840-the happy year when Schumann won and 

married Clara Wieck. There is so much of beauty in 

the true story of this love-match (“ Heloise and Abe¬ 

lard do not give so tender a tale) that it seems a pity 

sentimentalists should not have let it stand for itself 

The story that “ Warum ” is a musical love-letter ad¬ 

dressed to Clara Wieck, and that it succeeded in melting 

the heart of her obd urate father, is absolutely false 

The Symphony in B-flat ” (No. 1) of this epoch is 

the true autobiography of the triumph and happiness of 

this simple and gentle soul. Schumann at first intended 

I'8 f L l“Spri"g Symphony,’’-and one can 
readily find the sheep-bells of the wandering herd in the 

said. One ought not to take the public too fully 
ss confidence.” and tb« _ 

and fearing that the homage might be too conspicuous 

he threw a thin veil over it by dedicating the work to a 

mythical “Pauline, Countess d’Abegg.” Four years 

later (in 1834) he met with the very attractive Ernestine 

von hricken. This time it was impossible to spell out 

carded. The bursting into song is an equally autobio- 

g p .c touch at this happy epoch. Schumann now 

wrote the best cycles of German Lieder that the world 
possesses. worm 

J“the hia euide was Jean Paul, but now he 

liei ”7“ pdeDte’^Attest expresgioni and in ..Dichter, 
, ( Poet s Love ”) he told the story of his suffer 

up dim.g th, long ,wfe (J>r> ‘ 

—“ a‘ '™rJ »»“ n Woman , Lift „„,i h„ W], r 

• ”ef”re ,h«y 

of the theme of awakening love) that the widow shall 

live on, the memories of her husband remaining her 

chief consolation ; and this prophecy was strancelv fni 
filled. b y nl* 

In “ Manfred ” and “ Faust” of later years we find 

the mysticism and melancholy that hung over the com¬ 

poser* s life again becoming prominent. 

A gleam of sunshine comes near the end. The ap¬ 

pointment as Municipal Director of Music at Diisseldorf 
causes the melancholy to lift, and at once we receive a 

bit of personal impression in the Third Symphony—the 

“Cologne ” or “Rhenish ” symphony. We hear the 

organ pealing in the great cathedral (Schumann had 

seen the Archbishop of Geissel installed in the see of 
Cologne), we note the people streaming out of church 
with holiday chatter in the finale, and we know that 

Schumann has come under the spell of the happy 

Rhine life, and that his melancholy is taken from him. 

It is only temporary ; the last chapter is found in the 

works of another composer. The day on which Schu¬ 

mann attempted suicide he had written a theme which 

he believed was sung to him by spirits. Brahms took 

this theme and set it as a series of piano variations, ap¬ 

propriately ending the series with a funeral march. 

The autobiographic character of Schumann’s music thus 

being continued even in his very last work. 

It must not be imagined that we consider all of Schu¬ 

mann’s music autobiographic. It must be admitted 

that something of autobiography exists in the works of 

every master, but there is no instance in musical history 

of such a direct record of the actual events of a life 

transmuted into tones in the music of any other com¬ 

poser. WTe may come closer to Schumann’s personality 

through his compositions than we can come to any other 

of the masters even in their greatest or most emotional 
works. 

8chumann at Twenty-one Years of Age. 

During this year he wrote “ Papillon,” Opus 2. 

Side Lights on Schumann. 

BY W. F. GATES. 

J* 

Rohkkt Schumann dwelt for some years on the bor¬ 

der line between genius and madness. This dividing 

line between genius and insanity is narrower than we 

sometimes realize. Some of the greatest minds among 

the musicians have passed this line, but by rest and 

treatment have returned to a stable mental balance. 

Others have passed it never to return. As an instance 

of those who suffered this affliction temporarily, 11®09 

von Blilow might be mentioned. And of those who 
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Nocturne. 

Schumann composed these pieces in IBS, at Vienna.Me writes concerning then, to hi, betrothed .(Early 
Letters); “/ wrote to you concerning a presentiment, I had it in the days from Match 2i tn 37 when at 
my new composition- (probably No.l.) In it occurs a passage to which I continually reverted„ is as if 
some one ground “O God-out of a heavy heart. In the composition I always saw Funeral trams, coffins, 
unhappy despairing people, and ’when I had finished, and was tong seeling for „ title, r always came bach to 
this. Funeral Fantasy" Is it not remarkable? In composing, too, I was oftenso wrought up that tears flowed, 

- - . . ... _ ^--j ccaass, Ths>o.s>on'o letter, and now all was clear to me" yet I knew not why and had no reason for it-then came Theresas letter, and now att was 
(his brother lay dying3 And in a later letter, after he had given the Funeral .Fantasy the name Aoctur- 
nal Pieces•’ What do you say to my calling them • i. Funeral procession, 2. Odd assembly, 3. Nocturnal revel, 

4. Round with solo voices. Wrrite me your opinion'.' .. 
To the advantage of the pieces these superscriptions, which find their justification in the above descri¬ 

bed state of mind of the Composer rather ihah in his tones, have been omitted and the player’s imagination 
can supply the Nocturnal Pieces, so rich in moods and deeply felt, with images of his own. 

Edited by John S Van Cleve. _ Rob. Schumann^0p^3. 
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a This initial number of the set, poised betwteen the keys of A minor and C major, is of a solemn, dirge - 
like character its prevailing moods being heavy grief and sacred consolation. Technically considered it 
consists of two elements, a melodic phrase of three notes in eighths and sixteenths and a series of five 
chords of a subtle shifting character and possessing a melodic outline. Study to give the utmost promina- 
nce to the solo phrase and deliver the chords with the most undulating variety of nuance. Secure at all 
hazards sufficient variety to prevent solemnity from degenerating into monotony. 
1) Change the pedal at each new chord, hence in the first seven measures, four times in each measure, 
the purpose being to secure that extra resonance' and freedom of tone when all the sympathetic str¬ 
ings of the piano are permitted to vibrate. 
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C The oneness of the rhythm will drop easily into dullness unless the player, with delicate feeling and 

judgment, should enliven with emotional shading in both voices, the principal motive which here appears 
slightly changed in character and canonically treated. 

d The motive should here and in both voices in the subsequent measures, be energetically 

marked. -^ * Nocturne*. 
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Le Babil Rustique. 
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Cradle Song. 
WIEGENLIED 

FRANZ SCHUBERT. 

Voice. 

Slowly. 
Langsani 

1 a mm m wm i 
l.Slumber, darling,gen-tle dreams atrtend thee, soft - ly nest-led^ 
2.Slumber, darling, in the full moon’s splendour thou art shel-terd 
S.Slumber, darling,hap-pv be thy wa-king all thy life is 
1-Schlafe, schlafe^hobder, sii-sser Kna-be, lei - se wiegt dich 
2.Schlafe, schlafe in dem sii-ssert Gra-be, noch beschiitst dich 
3-Schlufe, schlafe in der Flau-men Schooss^noch urn - tont dich 

in thy 
in thy 

yet a 
dei-ner 
dei-ner 
lau-ter 

clra-dle bed; 
mo-thers arm, 

dream of joy; 

Mut-ter Hand; 
.Hut-ter Arm, 
Lie-bes - ton, 

* 

M- B r' pTm 
ev - ry bles - sing 

love that’s faith-fuJ, 
when thou wa-kest, 
sanf - te Ru - he, 
a l - le Wiin-sche, 
ei - ne Li - lie, 

hea - veil send thee,guar - diati 
love thats ten-der, vet can 
dawn is break-ing oer thy 
mil - de La - be bringt dir 
al - le Ha - be fasst sie 
et 

^•"t't i~i T 

ne Ro - se. noeh rfem 

an-gels ho-ver round thy head* 
keep my darling safe from harm, 
mo-ther, chasing all an-noy- 
schuebenddieses tFie-gen-band. 
lie - bend,al-le lie - be-warm. 
Schlafe iverd'sie dir sum Lohn. 
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CANZONETTA 

Revised and Fingered bv V. HOLLAEXDER. 
ALBERT I). HOBART). 
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F.E. WEATHERLY. 

THE GIFT. 
A CHRISTMAS SONG. 

(Soprano or Tenor,) 

A. H. BEHREND. 

Moderato 
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THE ETUDE 397 
ended their days in an asylum, Schumann’s is probably 

the greatest name. 

Schumann’s nature was a very deep one. He reveled 

in the intense and the abstruse. He had had a severe 

course of literary and legal training, having received 

from his university the degree, “ Doctor of Philosophy ”; 

and in Germany such degrees are not flung about with 

so prodigal a hand as in this country. It was the inten¬ 

tion of his mother and his guardian that Schumann 

should fit himself for the law, and for some time he 

studied with that end in view; but the musician in him 

overmastered any tendency he had toward law, and he 

thenceforward gave his best efforts to the study of per¬ 

formance and composition. 

It was doubtless this continued mental concentration 

and overtaxing of his physical powers that caused the 

mental malady that clouded his later years. As far 

back as twelve years before his death he was afflicted 

with excruciating pain in his head, with sleeplessness, 

and other troubles caused by the disarrangement of his 

nervous system. At times he was comparatively free 

from these pains and the accompanying delusions, and 

it was then that much of his finest and best work was 

done. 

One of the earliest symptoms of the approach of this 

malady was his absent-mindedness and forgetfulness. 

In 1850 he took the post of “city music director” at 

Diisseldorf, a post that carried with it the leadership of 

an orchestra and a vocal society. Now, Schumann was 

like many another director. He considered himself an 

excellent conductor; but, as a matter of fact, he was 

not a success in the conductor’s chair. His very habits 

of self-concentration and obliviousness to his surround¬ 

ings made him a failure in this line. If things went 

wrong, he would never think of stopping the performers 

and practicing the troublesome section until perfection 

was secured ; he would go clear through to the end, and 

then repeat the whole thing, much to the disgust of the 

singers. 
A characteristic instance of his forgetfulness occurred 

when he was once conducting a rehearsal of Bach’s 

“ Passion Music.” The choir had begun the great open¬ 

ing chorus and were singing bravely along, when it was 

noticed that their conductor’s beat grew less and less 

accurate, and finally stopped. Schumann laid down his 

baton, turned over forty or fifty pages in a hurried man¬ 

ner, and became absorbed in a portion of the work far in 

advance of the singers. But they kept on singing, and 

their leader kept on reading, utterly oblivious to what 

was going on around him. 
After a while, when he again became conscious of the 

singing, finding it did not agree with what he was read¬ 

ing, he stopped the chorus and called out to them in 

amazement, “Good heavens, ladies and gentlemen, 

what on earth are you singing there ? ” 

This peculiarity finally became unbearable; and, 

finally, the managing committee requested him to con¬ 

duct only his own compositions and to leave the rest to 

another conductor. This did not suit Schumann, and 

he shortly after left Diisseldorf. 
If you will read Schumann’s “Rules for Young 

Musicians,” you will find that he warns young players 

to abstain from the use of all mechanical devices for the 

acquirement of technic. This is an illustration of the 

old saying, “A burnt child dreads the fire,” for Schu¬ 

mann had had a bitter experience in this line ; and 

while the results gave us Schumann the composer, they 

deprived his contemporaries of Schumann the pianist. 

And the gain was much greater than the loss. It all 

happened in this way : 
Finding himself much drawn to the profession of 

music, and not suited to that of law, which he was pur¬ 

suing at the wishes of his mother and his guardian, 

Schumann sought the advice of the great teacher, Wieck, 

and upon his advice the mother yielded and the young 

man then gave all his time and energy to his music. 

His idea was to make a great pianist of himself, and he 

hoped to do this in six years’ time. . 
Not content to follow the usual road, and actuated by 

the desire to achieve a perfect technic as soon as possi¬ 

ble, he arranged a contrivance which was to conquer 

the natural weakness of the fourth fingers Byjneans 
__amafit these fingers were to be held back 

rigidly, while the other fingers were exercised. The 

result was that the tendons of the right hand were badly 

overstrained, and for some time it looked as if he would 

lose the use of his hand entirely. But by medical treat¬ 

ment the inj ury was confined to this weak finger ; and 

though Schumann could from that time on play the 

piano, it was without the aid of this necessary adjunct 

to a complete performance. The name Schumann is 

associated with the highest feats of virtuosity, but the 

artist was Clara Schumann, his devoted wife. From 

this time on Robert Schumann gave his entire attention 

to composition, and to critical writings, of which style 

he was a master. 

Next to a man’s birth and death it is probable that 

the most important date or event is that ol his marriage. 

Especially was this true of Robert Schumann. And at 

the same time there was a tinge of the romantic and the 

extraordinary attached to it. Clara Wieck was only 
nine years of age when the awkward boy, Schumann, 
first saw her at her father’s home, where he had come 
for musical instruction. She was, even at that age, a 
remarkable performer on the piano, and as the two were 
thrown together every day, it was periectly natural that 
an affection should spring up between them. 

From that time tne lives of the two seemed to be 
bound together by the cords of fate. When Robert 
wrote his first symphony, and it was to be given its first 
performance, it was Clara, then thirteen years oi age, 
who played it in piano arrangement. Later, other com¬ 
positions were written especially for her. 

And though Robert traveled in other lands and ad¬ 
mired other maids, when he comes back to the father- 
land and is again at the home of old Rapa Wleek, it is 
Clara, no longer a child-prodigy, but a woman, an artist, 
that understands his music, sympathizes with his aims, 
returns his affection. She is now' a lovely young woman, 
as Schumann said, “A tender, noble apparition.” 
When their affection was told the father, it met only 
his stern opposition. Schumann was banished from the 
house of Wieck, and told not to return. Clara’s en¬ 
treaties had no more effect than Robert's pleadings. 
She was not allowed to receive any missives from her 
lover ; and, to make sure that he was obeyed, the father 
read all her letters from whatever source. Finally, to 
make sure of his commands, Wieck carried oil his 
daughter to some place unknown to Schumann. The 
latter then took the somewhat unusual method of print¬ 
ing in the musical paper he was editing a series of letters 
addressed, “Letters to Clara.” These were probably 
of more interest to a certain young lady, provided she 
were allowed to read them, than to the public at large. 
Schumann tired of this state of things, and sought the 
aid of the law. In Germany, if the consent of the 
parent is withheld, as the suitor thinks, wrongfully, be 
may carry the matter into the court; and it the court 
agrees with him, it “ recommends ” that the consent be 
granted. And the parent makes the best of a bad case, 
and gives the loving souls his permission to wed. Schu¬ 
mann sought this permission. But it was a year or so 
before the matter was decided, and the father followed 
the “recommendation” of the court, and gave his 

blessing to the happy pair. 
Their wedding, which took place in a town near 

Leipzig in 1840, was followed by a period of the greatest 
artistic activity, the husband writing some of his best 
works, and the wife playing them and others in a highly 
successful tour of Germany, Austria, and Russia. 

Musicians are sometimes affected in their compositions 
iv events of the most trivial character. Sometimes they 
lelight to show their skill by introducing episodes into 
heir compositions that have a meaning to them and 
lossibly to some of their friends, but are sealed to the 
world at large. It was a casual matter of this kind 
;bat accounts for a peculiar feature in ODe of 8chm 
nann’s compositions. In his ‘Humoresque the 
eader may remember that the short section headed 
‘ Einfach und Zart ” is interrupted by a short themeof 
in entirely different character from the context. We 
ire told by a member of the Schumann family that the 
;ause for this peculiar break in the continuity of the 

niece came about as follows : 
When the master was engaged upon r* 

erred to, a strolling ballad seller came down the road 
olio wed by a crowd of children, and calling attonU®" 
„ his wares by blowing a pipe upon which be could 
flay but three notes. The flow of Schumann s senti¬ 
mental melody was interrupted by the "0,f* "f the 
leddler of ballads, and the composer at once pro 

‘.. to, admitted that it seldom came to the surface. 

SOME SIDE LIGHTS ON THE MAKING OF A 
MUSICIAN. 

BY MAKIK BENEDICT. 

Thebe are certain accessories to the study of music 

which, it seems to me, are not always sufficiently real¬ 

ized by the intelligent advanced student: Materials of 

growth outside the lines of technical study, means of 

awakening and developing the intellectual, emotional, 

and artistic sides of the nature. Never neglect techni¬ 

cal development; work with concentrated energy on 

the bnilding of your road to Parnassus; but see to it 

that this higher individuality also has full opportunity 

for growth, lest, when you reach the mountain of the 

gods, you miss the fullness of the revelation of beauty 

there waiting, because the vision falls on unreoeptive 

senses. 

An indispensable means of student growth is attend¬ 

ance of concerts and recitals of the tost quality obtain¬ 

able ; but it is not of that I am now speaking, but of 

aids and inspirations more constantly within reach : in 

poetry, in the best romance* of the writers of past and 

present, and in the inexhaustible galleries of that 

artist of artists—Nature. 

Study the changing spirits of the seasons ; make 

close friendship with them through every opportunity 

within your reach, that they may let you hear some¬ 

thing of the secret whispered through the varying 

moods which they throw over the outer world : By the 

swaying plumes of goldenrod, the brilliant drapery of 

wild ivy and blackberry vine, the bright leaves und 

glowing buds of the sumach, and the sunset beauties of 

the forest trees ; let the early weeks of autumn, still a 

warm remembrance with some of us, interpret to you 

somewhat of the secret of that magic of color, that 

depth and intensity of mood, which, rightly absorbed 

in your inmost self, and from thence applied in your 

work, shall have its share of influence in idealizing 

your musical tone and your interpretations. Win from 

the glittering frostwork the ermine and crystal of 

Winter’s court, the tender golden green and pink and 

white of the young leaves and blossoms of spring, from 

the play of the white cloud* across the deep blue of the 

summer sky, something of that message from the realm 

of the beautiful which Nature ha* expressed in these 

exquisite characters, but which we are not always wise 

enough to receive for our own a* she mean* to have 

ns do. 
The association of the idea of color with tone* and 

chords is nothing new, nor is it any excess of i mag ins 

tion. How else is it possible to thoroughly characterize 

the wide variety of harmonic effects, Uie sparkling 

tones of the high treble, or the deep voirea from the 

bass register? An unknown writer has gracefully 

expressed this truth of the art world, in saying ' 

"And *o, bj- bl» vondnma uxqulall* art, 
l.liutt touched through both «»» the on« bnm*n burl; 
And khowsd, M a row might, iramformsd u> * bird, 

That aouiid* can be awn, and buna can te heard " 

Onr own Emerson haa said that “ Nature is loved by 

what is tost in ua.” Certain it is that thonghlfbl study 

of the innnmerable picture* with which she strew* the 

way enriches and drepena the artistic arnae, of which 

no musician, whether professional or amateur, ean have 

too full a development. Cultivation of the love of 

beauty is as necessary to tbs growing pianist aa fat the 

cultivation of technical skill. 

Incident or Tacsiu.-A supposedly irat story 

e great pianist Bays that one day be found hi* room 

saession of a cat that, when be aat at ,h'- P1*®® 
annoyed him by jumping on the keyboard. Tbe 

enlisting, *0 the story goe*, he took it by tbe nape 

e neck and threw it into a red-hot stove, and after 

y watching it burned, resumed his practice, 

i, an instance of nervous irritability often show. 

ie musical temperament. It i. to be hoped that.! 

uot often take soch a cruel turn, and it only goes 

the old saving that “ genina is not always easy 
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|p The Songs of Schumann* 

BY HENRY T. FINCX. 

Historians and critics are fond of dividing the 

activity of composers into periods marked by special 

styles ; the best-known instance being Beethoven’s 

“ three styles.” In Wagner’s operatic list, too, it is easy 

to mark off three periods or styles ; the first ending 

with “Rienzi,” the second with “Lohengrin,” the 

third with “ Parsifal.” In other cases—Mendelssohn, 

Chopin, and Schubert, for instance—snch a procedure 

would meet with difficulties, owing to the precocity of 

their genius. 

As for Schumann, he has made things easy by the 

way in which he composed. His activity is curiously 

divided into periods. For the first ten years of his 

career he devoted himself to the pianoforte. Then, in 

the year of his marriage he wrote more than a hundred 

songs. In the year following this he composed three of 

his four symphonies, and then turned his attention to 

chamber music ; while in the last years of his activity 

he evinced a partiality for choral works. 

The fact that Schumann took up song writing after so 

long an apprenticeship as a composer for the piano 

alone, necessarily had its influence on the quality and 

style of his works. He was not a singer but a player. 

Had it not been for the disablement of his hand, due to 

a foolish experiment, he would have doubtless, like his 

wife, spent his life as a concert pianist. That ambition 

was frustrated, yet he remained to the end a specifically 

pianistic genius, not so one-sidedly as Chopin, to be 

sure, yet sufficiently so to leave the impress of his early 

activity on all his later works, including his songs. 

Nor was this a blemish, for what the Lied or art-song 

needed most was a more varied and interesting accom¬ 

paniment. 

It is true that Schubert had, in the best of his songs, 

given the pianoforte an importance equal to that of the 

voice ; but one swallow does not make a summer, and it 

was important for the future development of the Lied 

that Schubert’s reform should be adopted by Schumann 

and others. Henceforth, the piano part became an 

integral part of the composition, and no longer a mere 

guitar-like accompaniment. Indeed, in some of Schu¬ 

mann’s songs the piano part actually predominates over 

the vocal, while in others it adds poetic postlndes. In 

the Lied the voice is concerned with the melody alone, 

the harmony being added by the piano ; and it is in the 

songs of Schubert and Schumann that the superlative 

importance of harmony and modulation, as an engine of 

emotion and an aid to the realistic expression of ideas, 

is first established ; though Beethoven had given some 

hints in this as in most other departments of music. 

Paradoxical as it may seem, Schumann’s approaching 

of the song as an instrumentalist also proved an advan¬ 

tage from another point of view. Not being a profes¬ 

sional singer, he was not tempted to sacrifice his musical 

ideas to the convenience of singers, or to their desire to 

display their voices. To him the musical idea was the 

most important thing. He was, consequently, censured 

for making his vocal parts too difficult, and foolish critics 

pronounced his style “ unvocal.” Perhaps it was, from 

the old-fashioned point of view, but Schumann had a 

right to consider the realistic expression of emotion of 

greater importance than the singer’s convenience or in¬ 

dolence. One of Mozart’s clarinet players once com¬ 

plained of a certain passage as being too difficult. “Is 

it possible to play it?” asked Mozart; and on being told 

“ Yes,” he added, “Then it is for you to learn how.” 

The same mnst be said to those singers who complain 

of the difficult intervals in the songs of Schumann, 

Franz, Liszt, Grieg, and Wagner. It has been proved 

over and over again that these intervals can be bridged 

smoothly and effectively by voices that have been prop¬ 

erly trained ; hence, it is the duty of the singers to learn 

to execute them. 

When Schumann and Chopin first wrote pianoforte 

pieces in their new manner, the pianists of the old 

school cried out that they were “ unplayable,” and not 

pianistic. To-day, if any player said that, he would be 

simply laughed at as a bungler and an ignoramus who 

did not know what the genuine pianoforte style is. 

The time is not very distant when the same laugh 

will greet singers or critics who claim that the German 

vocal style is not suited to the voice, or injurious to it. 

In truth, this new style, half melodious, half declama¬ 

tory, is more truly vocal than the merely tuneful style 

which pays less heed to the words and is, therefore, 

more instrumental in character. Special emphasis mnst 

be placed on this matter, for nothing is more melan¬ 

choly to reflect on than the immense number of delight¬ 

ful Lieder which remain unknown to concert goers, 

simply because there are so few vocalists who are will¬ 

ing to take the pains to learn to sing them. 

When Schubert and Schumann wrote their songs, it 

was not only the piano that needed more consideration 

than it had theretofore received, but also the poetry 

which served as a text. This had been, as in the 

Italian opera, used too often as a mere peg to hang on 

the melodies. 

In the faculty of finding an appropriate musical set¬ 

ting to a song Schubert has never been excelled, if 

equaled. It came to him as a divine inspiration, as 

easy and as natural as writing a letter is to us when we 

have much to say. But he was often uncritical in the 

choice of his poems. In this respect Schumann im¬ 

proved on him. He was a man of decided literary taste, 

a lover of literature, particularly of the prose and verse 

of the romantic school, and therefore specially qualified 

for bringing about an intimate union between poetry 

and music. Schubert was musically so spontaneous 

and fertile, his songs are so entrancingly beautiful as 

music alone, that if we do not hear the words when they 

are sung we still enjoy the music immensely. The same 

is true of some of Schumann’s songs ; but most of them 

need for their full effect the poems to which they are 

wedded. 

The close union of music and poetry in Schumann's 

songs naturally affected his vocal style, making it not 

infrequently declamatory. In this respect, however, 

his style varies very much according to the nature of the 

poetry he happens to be dealing with. Some of his 

songs are as simple as folk-tunes, while others are much 

more complicated. His pictorial or descriptive power 

does not equal Schubert’s ; he never could have written 

the “Erl-king”; nor does he often sound a dramatic 

note. Under these circumstances it is strange that the 

most inspired and stirring of all his songs should be 

the highly dramatic. 

“Ich grolle nicht.” I am aware that some lofty 

judges affect to sneer at this song because it is so popu¬ 

lar ; but popularity in the case of a composer like Schu¬ 

mann, who never stoops to conquer, is a sign of merit, 

not of demerit. Indeed, Schumann has been more lucky 

than most song writers in winning the widest popularity 
for his best effusions. 

It would be impossible in a short article to go into 

details regarding these songs, of which there are as 

many as 256. They exist in various good editions, but I 

advise all who have the means, and who delight in a 

thing of beauty, to examine the four volumes of the 

Breitkopf & HUrtel “ Gesammt Ausgabe,” the typogra¬ 

phy of which is remarkably beautiful, and so clear that 

it seems as if the songs must sing and play themselves. 

For ordinary purposes, however, a judicious selection 

seems more advisable than a complete edition. 

It can not be denied that many of Schumann’s songs 

—like those of his friend and idol, Mendelssohn—have 

aged. I was struck by this fact, almost painfully, in 

looking them over again a few days ago. It is the old, 

old story. He wrote too many. I have already said 

that in the year of his marriage he composed over a 

hundred. A hundred altogether would have been better 

than 256. The fact is, that after devoting ten years to 

the piano alone, he found this new field so delightful, on 

account of its association with his beloved poetry, that 

he lost his head and composed in a manner which may 

almost be called reckless. “Iam now composing noth¬ 

ing but songs, great and small,” he wrote to a friend in 

1840, seven months before his marriage. “ I can hardly 

tell yon how delightful it is to write for the voice as 

compared with instrumental composition, and what a 

stir and tumult I feel within me when I sit down to it. 

I have brought forth quite new things in this line.” 

No doubt he had, but these new things would not 

have aged so soon had he produced fewer of them. I 

write, of coarse, from the standpoint of a critic who is 

“in the swim,” and hears everything that is produced 

in public. Such a life necessarily makes one more or 

less blas6. I believe that certain songs of Schumann’s 

which, to me, sound antiquated will still appear fresh 

and entertaining to others who are not obliged to hear 

so much music. In any case the poorest of Schumann’s 

songs are gems compared with most of the ephemeral 

things that are sung in our parlors and concert halls, 

while a creditable proportion of the Schumann Lieder 

will hold their own for generations to come among all 

those who love good music and romantic poetry. 

The Technical Demands of 
Schumann’s /Music. «,** 

BY EMIL LIEBLING. 

** 

The technical demands which Schumann’s piano 

works make upon the executant, while not as exacting 

as the mental, are yet very considerable, and afford 

ample opportunity for fruitful investigation. There is 

any amount of piano music, which, though seemingly 

easy, is in reality very difficult; on the other hand, 

many showy and brilliant pieces on closer acquaintance 

prove comparatively easy. Everything depends upon 

the composer’s skill in providing opportunities for dis¬ 

play in the construction of the piece, snch as flashy 

octave passages, highly colored and intricate runs, 

gaudy arpeggios, and gorgeous climaxes. Liszt had all 

tfais sort of thing at his fingers’ ends, and understood 

the instrument, its limitations, and possibilities so well 

that he knew just what and how to write for it; his 

pieces, while often difficult, are getatable (to coin a 

word), and when once mastered, are apt to remain in 

one’s fingers; one can subdivide a Liszt rhapsody or 

transcription, select separate difficulties, conquer and 

master each by endless practice, and, finally, join all 

together. Similarly with Chopin, whose works present, 

almost without exception, whole portions which partake 

of the 6tude character—a heritage which he adopted 

from Hummel; all such sections can be mastered by 

definite application ; and, by their very similarity, aid 

in attacking other works. The same is the case with 

the Thalberg fantasies, Mendelssohn’s and Moscheles’ 

concertos, Weber’s beautiful sonatas. 

We entertain a different proposition when dealing 

with the piano compositions of Robert Schumann. 

There is something or other that can be utilized as pre¬ 

paratory study for the works of the other masters, and 

very often the study of one may facilitate that of the 

next; but to play Schumann, one must study Schumann, 

and nothing else will lead up to it. We can prepare 

ourselves by the studies of Chopin, Liszt, Thalberg, and 

Henselt for the peculiar difficulties pertaining to each 

master, but the only way to succeed with Schumann is 

to study his works from A to 7,. That the arduous labor 

fully repays the student, goes without saying ; bat 

will be more in the general musical growth, and higher 

and more ideal musicianship, than by the acquisition o 

greater digital dexterity or, perchance, the applause o 

the multitude. 

We have had paraded before us all sorts of specialists, 
such as great Liszt players, and wonderful Chopin inter 

prefers, and even were promised a specific Bach pianist 

last season ; but no one has set himself up as a patented 

and copyrighted Schumann player, and for the very good 

reason that the very want of the element of mere dis¬ 

play and empty show would militate against the popu¬ 

lar—viz., paying—success- Schumann does not write 

with a view to please any one ; his own idea and per¬ 

sonality are paramount; he gives you the best at his 

command without regard to consequences, and you are 

welcome to either enjoy the products of his muse or let 

them severely alone ; this ascetic point of view gave to 

the world the masterworks which we all have learned 

to enjoy ; I say “learned to enjoy,” for his muse is 

coy, and needs to be wooed persistently and consistently 

to yield her choicest treasures. 

The first noticeable feature is the seeming absence of 

practice material; only in isolated instances do we find 

arpeggio work, or, perchance, some difficult technical 

combination which can be analyzed and treated as such ; 

but most of the compositions are played almost as well 

at sight as later on. This peculiarity renders it difficult 

to utilize Schumann’s productions in a general teaching 

curriculum, for the pupil persistently underrates the 

technical difficulty of the task ; and yet even assiduous 

practice fails to remove the obstacles ; all of which is 

very delusive, and not a little discouraging. 

It is in the directions of rhythm and phrasing that we 

find his genius most happily exploited, and can secure 

the greatest benefit; fortunately, or otherwise, when he 

once gets hold of a rhythm he does not abandon it, but 

carries it out to the bitter end ; the first movement of 

the B-flat major symphony, the finales of the “ Piano 

Concerto” and the “Sonata,” opus 14, the F-sharp 

major episode in the first movement of the “ Faschings- 

schwank ” are examples ; but in this particular we find 

endless variety of conception, inventiveness, treatment 

of syncopation and dissonances ; often does he love to 

confuse the superficial reader by employing seem¬ 

ingly needless and unnecessarily complicated forms 

of writing, such as we find in the “Arabesque,” the 

D-ftat episode of the first “ Novellette,” and the first 

intermezzo of the second “ Kreisleriana ” number ; his 

intricate thematic development frequently leads to 

awkward complications in the way of crossing hands, 

gliding over extended spaces, and long stretches. Sim¬ 

ilar instances of needless confusion in the way of pre¬ 

senting the text are met with in the middle part of the 

Chopin “ Nocturne,” opus 15, No. 2, and the “ Etude,” 

opus 25, No. 3, which conld be written out in much 

simpler garb, without changing the text or vitiating 

the effect, by omitting a number of the bars denoting 

the leading of independent voices—on the piano a purely 

illusory luxury. 
As to creating a new technic ? Absolutely not; his 

ideas are different, and it is his way of putting them on 

paper, and often the exigencies of the occasion demand 

the mastery of inconvenient complications, but the 

claims of novelty can only be based successfully on the 

marvelous development of rhythmic variety, coupled with 

intricacies of phrasing, Vhich'often simulate effects of 

absolute novelty. 
A virtuoso technic, while not at all objectionable, is 

hardly necessary for the successful production of Schu¬ 

mann’s works ; they require hands of ample proportions, 

a good scale and arpeggio, and ability to play massi ve 

chords. It is the intellectual quality which will require 

the most thorough investigation, and the clearest thinker 

will make the clearest Schumann player. In this regar 

the difficulty really lies more with the pianist than wit 

the piece, which is often technically very easy, while musi¬ 

cally exacting; the study of “Bird as Prophet and 

“ Des Abends ” speedily convinces one on this point. 

Considering the works, then, purely from their tech¬ 

nical character, we find a splendid stretching exercise, 

coupled with five-finger and octave work, in the toc¬ 

cata”; the “Camaval,” opus 9, demands great ability 

in chord work ; the “ fitudes Symphoniques ” contains 

great variety of pianistic material: long skips and con¬ 

siderable octave and wrist passages are ntilized, th 

tremolo variation preceding the finale is very difficult. 

The second “Novellette” is a very exacting an,d ex 

hausting brokenchord study; in the seventh of the same 

series, staccato octaves abound ; the “ Traumesw.rren 

from opus 12, requires much lightness in running work 
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for the right hand. We find a useful 6tude in the first 

‘ ‘ Kreisleriana ” ; all sorts of tricks in the way of phras¬ 

ing in Nos. 2, 5, and 8 ; and fine rapid execution in No. 

7. The finale of the “Sonata,” opns 22, consists of 

broken octaves and considerable finger work, and a pas¬ 

sage quite peculiar to Schumann in the way of arpeggi- 

ated chords is exploited in the closing movement of the 

“ Sonata,” opus 14. There is much in the “ Fantasie,” 

opus 17, which is “ unklaviermassig. ” Technical diffi¬ 

culties, once conquered, become easy; but awkward 

positions remain so. This accounts for the peculiar 

perplexities attending the mastery of many works by 

Brahms, Henselt, and Rubinstein. The march move¬ 

ment of opus 17 closes with an exceptionally incon¬ 

venient series of skips, involving serious risk in public 

performance. The same effect conld be obtained by 

playing the double third last instead of beginning with 

it. The movement, as a whole, lacks cohesiveness, and 

the A-flat part is quite incongruous in its connection 

with the rest. 

The proper study of Schumann would include much 

of what I would designate as mental technic—that is, a 

clear and deliberate insight into the logical develop¬ 

ment of the phrases, their proper relationship, and the 

possible effect of the whole. While requiring no par¬ 

ticular specialty, yet he requires every conceivable 

variety, and neither dementi’s “ fctudes ” nor any other 

work of etudes will fit one especially ; even the easiest 

Schumann (like the Bach “Inventions”) is already 

difficult, and presupposes considerable technical and 

musical advancement. When he employs old rhythms, 

he invents new accents ; and he is so thoroughly origi¬ 

nal that lines of work or thought which may be service¬ 

able in other directions will not avail with him. Often 

he marks phrasings which look well on paper, but are 

hardly practicable; this occurs in the first “Kreis¬ 

leriana,” which it would never do to play as marked. 

He is fond of writing interpolating passages, which con¬ 

tain hidden melodies; and one must ever be on the 

alert to bring out everything which the composition 

contains. 
The market has been flooded with many so-called 

Schumann editions. I have found the best so far pub 

lished by Schlesinger, of Berlin, and edited by Alexis 

Hollaender; there is also a well-edited edition of the 

“Novellettes ” by Balaksrew (Jurgenson, Moscow). 

Nicod6 adds a measure to the first part of opus 26, 

which is rather a rash and uncalled-for proceeding. 

Schumann’s general influence on others was rather 

limited; a few lesser masters, like Jensen, Heller, 

Kircbner, and Bargiel, followed in his footsteps, but he 

did not create a distinct school. His work was too 

peculiar to himself and dependent upon hi* moods and 

fancies to extend very far beyond himself. Brahms be 

came the bigger Schumann at the beginning of his 

career, but speedily worked out his own salvation. It 

is strange and interesting to notice how Beethoven fore 

shadowed many modern masters; the finale of the 

“ Emperor Concerto” is full of Schumann rhythms, and 

the “ Sonata,” opus 78, might almost have been written 

by Brahms. 
To sum up, then, it takes a good pianist to play Schu¬ 

mann ; not necessarily a great player. But he must 

realize the intellectual demands of the master and lalxir 

accordingly , the very clearest perception of accent and 

rhythm must be seconded by ample technic ; often the 

accent comes on a tied note, and sometimes the whole 

rhythmic aspect changes, as in the last movement of the 

“Concerto,” where the J time seeminglychanges .n o 

a 1 rhythm. All these peculiarities must be carefully 

weighed and treated accordingly. To play Schumann 

welf means that the artist has passed far beyond the 

mere mechanism, and is enjoying the highest ndtital 

realism of musical art. To look for mere technical 

Arrises in Schumann’s works, or utilize them as such 

would be manifestly absurd; he deserves far better a 

our hands. _ 

One object alone is worth the artist’s pains, and 

should be^ sought by him. His work murt be the £ 

fectly sincere expression of bis inner feeling. Hi* 

artistic production must be the outcome 
life, the faithful enunciation of his thought. 
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Schumann—The /Wan. 
** 

BY FREDERIC DEAN. 

It is only when we can fully grasp the individuality 

of Schumann—when we can behold the man as be actu¬ 

ally was, stripped of all the conventionalities that 

modern investigation has woven about him—that we 

begin to appreciate his true greatness. 

Schumann the man is behind Schumann the artist. 

Schumann the man directs the fusillade in the “ Jour¬ 

nal of Music ” against cant, hypocrisy, and mediocrity, 

which had usurped the places of the good, the true, and 

the beautiful. Schumann the man we must study if we 

would learn to reckon at its true value the influence 

exerted by this apostle of romanticism preaching the 

new gospel of “ truth in art,” and exhibiting in his work 

and life the principles for which he fought. 

Revealed in His Music. 

Schumann saw everything in life through musical 

eyes. “ I am affected by everything that goes on in the 

world,” he writes, “and think it all over in my own 

way,—politics, literature, and people,—and then 1 long 

to express my feelings, and find an outlet in music.” 

And from the days when a* a lad of seven he pictured 

in grotesque chords upon the piano the recognizable 

caricatures of his fellow playmates, to his songs with 

their wonderful accompaniment*, to his novel treat¬ 

ment of piano technic, and to his latter-day larger works 

for chorus and orchestra,—in it all, he has a definite 

idea as the subject for musical treatment. From begin¬ 

ning to end his every note means something—sends its 

message from his heart to ours, from hi* brain to those 

of all who not only listen for listening’s sake, but who 

strive to divine the true meaning of the composer’s 

thoughts pictured upon the musical staff. Hi* music is 

wine,—exhilarating, intoxicating,—but quaff it deep 

enough and you are transported to a world of dream* 

and fancies. You have pictured before you such scenes 

of beauty and delight that you would carry them back 

to your work-a-day world, and weave them into the 

fabric of your lives. And thus are truth and beauty 

brought home to us, and made part of our life and work. 

And we are made better, and our live* are made truer 

and are tinged with more sweetness and light. 

And thus we see the man revealed in hU wane. 

In His Litkbaky Wobk. 

Another channel of investigating the character of the 

man is in his literary work. 
What Schumann lacked in the knowledge of musical 

form (and in his yonnger day comjosition* he display* 

a ruthless disregard of nearly all formal exprearion of 

musical ideas) was more than compensated by bis !i 

entry taate and ability. He had inherited from his 

father a thirst for literary knowledge and a thorough 

appreciation of style, and had imbibed during bis uni 

versity days a desire lo be connected with, and 1-ecotue 

a part of, the contemporaneous literary movement that 

modern renaissance of thought we call to-day the revo¬ 

lution of the romanticist*. 
Not since the days of Gluck had there arisen on. more 

worthy to wear his mantle-no one better 

to do battle in the literary arena for the downtal 

Philistinism, and the seating In It* place on the musical 

throne of the new “poetry in art.” 

During the closing days of 1833, there met». a pubUe 

hou*e in Leipzig a gronp of earnest, thinking mrndcal 

student*. The groat questions of the dsy were > > 
cussed, and many way* and mean, for meet.ng them 

were offered and rejected. Ail about them were 

of a great upheaval: 1 jterature and painting were 

casting ofl old yoke. Why £ 
shackles? “ Let us no longer be idle, 

leader of the gronp, “ but up and doing. Mm™** 

that the poetry of art may again re.eive,U 

And then and there was inaognreted that «**"**“•« 

musicoliterary movement that ha* tinctured «o»«l 

thought and expression for all time. 
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Look for a moment at the music of the day and the 

manner in which the new power was wielded. The 

rugged strength of Beethoven, the poetic beauty of 

Mozart, the more recent “inexhaustible store of 

Schubert’s melodiousness,” were seemingly forgotten. 

Rossini ruled the operatic stage, and pianistic virtuosity 

of a meretricious order swayed the public taste. It was 

no easy task the young writer had set himself: to com¬ 

bat public opinion and stem the tide of popular enthu¬ 

siasm over mediocrity. But, guided by the same lofty 

ideals that he endeavored to picture in his own composi¬ 

tions, he criticized the work of his contemporaries, alike 

appreciative of true merit and alive to all species of 

humbug, awarding praise to the worthy, and pouring 

scathing criticism upon the works of the simple seekers 

after notoriety. His mission was “ to rescue music from 

the languid sentimentality which has replaced musical 

work ”; and, regardless of consequences to himself, and 

with but one thought, one purpose,—the triumph of 

right over wrong, truth over error,—he fearlessly fought 

for and won a victory the like of which has seldom been 

achieved during the history of our art. 

And thus do we see the man revealed in his literary 
work. 

THE ETUDE 

A CHRISTMAS STORY. 

BY JAMES 31. TRACY. 

In His Letters. 

But there is still a third and more direct path leading 

to the true knowledge of the man : a path that guides 

to his inner nature, and by treading which we may see 
his very soul laid bare. 

In the preface to his letters his widow writes : “My 

object in publishing the following letters was that those 

who love and honor Schumann as an artist might also 

learn to know him as a man. Unfortunately, the world 

knows more of his peculiarities than of his character, 

since he was intimate with but a few. These letters^ 

therefore, form a beautiful memorial, revealing all the 

treasures of an ideal youthful nature, strong and ener¬ 

getic, and filled with the highest aims and aspirations. 

All who have learned to love Schumann’s works will be 

delighted to find the close correspondence between the 

artist and the man, and the wonderful way in which 

his compositions reflect his thoughtful mind and high 

intellect” ; and (well might she have added) his pure 

soul and brave heart, his helping hand and ready recog¬ 

nition of true worth in whomsoever it appeared, whether 

he were old or young, successful or needy. 

Schumann was no conversationalist, but he was a 

most graceful and polished writer, and in his more inti¬ 

mate letters—to his mother, his wife, his close friends— 

he pictures in poetic language the thoughts of his inmost 

soul. Read his letters if you would seek the inspira¬ 

tion of his enthusiasm over the noble in art; if you 

would understand his contempt of the false and per¬ 

nicious ; and if you would comprehend the nobility of 

a nature that did ample justice to those of his contem¬ 

poraries that were worthy, and exhibited a complete 

absence of selfishness and jealousy and marked him for 
a prince among his fellows. 

A young music student attending a foreign university 

of music, four thousand miles from home, sat in his 

cosy studio one evening, apparently engaged in deep 

thought. A dim coal fire was burning in the grate 

before him, into which his eyes were intently gazing. 

The room contained many books, music, pictures, and 

bric-a-brac scattered about, and a grand piano occupied 

the center of the room : it was his most intimate friend. 

A fresh bouquet of flowers stood on the desk, its perfume 

permeating the whole atmosphere. The feet of the 

young student were encased in a new pair of elaborately 

worked slippers, and on his head of dark brown hair 

jauntily rested a beautiful velvet smoking cap, richly 

trimmed with gold lace and tassels. These articles 

were the Christmas gifts of a lovely, golden-haired 

German girl whom he had come to know well during 

his residence in that German city. The young girl’s 

father had been this man’s best friend and adviser. 

A table stood beside the young man, upon which was 

a letter that had just been read. This letter contained 

important news which apparently had disturbed the 

young student’s plans, for he seemed perfectly absorbed 

in thought and unconscious of his surroundings. He 

left his chair beside the cozy fire several times, to walk 

about the room, evidently undecided what to do. After 

a half-hour spent in this silent study, he said, “I will 

smoke that fragrant cigar Louise was thoughtful enough 

to send me with those other elegant presents. What a 

darling girl she is. I really believe she loves me. I 

will light the cigar, put my feet on the table, and watch 

the graceful, blue rings of smoke as they noiselessly 

ascend to the ceiling above, place myself in a contem¬ 

plative mood, and perhaps I will be fortunate enough to 

unravel all the mysteries that surround me.” The cause 

of these actions and remarks was brought about by the 

contents of the letter lying on the table before him 

We will examine the contents of this letter to see what 

produced so much uneasy nervousness to our student at 
this particular moment. 

The Secret of the Man. 

And would you learn the secret of this poet’s power? 

In one of his earliest letters to his mother (a letter 

written during his storm and stress period, when his 

whole life was “a conflict between poetry and prose_ 

music and law ”)—in this early boyish letter—occurs 

this sentence: “Set yourself an honest purpose, and 

with steady perseverance success is sure.” 

Entering the world of music, as he did, at a most dis¬ 

advantageous moment,—with the charm of a Mendels¬ 

sohn on one side and the subtle fascination of a Chopin 

on the other; barren of any personal attractions ; with 

the injury to his right hand irrevocably closing to him 

the ranks of the virtuosi, and, withal, hampered with 

an imperfect musical education,—Schumann still en¬ 

tered the lists undaunted and undismayed. He had set 

himself “an honest purpose,” and “with steady per¬ 

severance ” he was to find such “success” as is allotted 

the few. And this purpose you will find in the themes 

of his compositions, between the sarcastic lines of his 

critiques, interwoven among the jests in his correspon¬ 

dence. It is the man proclaiming himself. 

-My Dear Son: ^ A‘> DeCember 10tb- 

“Your mother, being quite ill, desires me to write 
her usual fortnightly letter to you. I hope you are well 

We feeMhafv.ir h' JT year8' ^udy abroad, we ieel that you have been from home unite lono- 
enough, and if you have been diligent in yourstudLf 
you have acquired sufficient knowledge to enable von to 
pursue your chosen profession with success. We belief 

or yon to come home as soon as your affairs can ho 
properly arranged. As this letter will reach1 1 * 
before Christmas day, we send you a draft for $350 0(7 

enough fo^a" comfortable SJetfi £ ^ 

* -- Sto 
“ Wishing you a happy, merry Christmas, we are 

i our sincere loving 
4 ^ Father and Mother. 

iTb iff. h” *“M “* bring.siTate 

After reading the letter over three times, onr student 

exclaimed with ranch emotion, “ Oh ! how much would 

tor kind “4” ” f," T"*“' »«b m, 
to nJlt S"1”' £ ! »/“>f '» * P«»‘ion 

perfect „ ,n 4"’, »V°T ’-<?'■‘ her 

promiee to her, I think ir Mlt ^d 4 '“kno^h”11 
much Louise loves nn a ,, see an<1 “now how 

y.mtbful pL°” ' ' '°U"1 fb, 

“I must see Louise at once ; I promised to spend the 

evening with her and help select some presents for her 

two younger sisters, Gretchen and Edna. While we 

have been much together and permitted to enjoy many 

privileges not usually accorded to young German girig 

no promises of marriage or sworn vows of love have 

been made between us ; and yet, I do not know what to 

say to her. I will visit her at once and trust to luck to 
help me out.” 

‘ ‘ Why, Morton, what makes you so late ? I began to 

think you had deserted me entirely. Come in quick 
for we must decide on onr Christmas gifts to the chill 

dren. We’ll take this little bundle of things in first • 

it will make their little hearts glad, I know.” 

The paper contained an assortment of fine candies and 

a few toys. In a short time the presents were all 

arranged for the children, and the remainder of the 

evening was spent in playing several games of German 

sixty-six, their favorite game of cards. 

After promising the gentleman of the house to spend 

Christmas day and evening with him, Morton retnrntd 

to his own apartments. He did not sleep mnch that 

night, for he was thinking how to break the unwelcome 

news to Louise of his early departure for America. In 

the morning, after writing a letter to his mother, the 

youDg student went to the house of the man who had 

been his benefactor and friend for nearly three years. 

He had often been entertained by him at his house, in- 

vited him to banquets, balls, and parties, and evidently 

esteemed the young man highly. The children were 

made happy with their Christmas presents, and, after 

an elaborate dinner, the family went to the Rosenthal 

to hear the entrancing music of a fine orchestra, and to 

watch the gaily dressed throng congregated there. In 

the evening the entire family occupied a box at the 

opera; so the day and evening had been one of rare 
pleasure and enjoyment. 

Three weeks later our young student called for the 

last time on Louise. He had never told her he was 

going home so soon, but waited until the last moment 

before breaking the news to her. When he arose to go, 

he put his arm around the frightened girl, gave her a 

kiss, and said good-by forever. Early the next morn¬ 

ing our student was on his way home to America. He 

spent a good part of the time on his journey thinking 

what little pleasure there is in life for man, without 

the companionship, love, and soothing influence of 

woman. Life would be intolerable to bear without 

them, and the man who thinks otherwise is a fit subject 

for eternal punishment. One year later Louise married 

an American ; which proves she had more than one 

string to her bow, and onr young student rejoiced at 
her good luck. 

Genius, Talent, and Cleverness.—Genius rushes 

like a whirlwind ; talent marches like a cavalcade of 

heavy men and heavy horses ; cleverness skims like a 

swallow in the summer evening, with a sharp shrill 

note and a sudden turning. The man of genius dwells 

with man and nature ; the man of talent in his study; 

but the clever man dances here, there, and everywhere, 

like a butterfly in a hurricane, striking everything ap¬ 

parently, and enjoying nothing, but too light to be 

dashed to pieces. The man of talent will attack 

theories ; the clever man will assail the individual, 

and slander private character. The man of genius de¬ 

spises both ; he heeds none, he fears none, he lives in 

imself, shrouded in the consciousness of his own 

strength ; he interferes with none, and walks forth an 

example that eagles fly alone ; they are but sheep that 

ierd together.” It is true that should a poisonous 

worm cross his path, he may tread it under his foot; 

s ould a cur snarl at him, he may chastise him ; hut 

e will not, he can not, attack the privacy of another. 

Musicians often speak of “our art ” and “our pro- 

ession, and in such a way as to draw a distinction 

let ween the term “ artist ” and “professor.” It is no 

oubt appropriate to say that we profess our art, to know 

it or some particular branch of it ; but we should be 

careful that our profession is well founded, and that our 

profession is also possession. 

THE SUCCESSFUL TEACHER. 

BY HARVEY WICKHAM. 

To those who have not found music teaching a lucra¬ 

tive employment, or who have not made of it an artistic 

success, a few words as to what contributes to success in 

this line may be of use. Most of the elements in the 

make-up of the good teacher are, to a great degree, 

acquirable by any one with a fair amount of talent and 

industry. Let me name a few of the most important. 

Knowledge of Subject. 

It would seem axiomatic that one should know before 

he seeks to impart; and I take it for granted that every 

teacher at least supposes that he understands his 

specialty. But it is not well for any one to assume this 

as a matter of course, or without reason ; for it by no 

means is certain that those ideas which were gleaned 

(perhaps years ago) from some obscure and cheap in¬ 

structor, or, still worse, picked up at random, are cor¬ 

rect, scientific, and up to date. It behooves yon, my 

young reader, to be sure you are right; and the only 

way to be sure is to have your qualifications passed upon 

by a pedagogue of recognized standing. It is astound- 

iog what good can come from even a few lessons taken 

from a real master ; and the cost is comparatively so 

slight that it almost always can be. met by one who is 

thoroughly determined. 

Every teacher should be the exponent of a method. 

By method I do not mean an ironclad list of exercises, 

etudes, and compositions, which is to be imposed upon 

every unfortunate pupil ; but rather a definite, uniform 

way of correcting certain faults and attaining certain 

ends. A system which does not take into consideration 

individual variations is a poor system, that is all, and 

furnishes no argument against one that is good. Even 

a bad method is better than none. The best teacher I 

ever had, so fer as genius goes, was so unsystematic that 

I learned from him practically nothing. 

One must have in his course of instruction many more 

exercises than any one pupil will require; enough, in 

fact, to cover every possible need of every possible 

pupil. And, more important still, one must know how 

to use those exercises to the greatest advantage. I have 

found that not so many are needed, after all, providing 

those taken are thoroughly mastered. Golfers say, 

“Beware of the man with one club”—the player who 

really understands the use of a single implement of the 

game being more to he feared than he who is indiffer¬ 

ently skilful with half a dozen. Beware also of the 

pianist who performs the scales perfectly at ever so mod¬ 

erate a tempo, and who passes without error through 

ever so simple a drill upon octaves and arpeggios. He 

will make a dangerous rival some day, be assured. 

What applies to exercises applies equally to etudes and 

compositions. The teacher must not only be able to 

criticize interpretation in an intelligent manner, hut he 

must have that much rarer faculty of giving the right 

piece to the right person at the right time. This is 

probably the most valuable fruit of experience. Take 

pencil and paper and jot down all the works ever used 

by you in teaching. Can you grade them at all evenly ? 

And can you give an intelligent account of the peculiar 

difficulty and use of each ? If not, you must learn to 

do so. I have known many teachers who did not know 

whether a given piece was on their regular teaching list 

or not—not having such a list, in fact,—who could not 

tell whether it came logically before certain exercises or 

after, who did not know what particular difficulties it 

exemplified, nor anything about it save that they 

believed that some of their pupils had “taken it. 

It needs much intelligent labor to acquire a teaching 

repertoire large enough to supply all wants and yet 

select enough to include only the best of the vast 

amount of material that is to be selected from. But 

intelligent labor pays. 

The Power of Expression. 

It is not enough to know; a clear idea can only be 

conveyed to another when clearly expressed. Many 

otherwise excellent instructors are handicapped by in¬ 

adequate command of language. They use loose, am- 
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biguous, and mystical linguistic constructions. They 

stutter and stumble in their speech, saying one thing 

when they mean another, contradicting themselves every 

five minutes, calling attention to the third measure of 

the fourth score when they mean the fourth measure of 

the third score, and confusing the pupil with a host of 

similar verbal absurdities. The phrases used in the 

profession are often positively ludicrous. I know a 

famous savant who says, “Soft, soft there,” when he 

means ritardando. I have heard him exclaim, “Light 

in that passage there,” when he meant not piano, but 

brilliante. In correcting mistakes, also, many are need¬ 

lessly careless. If you say “Play G-sharp, not G- 

natural,” you leave the student in the dark as to which 

hand is wrong. He has to stop and discover that as 

there is no G in the right hand the error most be in 

the left. Even if yon say “Play G-sharp not G-uat- 

nral with the left hand,” he is at a loss until you come 

to the end of the sentence. But if you say “ The left 

hand has G, not G-sharp,” he knows where to look 

with the very first word, and by the time you have fin¬ 

ished speaking has had time to correct himself. It is 

trifles such as these which make the difference between 

clear and confusing criticism. 

The habit of accurate expression also has its reflex 

action on the mind of the speaker. The trouble is often 

in the idea itself, and the sentence may be an insult to 

grammar and rhetoric only because the thought behind 

it is an insult to logic and common sense. A clear 

thinker is not of necessity a clear speaker (though in 

nine cases ont of ten he is), but a vague thinker is 

always a poor user of words. Therefore, he who begins 

to take pains with his vocabulary ends by brushing the 

cobwebs from his brain ; and gains not only in seeming, 

but in being. “Writing maketh an accurate man,” 

says Bacon (I quote from memory only), so if you are 

unskilful in expressing yourself, have recourse to the 

pen. 
The Power op Illustration. 

But it is not enough to criticize, however well; the 

teacher must also illustrate. To exclaim, “That 

passage must not be played as you play it, but should 

end with a slight accelerando,” may give a valuable 

hint to the instructed. But let us suppose that he 

does not know what a slight accelerando is, what shall 

we do ? Tell him that it is a gradual quickening of the 

tempo ? Perhaps. But what if he then plays, suddenly 

quickening the tempo ? Is it enough to send him to 

Webster to find ont the meaning of the word ‘ ‘ gradual ’ ’ ? 

By no means. He knows what it means theoretically, as 

he also knows the correct definition of accelerando. What 

he needs is a practical illustration of the effect intended. 

When the teacher sits down to the instrument, and 

gives example after example, not only of the passage in 

question, but of other accelerandos beautifully played, 

the listener's ears become educated. They are there¬ 

after offended at jerky, uneven hurrying. They have 

received instruction, indeed. 

The young teacher who tries the experiment. I am 

about to propose will find himself by the end of the sea¬ 

son many grades above his present artistic level. Let 

him endeavor to learn every exercise, etude, and compo¬ 

sition which he uses among his pupils, so that he can 

play it in a manner worthy of being imitated ; and then 

enlarge his repertoire until it fully meets the needs of 

his existing class. Next season he will have, believe 

me, a much larger and better following to provide for. 

That the experiment involves a large amount of hard 

work only proves that he is at present, to a certain de¬ 

gree, incompetent. If not, he would already 

every task which he imposes od 

fingers’ ends. Ik) not be afraid 
tion ” used above. His own ideas about a piece are all 

that one can impart He can impart those ideas more 

perfectly if he is mechanically master of the piece. 

How far the pupil should be encouraged to follow an 

original conception is a matter not pertinent to this 

essay. Suffice it to say that originality uncorrected by 

the observation of good models is synonymous with 

crudity. 
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indefinable, thing called personal magnetism. One who 

knows his business, expresses himself concisely, and 

backs his words with deeds, is of necessity an inspiring 

individual to come in contact with. Yet some have this 

magnetism—this power of moving other minds—to a 

greater degree than those equally gifted in other re¬ 

spects, and it would seem at lirst sight that this faculty 

was entirely unacquirable, and to be clawed amoDg 

those things which Ruakin says are beyond patience 

and sand paper. Yet where we find the maguetic 

quality lacking, do we not find earnestness, sympathy, 

and good manners lacking also? lie whose outward 

bearing is not in flat contradiction with his inward 

graces, who is thoroughly in earnest in his professed 

solicitude for the welfare of his pupils, and who is en¬ 

tirely in sympathy with them in their trials and tri¬ 

umphs, can never be without the power of attracting, 

pleasing, and influencing. Selfishness and deceit are 

the elements most at war with this power, for the human 

heart instinctively is warned of these foes in ambush. 

The man whose real aim is unscrupulously mercenary, 

foretells his own failure. In other words, personal 

magnetism is nothing but intellectual power mixed with 
the milk of human kindness. 

Small wonder that the successful teacher is a rare 

bird, so to speak. Not only must he be a good musi¬ 

cian, but a man of judgment, tact, and tatmrfaire. In 

his perfection he is a creature to be conceived of but 

never realized. That, however, need not bar the novice 

from attempting to approach the ideal as Dearly as pos¬ 

sible, for the rewards of success, even partial mrcnii, 

are above anything which mediocrity can experience. 

TO THE GIRLS WHO READ “THE ETUDE." 

BY HELENA M. MAGUIRE. 

The editor of The Etude baa proved hit interest in 

you “Etudiants” by giving a corner of The Etude 

exclusively to you,—a “gossip corner,” in which we 

may chat of the things in the music life that are of 

close and personal interest, and in which the girlhood of 

mumc will be frankly diacnased. We will talk of many 

things musical, but let us, first of all, talk on that most 

personal and interesting of subjects--yir/s. 

have 

another at his own 

of the word “imite- 

Pkrsonai. Magnetism. 

Any one who has the qualifications enumerated in the 

foregoing can hardly fail to possess that priceless, almost 

The Girl Who Loves Music. 

Never was girl more variously misunderstood than 

this girl who loves music, to whom music is • Joy and a 

necessity. Let us consider how some jieople talk of her. 

We bear that she loves music, and so it must he easy for 

her—“just comes to her”; practising is not difficult far 

her, because she totm miuric; success is not so lunch to 

her credit as to the girl to whom music is a doty and n 

drudgery ; in fact, all the graces and Imautie* of music 

are supposed to come obediently to her beck and call, 

and all the intricacies and knotty points nnravel them 

selves at her bidding—and alt because she loves music. 

These are some of the misconceptions to which lire 

really musical girl is subjected. Sometimes she is too 

prond to enlighten her friends on the entycct, and jet 

roits them to think that her love of music is, indeed, a 

sort of Aladdin’s lamp, by means of which abe sees 

easily and without effort into all that is dark or olwrnr* 

to others, and that where others grope and stumble, she 

walks with ease and confidence in the light of her musi¬ 

cal passion. Or it may not he pride; it may be that slie 

has not yet come to a clear expression of herself (this 

gift often comes to us only after many years), and that 

while she listens to the self complaisant expounding 

upon her merits, to their own satisfaction, she chains 

under the nntrnth of it, hot can not make herself 

clear. .So she retires into herself, and glooms moodily 

over the fact that no one understands, no one gives her 

credit for what she does, and concludes that the readi¬ 

ness of people to attribute her achievements to s sort of 

snperhnman agency rather than to her own individual 

effort only proves the world to be jwopled with fools and 

sophists ; and yon and I know that mnch thinking 

along ibis black line is very apt to develop a little imp 
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called “pessimism,” which has no right within the 
precincts of a girl’s heart. 

We know—yon and I—that it is work—continuous, 
conscientious work—that makes ns musicians. To 
love music does not make us musicians. “ Love 
does not make all things easy. It makes us choose to 
do the difficult things.” That is what love does. A 
true love for music makes ns strong to overcome diffi¬ 
culties, but it does not overcome the difficulties for us. 
A real love for music creates a passionate desire for per¬ 
fection ; but it is the toiling brain and fingers that must 
accomplish that perfection. 

It may be possible to gage a girl’s success by her love 
for music, but if so, it is because this love acts as a spur 
to greater effort, never as an obedient slave that does the 
work. Do n’t you agree with me that the girl who loves 
music works as the girl who does not really care never 
thought of working? and that it is work,—real, strenu¬ 
ous, exhausting work,—no matter under what high in¬ 
spiration it may be done ! 

She knows the bated eagerness and impatience of slow 
climbing, the constant tug of war between what she can 
do and what she would do. She loves music, and knows 
the bitterness, together with the joy of it. Knows, per¬ 
haps, together with all the misunderstanding, the misery 
of having had poor instruction, of the lack of financial 
means, of the prearranged plans of her parents for her 
along other lines. In such matters as these her sensi¬ 
tive love for music seems a misfortune rather than a 
blessing ; and yet she works and wins, and all her effort 
seems well worth the while because music, like every¬ 
thing else that is beautiful, grows always more lovely 
the longer we know it; more desirable the more we 
make it our own; more worthy the more we sacrifice 
for it. 

The girl who loves music is bound to succeed, not by 
her love for music, but because of it. I have never known 
such a girl to fail, and although I have often seen such 
deeply steeped in “the blues,” yet always they have 
“tried again.” That is what life is, you know, trying 
over and over again ; and if large honor and inflated 
fame come not of the trying, a rounded, enduring, well- 
poised character does, a character which makes one good 
company for one’s self, and that is about the truest hap¬ 
piness of which I know, the happiness of a beautiful 
inner life for yourself—for yourself you have always 
with you. 

THE EDUCATION OF MUSICIANS. 

BY C. FRED KENYON. 

As the struggle for existence becomes more and more 
strenuous, so do our occupations and pursuits become 
more and more specialized. In the worlds of commerce, 
art, literature, medicine, and law, the tendency of the 
individual is to narrow his limits in order that he may 
gain all knowledge obtainable within the bounds which 
he has prescribed for himself. Thus, the doctor will 
make a life-long study of the human eye ; the littera¬ 
teur will devote himself entirely to the drama; the 
musician will limit his life-work to the piano ; and so 
on. This has been brought about by the cruel competi¬ 
tion in every field of intellectual work. The result is 
that many successful specialists have a very narrow out¬ 
look upon life. They may discourse ably on the par¬ 
ticular subject to which they are devoted, but are 
entirely ignorant of every other subject. I know 
several excellent musicians who, while being men of 
undoubted ability, are quite unable to write an ordinary 
letter; and among the many famous musicians with 
whom I have from time to time come in contact there 
are not more than half a dozen who take even the 
slightest interest in literature. This state of things is 
quite incomprehensible to the observer, who expects that 
a man of genius will not be educated all on one side, 
but will have a wide outlook upon life and will see men 
and things by the light of matured wisdom. 

To my thinking, this specialization of knowledge is 
not a thing to be desired. For example, take a musical 
young man who wishes to enter the profession of music. 
What course of study shall he take up ? The piano, we 
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will say ; so he studies and practices for years. At the 
end of it all he is a superb player—a man of seemingly 
enormous talent. But talk to him on politics, art, or 
literature—what is the result ? He has nothing to say. 
He has given so much time and energy to the study of 
the piano that he has allowed himself no opportunities 
to keep level with the thoughts of the day. Indeed, it 
is extremely likely that he has read but little about the 
composers whose music he so often plays. He may have 
a hazy notion that Beethoven is not alive, but he is very 
uncertain about Chopin. He does not even know har¬ 
mony or counterpoint. He has not the remotest idea of 
the construction of the piano which he plays; as a mat¬ 
ter of fact, he has never taken the trouble to open it to 
find out. His technic may be, and most likely is, won¬ 
derfully perfect; but his sympathies and powers of ex¬ 
pression are so narrowed and warped by his continual 
study in one groove that he is only able to play the 
works of one or two masters. Perhaps he is in sympathy 
with Chopin, whose music he plays in a masterly man¬ 
ner. Place a Beethoven sonata before him. The thought 
contained in the sonata is transformed into fancy, the 
poetry into sentimentality, and the passion into com¬ 
plaint. It is all weakened and sugared, and instead of 
playing Beethoven our pianist plays what is in truth a 
mixture of himself, Beethoven, and Chopin. Or take a 
pianist who has made a special study of Bach and ask 
him to play a Chopin nocturne. What is the result ? 
The delicate tracery of sentiment is utterly annihilated, 
the elusive thought is turned into vulgar platitude, and 
the whole beauty of the piece is destroyed. Even our 
greatest pianists are influenced by this specialization, 
though to nothing like the same extent as is the second- 
rate musician. Paderewski plays Chopin’s music better, 
perhaps, than he plays the music of any other composer ; 
but he is almost as good an interpreter of the music of 
Beethoven, Schumann, and Liszt. It is the second-rate 
man—the merely talented man—whose ability is limited 
to the ideas of one composer. Genius such as Pader¬ 
ewski’s can absorb the ideas of other men almost intui¬ 
tively. How may all this be remedied ? 

It may be objected that the ordinary man has no time 
to devote to other matters : his life-work necessarily ab¬ 
sorbs all his attention. To this I would answer that it 
is nearly always the lazy man who has no time. Besides, 
keeping in touch with modern thought and modern 
sympathies does not mean loss of time, but, in the best 
sense of the term, is time gained. A musician owes it to 
himself and to his profession to be well educated. An 
ignorant boorish musician ought to be a contradiction of 
terms. What would Wagner have been if he had all his 
life remained content to study music and nothing else ? 
Let all young students remember that art is long, and 
life is very, very short; there is much to learn, and but 
a few short years in which to learn it. That is the 
tragedy of an artist’s life ! 

DO YOU EXPECT A TESTIMONIAL? 

BY E. B. STORY. 

One of the enjoyable privileges of the experienced 
teacher is that of permitting his pupils to “ refer ” to 
him when they begin their own careers as teachers, and 
feel that they need the support of his commendation 
He perhaps remembers his own early days when he first 
sought the patronage of the public : how he struggled 
to get a footing in the community, and to prove to the 
people that he really bad both the requisite knowledge 
and skill of a trained musician and the ability to teach • 
how the public looked upon his advertisement with 
skeptical eyes, and only very slowly bestowed its pat¬ 
ronage, giving it in preference to some superficial 
teacher who happened to have had a letter of half-evasive 
compliments from some foreign instructor. 

Now that after many years of successful teaching his 
position is secure, his reputation is wide-spread, and his 

word of commendation carries weight, it is with laud¬ 
able pride that he recognizes the power he has of assist- 
mg the y ounger generat ion ; it is one of the rewards of a 
lifelong fidelity to high ideals, and he rightly rejoices in 

it as well as in the fact that his pupils come seeking this 
assistance. When he can write a full, whole-heaited 
testimonial, covering every point, what a satisfaction is 
his ! When he has to study carefully his every word in 
order to give due credit to the pupil and yet be honest 
with the public, what trouble ! Under such conditions 
the privilege of the teacher should be balanced by the 
duty of the pupil while he is a pupil ; and inasmuch as 
at the present time hundreds of talented youths are 
looking forward to the career of the teacher, it may be 
well to call attention to some of the component parts of 
that duty. 

The cadet at West Point upon entrance finds that the 
hours of each day are filled with prescribed duties, some 
of them seemingly very trivial, apd from morning until 
night throughout his course he is expected to render 
instant and hearty obedience to every rule, and to secure 
thorough and complete mastery of every study. The 
result of his training is afterward shown in physical and 
mental alertness and power, self-reliance, and ability to 
command. In his case to command is not to force upon 
another a whimsical, selfish notion, but rather to lead 
in the direction of honorable duty ; and such ability has 
been gained through the preliminary discipline of obe¬ 
dience. Here, in a word, is the duty of the ambitious 
pupil—obedience. He who will not be led can not be 
sure of final victory ; and he certainly should not look 
for any testimonial from the teacher. 

But what may the teacher rightly demand ? Perhaps, 
first of all, accuracy in study. Every language conveys 
its ideas to the mind of the student through combina¬ 
tions of straight lines and curves that we call letters, 
syllables, words, sentences. Notation, the written lan¬ 
guage of music, is likewise made of similar lines and 
curves formed into notes, rests, bars, slurs, clefs, and 
the many other signs ; and if the student would gain an 
adequate knowledge of the composition, he must first of 
all realize the importance of each spot of ink on the 
page, must analyze critically each measure for location 
and length of notes, for force, and for fingering. He 
must understand the meaning of foreign words, the sig¬ 
nificance of all signs; and only when the structure of 
the music is well comprehended can he feel sureof send¬ 
ing through it in his performance the true heart-beat of 
his properly controlled emotion. He will seek to know 
the peculiarities of the different epochs in music so as to 
give to the music of each composer its appropriate inter¬ 
pretation, and will not allow his own selfish desires to 
interfere with a truthful setting forth of the evident in¬ 
tentions of the author. 

Secondly, the teacher may expect fair treatment of 
himself. He is responsible for the guidance of the pupil, 
and for his advancement. It is his privilege to help the 
pupil by well-considered plans and method, by well- 
selected course of Etudes and pieces, by every scheme 
that can broaden his general outlook and inspire his 
ambition. 

He surely ought to expect from the pupil a hearty co¬ 
operation in all such plans of study, a faithful use of 
hours of practice, a prompt and regular attendance at 
lessons ; for every lack of confidence in the plans, wilful 
or indifferent negligence in practice, spasmodic use of 
appointments, interferes with the continuity of the work, 
dampens ambition, and includes a large element of dis 
honesty and disrespect. No pupil who is persistently 
careless in study, unfaithful in practice, or irregular in 
lessons ought to think for a moment of entering upon the 
life of a teacher ; no one already advanced in preparation 
for such a life ought to ask for a testimonial unless he 
is willing to have future pupils like himself. It is wise 
for all expectant teachers to remember Emerson’s words : 

If you would lift me, you must be on higher ground 
than I.” 

You may make a compass point invariably to the 
point marked N on the dial by fixing it so that it can 
not move, but such a compass has no value. Teachers 
may get into a rut that restricts vision and progress just 
as a fixed compass would restrict the traveler. He could 
go in but one direction. Times change, new ideas 
come to the fore, and we may get set in the wrong direc¬ 
tion, and persist therein unless we have flexibility and 
sensitiveness to a change in the musical current. 
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Mo man’s Morfc in flRusic. 

Edited by fanny MORRIS SMITH. 

It seems only the other day that a little Italian imp 
brought us a note signed by a name prominent in liter¬ 
ary circles, requesting our presence for some musical 
end not indicated. It was late when we entered the 
drawing room to which we had been summoned, but 
late as it was, the only person in it was a lady of middle 
age, and, as the conversation revealed, of vegetarian 
principles. Presently entered a very slight, pale girl, 
probably twenty years old judging by her face, and four¬ 
teen by her costume, which was white, scanty of skirt, 
and very short. She slipped modestly into a corner 
without a word. 

A few moments later guests poured in, and the “ even¬ 
ing ” of our host began with the accustomed 6clat. Then 
it was whispered in our ear that we had been invited for 
the purpose of offering an opinion on the talent of a 
young violinist, a pupil of Joachim, named Leonora Jack- 
son, who was seeking to collect funds to prosecute her 
musical education. The pale girl then rose to play, and 
a young man—who ultimately resolved himself into Miss 
Jackson’s brother, “who intended to devote his life to 
playing her accompaniments”—seated himself at the 
piano. 

We were immediately interested in the unusual qual¬ 
ities of the girl’s playing. The repose of her conception 
was perfect; her intonation was astonishingly pure; her 
tone sweet; her bowing free and firm ; her interpreta¬ 
tion direct and poetic. While obviously under the 
restraints of the pupillary stage, her delivery was finished 
in every detail, well considered, and full of emotional 
qualities of the most elevated character. Through all 
ran a vein of maidenly sentiment, so delicate that it 
seemed impossible that it should survive the wear and 
tear of practice for virtuosity. 

The audience this evening had its mind prepared for 
gipsy music by Sarasate, and similar exhibitions of 
temperament, and the intellectual character and self- 
restraint of the young violinist seemed cold. She did 
not receive much applause, and sat down forlornly in 
her corner by the vegetarian lady, who turned ont to be 
her mother, and we heard her whisper that she was dis¬ 
appointed with herself. 

A year later, we read that she had taken the coveted 
prize in Berlin ; and this season, after a round of Euro¬ 
pean engagements, she returns to America, an artist who 
has the respect and admiration of European art circles. 

Has she kept her American temperament? has she 
kept her freshness of conception, and her refined and 
delicate feeling? We wait anxiously to hear. 

We gladly afford space to the entire program on “The 
Evolution of the Dance,” a lecture-recital given by Mrs. 
John Loman before the Ladies’ Thursday Musicale, 
Minneapolis, and elsewhere. 

Part I represents a talk of perhaps half an hour on 
the historic aspects of the subject, while Part II fur¬ 
nishes the musical illustration, which is also accompa¬ 

nied with more or less explanation. 
The music is easy to obtain and not at all difficult. 

PART I. 

Dances of the Savages. 
Dances of Antiquity : (a) Egyptian Dances. 

(4) Biblical Dances. 
(c) Greek and Roman Dances. 

Music of India. 
Oriental Dances. 
Old English Dances. 

PART II. 

Italy: Tarantelle,.Moszkowski. 
(Arranged for piano, four handa.) 

Spain: Alia, “Saraband—Laschia ch’io pianga,” 

France : (a) Minuet,.^Tours'. 
(Arranged for piano, four hands.) 

(6) Gavotte (Piano Solo), . . Brahms-Gluck. 
Hungary : (a) Hungarian Dance (Violin Solo), 

Brahms-Joachim. 
(4) Gipsy Song, “ La Zingara,” Donizetti. 

Poland : Polonaise, opus 53 (Piano Solo), . . Chopin. 
Germany: Waltz Song, “ Se Saran Rose, ” . . Arditi. 
Bohemia : Slavonic Dances, opus 46, No. 2, . Dvorak. 

(Arranged for piano, eight hands.) 

England : English Ballad, . . Old Seventeenth Century. 
“ Come, Lasses and Lads.” 

Mrs. Loman also sends us programs of a charming 
lecture musicale on “Music and Poetry” and one on 
“Music and Shakespeare,” both delivered in Dulnth. 
All the work of Mrs. Loman is thoughtful, and choice 
in subject and contents. The programs themselves are 
educational. It is with the first, however, that this 
paper is particularly occupied. The subject is the most 
neglected and least understood of any in the whole 
realm of modern music; and to its neglect may be as¬ 
cribed, in great measure, the unhealthy trend of music 
during the last thirty years. 

In reviewing the musical illustrations of Mrs. 
Loman’s lecture, theirsomewhat exotic character strikes 
the student. The tarantelle is by a Russian educated 
in Germany, the Spanish saraband is by a Saxon, the 
gavotte by a German, and the German waltz by an 
Italian. None of these are folk-dances—the spontaneous 
production of the people. They are imitations of the 
originals, or else compositions in some certain musical 
meter which has been derived from the original dance, 
and apparently no attempt was made by Mrs. Loman to 
reproduce the dances from which the compositions 
played had been derived—something absolutely essential 
if the rhythm, tempo, and expression of the original 
pantomime are to be revived. 

To clubs which have a program on this subject in 
preparation we suggest that the first step should be tb<- 
purchase of “ Dancing,” by Mrs. Lilly Grove, Badmin¬ 
ton Library, published by Longmans, Green & Co. 

Those who have not read Mrs. Grove’s book may Ire 
safely said to be ignorant of the very genesis of music. 
Her pages, moreover, contain a lavish number of the 
original dance songs and rhythms belonging to historic 
dances. This book, which is in English, is within every 
one’s grasp ; but students who wish to go deeper into 
the subject should obtain the “ Gescbichte des Tanzes in 
Deutschland,” von Franz M. Bbhme, published by 
Breitkopf & Hiirtel. This book, besides a great amount 
of curious and interesting information, offers a second 
volume of dance music with the original words where 
they could be obtained. 

“Die Grammatik der Tanzkunst,” von Friederich 
Albert Zorn, Leipzig, published by F. F. Weber, an ex- 
tensive work, goes still more into the technical side of 
the subject. These books are in German, but armed with 
Whitney’s “ German Lexicon ” and a German grammar, 
they will repay the music lover who makes them his first 
German reading book. The principal wealth of informa¬ 
tion on the connection of dancing with music is in the 
French, and at the head stands “ La Danse Grecque 
Antique,” by Maurice Emmanuel—Paris, Hachette et 
Cie. This is thoroughly illustrated from the existing 
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remains of Greek art, and well worth perusal. Hachette 
et Cie also publish “La Danse,” par G. Millier, which 
has been reissued by D. Appleton & Co., New York and 
which is most interesting, from its collection of ballet 
costumes and poses from old French prints This book 
contains more or less musical illnstrations from “ Echos 
des Temps Passe,” published by A. Durand et Fils 
This latter work, in three volumes, contains a historic 
senes of French songs, from troubadour chansons to the 
present time. Taken with Paner’s edition of the old 
masters, these volumes will go far to make a romplete 
program. There is a similar edition of tlasric violin 
suites by Bache, Tartini, Viotti, and others. Edited by 
Alard. J 

Georges Bizet has edited six series of selections from 
the vocal works of French, Italian,and German masters 
transenbed for the piano, called “ Le Pianist* Chan! 
teur,” published by Hucgel et Cie. These are not fo dif¬ 
ficult as the transcriptions by which Thai berg placed all 
the treasures of vocal music in his “ L’Art du Chant ” 
within reach of the pianist. 

Students of Polish and Russian music will find Kol- 
lak's transcriptions of twelve Cossack, Polish, or Russian 
airs all very characteristic. Thecollection of Hungarian 
airs edited by Korbay and published by G. Schinner are 
very valuable. Likewise a series of “Songs, lmprea- 
sions, and Memories ”(“ NAIndy, dojnega upomlnky ”), 
by Zdenko Fibich, published by Fr. A. Urbanek, Prague. 
Schirmer’s “ Anthology of Dalian Song ” fairly cover* 
the Italian field. "Spanish Dance Rhythms ” is very 
well illustrated by a series of Mexican dances published 
by Wagner & Lavine, Mexico, and in commission with 
Lyon & Healey, Chicago. 

W’hen Grieg is included in the aeries, it is well to ob 
tain the volumeof “ Norwegian Melodies,” published by 
O. Ditson, which, although probably altered from their 
original tonalities by the modern setting, offer a very in¬ 
teresting comparison between the artless folk-song and 
dance and the artistic music evolved from them. All 
the above works may he ordered through Theodore 
PresBer. 

As to English music, the best collection is Chapiwll’s 
“Music of the Olden Time,” now ont of print. It is 
not a work which it would he expensive to teprint, and 
one of the first frnit* of the possibilities of contorted 
action by the Federation of Musical Clubs should Is- a 
subscriber's list sufficient to cover the expense of a new 
edition. 

Rimbanlt’s “History of the Piano” also contains a 
good selection ofmoslc, chronologically arranged, which 
covers old English harpsichord composition fairly well. 
But we understand that this Is ont of print also. Eng¬ 
land is probably in possession of a variety of works not 
in American circulation on English, Welsh, Scotch, and 
Irish song ; bnt the interest displayed by musical club* 
in these subjects is the first suggestion of an Ameriran 
demand for them. 

How much significance 
CLARA SCHUMANN, there can be in an old pro- 

By Aur Far. gram, and wbat memories nan 
it evoke 1 I find myself gaz¬ 

ing with a sad pleasnre at snrb a one, dated November 
27, 1871, Saale der Bingskademie, Berlin. The magic 
names of the two great artists which grace it are those 
of Frau Clara Schumann and Fran Amalie Joachim. 
They are both dead ; hut still I see Msdam Srha 
mann, in her black velvet concert dress (her beautiful 
neck and arms rising imperially from the soft rirhnem 
of its folds), bending over the keyboard of the grand 
piano; and still I see Frau Joachim, in her pink «4Ik, 
standing npon the platform, her charming hahv face 
framed in bands of dark hair. 

How splendidly they interpreted the great masters, 
tbe one on the piano, the other with her voice,—fit high 
priestesses of art! 

Instead of a concert program, tomlistone* bear their 
names now; bnt the warmth of their inspired utter¬ 
ances yet penetrates tbe mist of years, and makes them 
live again to those who heard them. I hope they are 
still together in Paradise, and that they are showing the 
angels how to play and sing. 
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A Berlin Program Twenty-right Years Ago. 

It would be interesting to look over the old program, 

and see with what they regaled the Berlin public while 

they were still here below. I find it a thoroughly “ up- 

to-date ” program, even at the present day. Here it is : 

MONTAG, DEN 27 NOVEMBER, 1871, ABENDS, 7j UHR. 

IM 

SAALE DER SINGAKADEM1E. 

CONCERT 
VON 

FRAU CLARA SCHUMANN 
UND 

FRAU AMALIE JOACHIM. 

PROGRAMM. 

I. 
1. Sonate, op. 101,.Beethoven. 

Allegretto mo non troppo. Vivace alia Marcia. Largo and Allegro. 

2. Arie aus dem Weihnachts-Oratorium, .... Bach. 
3. (a) Impromptus, op. 90, C moll,.Schubert. 

(6) Variationen, op. 82,.Mendelssohn. 
4. No. 1-5, aus Frauen Liebe und Leben, . Schumann. 

II. 

5. (a) Gavotte, .Gluck. 
(b) Novelette, No. 1, ans op. 21, \ 
(c) Scherzino aus dem Faschings- I Schumann. 
schwank,.j 

6. («) “ Erstarrung,” aus der Winterreise, . .Schubert. 
(6) Ein Sonnett, ) 
(c) Wiegenlied, J. rahms. 

7. No. 1, 3, 5, 7, 6, aus den Ungarischen Tiinzen. Zu 
vier HUnden,.Brahms. 

Vorgetragen von Fri„ Julik vox Asten und Frau Schumann. 

Die Begleitnng am Clavier hat Frl. Julie 

von Asten g'utigst iibernommen. 

This country is fully twenty-five years behind Berlin 

in musical culture, and the works of Brahms, which 

were played and sung in Berlin so far back, are just 

making their way here as “novelties ” now. 

Clara Schumann’s Playing. 

Clara Schumann’s playing was distinguished preemi¬ 

nently for the beauty and nobility of her tone, and for 

the classic finish and grandeur of her style. Deppe 

used to say, “She is the most musical of all the 

pianists.” Her conception was perfect, and whatever 

she played, it always seemed exactly right. You could 

not wish for anything better. Her touch was deep and 

magnetic, and was never harsh, although powerful and 

satisfying. She seemed entirely to fill every space in 

your soul, and you left the hall contented, and with the 

artistic impression singularly complete. She was the 

finest Bach player I ever heard, putting into his music 

the veritable “sacred fire,” and investing it with the 

breadth and warmth of comprehension which it ought 

to have. 

I shall never cease to congratulate myself on having 

twice heard Clara Schumann and Joachim play Bee¬ 

thoven ’8 ‘ ‘ Kreutzer Sonata ’ ’ together. They seemed to 

act and react upon each other in this great work (the 

king of sonatas) in a manner that thrilled and excited 

the listener. There was what Shakespeare would call a 

“ marriage of two minds” in the performance of these 

inimitable artists, united as they were by the closest 

ties of friendship and long association, and brought up 

in the same artistic environment. The “Kreutzer” 

will never have a more perfect interpretation than it 

received from them. 

It has become the fashion for some of the younger 

generation of violinists to cast a slur on Joachim’s play¬ 

ing of late, but, as Schradieck once remarked to the 

writer, “ these have never heard Joachim in his prime.” 

He was then, like Liszt, “ unapproachable.” 

THE ETUDE 
Her Early History. 

A few biographic details, and I have done—since this 

article must be brief. 

Clara Schumann was the daughter of Frederick 

Wieck, and was born at Leipzig, September 13, 1819. 

She began the study of music when very young, under 

her father’s guidance. Wieck, as everybody knows, 

was an altogether remarkable and original teacher, and 

his gifted little girl made her d6but in public when she 

had just completed her ninth year, playing, with Emilie 

Eeinhold, Kalkbrenner’s four-hand variations on the 

‘ ‘ March from Moise. ’ ’ The notices in the Leipzig papers 

show that she was already an object of much interest in 

the town. At this time she was accustomed to play the 

concertos of Mozart and Hummel with orchestra by 

heart, and thus early did she lay the foundation of that 

sympathy with the orchestra which so distinguished 

her. On November 8, 1830, when just over eleven, she 

gave her first concert at the Gewandhaus, and her per¬ 

formance is cited as a proof how far application and good 

teaching can bring great natural gifts at so early an age. 

Her solo pieces were “Hondo Brilliant,” opus 101, 

Kalkbrenner ; “Variations Brillantes,” opus 23, Herz ; 

and variations of her own on an original theme. She 

was praised by the critics for already possessing the 

brilliant style of the greatest players of the day. 

Clara and Robert Schumann. 

She Creates a Furore in Paris. 

Her next appearance was on May 9, 1831, in pieces 

by Pixis and Herz—still bravura music. About this 

time she was taken to Weimar, Carrel, and Frankfort, 

and in the spring of 1832 to Paris, where she gave a con¬ 

cert on April 13th. Mendelssohn was there at the time, 

but was ill and unable to attend, and thus the meeting 

of these two great artists—destined to become such 

friends—was postponed. Clara was then twelve years 

of age. This was the only time that she ever played in 

I aris, which seems very singular, as it was in Paris that 

she was first fully appreciated. Wieck told me himself, 

when I went to see him in Dresden, in 1872, that “peo¬ 

ple were very much impressed in Leipzig when they 

heard she had created a furore in Paris. It made a 

marked difference in their reception of her.” Wieck 

was very proud of having been the first to teach Chopin’s 

compositions in Germany, and he gave an amusing 

acconntof Clara’s performance of Chopin’s—then utterly 

unknown—piano concerto in F minor, in Leipzig, when 

she was about seventeen. “ So little applause did it 

receive,” said he, “ that my daughter and I slunk home 

after the concert as if we had committed some disgrace¬ 

ful action in introducing a new and beautiful work by a 

rising genius ! People said that my head was stuck full 

of crazy, new-fangled notions, and that I would ruin 

Clara by teaching her such music as Chopin's. After we 

got home the child wept. We were both thoroughly dis¬ 

heartened, and Clara little realized what she had 
achieved as an artist! ” 

When our little heroine was thirteen years of age the 

two most important events in her career liappened'to’her. 

These occurred in October and November in the year 

1832. In October Clara made her dfibut in the famous 

Gewandhaus concerts at Leipzig, in Moscheles’ “ G-minor 

Concerto,” Pohlenz being the conductor, and from that 

time forward her name is regularly found on the pro¬ 

grams. Mention is made of her playing Bach’s “Triple 

concerto in D-minor” with Mendelssohn and Rake- 

mann, on one occasion, and of her appearing twice with 

Liszt in a duo of his for two pianos. How exciting and 

inspiring must it have been for the young girl to play 

with two such geniuses as these ! One would like to 

know what they thought of her, particularly Liszt, 

whose kind of talent was so different in character from 

hers. How fascinating they must have been together ! 

He was then in the zenith of his fame. 

Her Musical Association with Schumann 
Begins. 

In November, 1832, Clara was first associated artisti¬ 

cally with her future husband—the great composer, 

Robert Schumann. He was twenty two years old, and 

had been studying with Wieck for two years, and it was 

at a concert given by Wieck and his daughter that the 

first movement of Schumann’s first concerto, in G-minor, 

was publicly performed. This concert took place at 

Zwickau, where Schumann was living in the winter of 
1832-’33. 

He was carried away by Clara, adorned as she was 

with the two-fold charm of child-like sweetness and 

artistic genius. “Think of perfection,” he writes to a 

friend, “and I will agree to it.” Mauy expressions in 

his letters seem even to betray a deeper feeling, of which 

he himself did not become fully aware until several years 

later. In 1836, when Clara was seventeen, his attach¬ 

ment was first definitely declared. It was reciprocated 

by her, but her father, who was ambitious, did not favor 

the match. For a long time he obstinately opposed it, 

until Schumann, finding persuasion of no avail, called 

in the assistance of the law, and Wieck had to account 

for his refusal in court. The final result of the suit was 

that Wieck’s objections were overruled, and the marriage 

took place in the church of Schoenfeld, near Leipzig, on 

September 12, 1840, when Clara was twenty-one. 

Clara Inspires Schumann’s Songs. 

One must admire Schumann’s pluck in thus bringing 

his father-in-law to terms, and one would hardly have 

expected so practical a procedure from a man so poetic 

in his music. His passionate love for his charming bride 

had a great effect upon his compositions, which are of a 

very striking character during the years of his marriage. 

His long repressed feelings find vent in songs, of which 

he wrote above one hundred ; and with the close of 

1840 he felt that he had worked out the vein of expres¬ 

sion in the form of song with pianoforte accompaniment 

to perfection. He said, “ I can not promise that I shall 

produce anything further in the way of songs, and I am 

satisfied with what I have done.” Twelve songs from 

Rnckert’s “Liebesfrlihling ” (“Springtime of Love”) 

were written conjointly by the lovers. 

Clara Schumann as a Wife. 

Clara seems to have been as remarkable a wife as she was 

an artist. It was probably fortunate for her that her hus¬ 

band was prevented by an injury to his hand from be¬ 

coming a pianist. Had be been a player, as he had 

originally intended to be, instead of a composer, she 

might have been crowded out, and her talent have 

become secondary to his. As it was, he was dependent 

upon her for the interpretation of his piano works to the 

public. This responsibility broadened and strengthened 

her as an artist. Her beloved husband’s fame was dearer 

to her than her own, and she was the first to sound the 

trumpet which proclaimed it. Schumann found in her 

what Wagner found in Liszt, the comprehension of his 

thought, and its mirror to the world. She was, indeed, 

his twin soul. Such a union could not but be happy. 

I once heard the wife of a world-renowned artist say 

to a friend of hers about to marry another artist, “ My 

dear, I have a piece of advice to give you, as you are 

going to be the wife of a musician before the public. 

Never imagine that you can he first in the heart of your 

husband. To an artist, his art is always first. Recog¬ 
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nize that fact, and unite yourself to him in his art and 
you will be happy.” 

Robert and Clara, in their homelife, lived only for 

their children and for each other. I was told once that 

Clara Schumann had ten children ! Whether this be so 

or not, the family was a numerous one, and one wonders 

how she could have found time to practise for the inces¬ 

sant demands of the concert room. This makes her 

public career all the more remarkable. Schumann’s 

fascinating “Album" was composed originally for his 

own little ones, as is well known. Sometimes the pri¬ 

vacy of homelife would be varied by an artistic flight of 

the married pair to Vienna or to some other city, where 

Schumann would conduct one of his symphonies, and 

Clara would play his great piano works. Such occasions 

were inspiring, but after they were over, gladly did they 

fly back to their home nest again. 

“ Stay, stay at home, my heart, and rest, 
Homekeeping hearts are happiest,” 

wrote Longfellow-, and Schumann would have agreed 
ivith him. 

We can imagine what Clara must have suffered when 

her husband began to break down with melancholia, 

which began as early as 1844, and culminated in an 

attempt to drown himself in the Rhine in 1854. He 

was rescued from the river, but was obliged to take 

refuge in a private asylum for the insane, near Bonn. 

Here he died in 1856, on July 29 (when only forty-six 

years of age), in the arms of his dear wife, who had 

returned from a triumphal concert tour in England in 

time to receive his last sigh. 

Schumann’s mania consisted in imagining that he 

heard one note incessantly, or certain harmonies, or 

voices whispering to him, aud must, I think, have been 

harder to bear than Beethoven’s deafness, or Bach’s 

blindness toward the end of their lives. 

Her Like as a Widow, and Her Compositions. 

Clara outlived her husband many years, and she con¬ 

tinued her glorious artistic career nearly up to her own 

death, which occurred quite recently. She accepted a 

professorship in the Conservatory of Music in Frankfort- 

on-the-Main in 1878, where she lived and taught with 

great success for years. In England she was a tremen¬ 

dous favorite, and her concert trips there were annual. 

A large sum of money was raised for her there and in 

Germany, when ill health caused her to abandon her 

concert appearances. 

I will refer the reader to “Grove’s Dictionary ” for a 

list of Clara Schumann’s compositions, upward of thirty 

in number. Her works are remarkable for their inter¬ 

esting rhythms, and for the freshness of their modula¬ 

tions. Their general characteristic is that of delicacy 

rather than force, and they require a touch of the dain¬ 

tiest lightness for their performance, although qualities 

of an opposite kind are occasionally shown, as in the 

“ Souvenirs de Vienne,” opus 9, which is a set of varia¬ 

tions in bravura style on Haydn’s “ Austrian Hymn.” 

Among the more serious compositions of later date are 

a trio in G-minor for piano, violin, and ’cello, which is 

thoroughly musicianlike and interesting, these charm¬ 

ing cadences to Beethoven’s Concertos, opus 37 and 58, 

and a set of three preludes and fugues, opus 16, which 

deserve mention and which form a most valuable study 

in legato part playing. She also wrote a short piano 

concerto in A-minor, the first movement being reduced 

to a single solo, which ends on the dominant, and leads 

at once to the andante. Possibly Liszt may have got his 

idea of con tin nous movements from her. 

The National Federation of 

NATIONAL FEDERA- Musical Clubs has issued, in 

TION OF MUSICAL pamphlet form,—through its 

CLUBS. printing committee, Mrs. 

By Mrs. Thomas E. Ellison. Philip N. Moore, 1520 Missis¬ 

sippi Avenue, St. Louis, Mo., 

—the “Record of the Official Proceedings of the First 

Biennial Meeting,” held at St. Louis, May 3-7, 1899, 

which has been prepared for publication by Mrs. Thomas 

E. Ellison, Fort Wayne, Ind., recording secretary of the 

Federation. 
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This attractive pamphlet contains, in addition to the 

minutes, reports, and papers presented hy the various 

officers and committees, the programs given at this 

musical festival. They are not only interesting, but val¬ 

uable. Clubs that are making a study of music in 

America will find Mr. Krehbiel’s program on “Folk¬ 

song in America” given with the text of the slave, 

negro, and New England folk-songs. 

Mrs. Moore will mail copies to any who desire them 

upon receipt of fifteen cents in postage. 

The program book for courses of five years’ study may 

be obtained from Mrs. F. S. Wardwell, 330 Main Street, 

Danbury, Connecticut, and from the sectional vice-presi¬ 
dents. 

Mrs. James Pedersen, 228 West Forty-fourth Street, 

New York City, corresponding secretary, has returned 

from Europe, and has resumed her official work, which 

during her absence was assumed by Mrs. John Elliot Cur¬ 
ran, of Englewood, N. J. 

Mrs. Charles Farnsworth, of Boulder, Colorado, Libra¬ 

rian of the Federation, is spending the winter at 512 

South Alvarado Street, Los Angeles, Cal. Mrs. Farns¬ 

worth is prepared to supply all federated clubs with the 

programs and year-books of clubs of the Federation. 

The work of the artist committee, Miss Helen A. 

Storer, Akron, Ohio, has been eminently satisfactory to 

artists and clubs, and the scope of this work is con¬ 
stantly enlarging. 

Clubs from all sections, realizing the advantage to be 

gained in arranging their recitals for this season through 

Miss Storer of the artist committee, and Mrs. Frederic 

Ullman, 282 Forty-eighth Street, Chicago, chairman of 

the bureau of registry, are constantly being federated. 

The work of each of these committees is entirely gratui¬ 
tous. 

The vocal section of the Women’s Philharmonic So¬ 

ciety of New York announces a series of seven educa¬ 

tional concerts to be given in the Chapter Room at Car¬ 

negie Hall: 

“The Modem French School,” directed by Miss 

JosephineTozier ; “The German School, Old and New,” 

by Miss Lillie d’Angelo Bergh ; “Rubinstein,” by Miss 

Fanny Hirsch ; “Schubert,” by Madame Evans von 

Klenner ; “Mozart,” by Madame Eugenie Pappenheim ; 

“Old English Ballads,” Madame Louise Gage Court¬ 

ney ; “The Romantic School,” Madame Anna Lankow. 

At a recent meeting of the Executive Council of the 

Women’s Philharmonic Society of New York Mrs. 

Lowell T. Field, 379 West End Avenue, was elected 

president pro lem., to preside until the annual meeting 

in April, 1900, in place of Mrs. SI. Fay Pierce, resigned. 

CHILDHOOD SONGS. 

BY THOMAS TAPPER. 

Looking back on childbo.,d times, on childhood 

games and ways, we behold them as in an atmosphere 

of things holy. All is, at once, wondrous and sublime: 

wondrous, for we did not fathom it then ; sublime, lie- 

cause we can not fathom it now. The days were rare, 

the scenes had a glory unlike any other ; the games 

were the problems ; and the ways were wise beyond the 

ken of any man who ponders on them. 

There were Songs in those days. We did not know 

it then ; but they resound now in the memory of golden 

days. They were the home songs, the songs of school, 

the choral from chnrch, and the estrays which came 

from no one knows whither. How mnch of us ia in 

them 1 We hum them softly, looking, at the same 

time, upon our child self; being, at once, the singer 

and the listener; the man of Now and the child of 

Then. It is one’s self, and yet one’s self is the beholder. 

All the selfhood glorified lies in a Childhood Song, 

because in it, perhaps more than in any other action, 

there is the spirit. I know of nothing which shows, in 

so marked a manner, the spiritual predominance, as 

children singing in class, when they yield themselves to 

the song. The bearing is not heavy, the face is filled 

with the light of unordinary life ; and when the song is 

over, one need have no deep insight to witness the return 

to the world of Now and of Common Things. It is in¬ 
evitable that such moments be few. 

It is easy to understand, then, that soDgs learned in 

childhood are an investment for manhood. The invest 

meut should be of the highest order and surest value. 

Having in them the possibility of life-long dwelling 

with ns, childhood songs should be worthy of their long 

abiding with the singer. They will be remembered 

whatever their theme or character; but if we set before 

children words and music in a beautifully unified 

product, we shall be making an investment which 

shall be the delight of later life. Inasmuch as the 

song-heritage will inevitably exist, we aie reminded 

that by onr conscious effort we mast make it as pure as 

possible. The child that carries into manhood songs of 

country, home, flowers, times, and seasons is in a 

healthy measure equipped for rare days throughout life. 

We should demand that the Childhood Song lie well 

written. And this because it has so great a possibility. 

The composer of songs for children, qnite like the artist, 

is measured not more in how he writes than in what he 

selects to write. As the initial indication of the true 

artist is in what he selects to paint, ho the prime quality 

of the song-writer comes out in what he selects for hie 

theme. It is not alone good text and good mnsic, but 

these in the service of a thought worthy in itself. If 

Childhood Songs are well written on a wisely chosen 

theme, the maker of laws may go out of hnsiiims ; for 

there is social molding aud uplifting in them. When 

the song is about something worth storing up, it lias an 

element of greatmss in it. 

As we go through life we learn many things that drop 

away ; and we begin to define life us that which we do 

not forget. Those moments in education are least likely 

to pass from ns which are spent in song; t here is so 

mnch activity in the expression of it, and so mnch last¬ 

ing value in the gain of it. When words, and music, 

and a good theme, a deft teacher, and a pleasant -quarter 

of an hour are combined, an impression is making which 

years will surround with that atmosphere of things holy 

which iB unfathomable. 

■ - ■ — 

TIMELY SUGGESTIONS. 

BY THAI.HOK BLAKE. 

To Young Teachers. 

1. Be bopefnl, patient, kind, and firm. Under all 
circumstances keep yonr temper. 

2. Never let honra of work ini rude on time which 
should be given to stndy, reading, or recreation. 

3. Yon can not be too well equipped with facte per¬ 
taining to your art. 8tndy thoroughly, and review 
often, all you can abont yonr art, past and prenent, bis 
torically and theoretically. 

4. Keep abreast of the times by reading eontempnra 
neons periodicals. In them yon can find encouragement, 
advice, assistance, knowledge, and many little odd* arid 
ends of information that later may he invaluable to yon. 

5. Buy the books published from time to time tx-ar 
ing on yonr art. This is very important, and something 
too many teachers fail to do. Early begin the nucleus 
of a library. If yon wished to bo learned, you most tie 
studious. 

To Earnest Rtuuksth. 
1. Be sensible, studious, polite, and considerate to 

yonr instructor. 
2. Practise at the same time esch dsy, If possible, and 

in the morning rather than in the afternoon. Practise 
alowly, regularly, and not more than one bonr at a 
stretch ; do not neglect yonr bead ; develop intellect¬ 
ually while mechanically. 

3. Devote several hours daily to recreation, if yon 
would prosper at yonr work. Take daily walks, If con¬ 
venient, and guard sgainst even the faintest sign of Inng 
trouble appearing. Nervous, high-strung, over-worked 
pupils are susceptible to “tiredness” in chest or back, 
especially if they sit too long at the piano, or sit in a 
cramped, uncomfortable position. Never practise when 
feeling that way ; take n walk or long breaths or give s 
few minutes to light calisthenics. 

4. Consider it part of yonr required study to read 
about the composers and other musical celebrities when 
ever sneb book* are obtainable. By all means post 
yourself up in the history of music snd abont tbe chief 
actors and epochs. Read biography. , 

5. Subscribe for as many periodicals a* yon prefer; 
bnt it is better to digest all the information found in 
one than to half read a dozen. Accnmnlate a library as 
yon advance in yonr studies. 
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LEGATO. 
It is safe to state that, of 

all the people who play the 

By Evkrett e. Tkuktte. organ, at least three-fifths pay 

no attention at all to the legato, 

if they happen to play legato, it is by accident rather 

than design,—while of the other two-fifths, one-fifth 

make a jndicions use of the legato, and the other fifth 

overdo the matter. It is this last fifth whom we wish 

to consider for the time being. 

It is patent to any organist who is at all well versed 

in his art that the foundation of organ technic—the 

sine qua non of good organ playing—is the legato ; but 

some players consider it first, last, and the only princi¬ 

ple of organ playing, and carry it to such excess that 

their playing is stamped “uninteresting,” “lifeless,” 

and “blurred.” Any good cook knows that salt is a 

necessity in the preparation of most dishes, but that a 

teaspoonful too much is ruinous, and that many articles 

of food or drink must be prepared entirely without it. 

Likewise, does a competent organist temper his playing 

with a judicious amount of the legato, never forgetting 

it when it is needed, hut always mindful of the demands 

of clearness and phrasing which compel its partial 

absence at certain points, and entire absence in certain 
phrases. 

Every capable organist would play the “lesser” 

“G-minor Fugue” of the immortal Bach strictly 

legato, and the toccata from Widor, “Fifth Organ Sym¬ 

phony,” with almost an entire absence of the legato. 

Such are the extremes j but between them there are many 

compositions which are pitfalls over which one must 

exercise more caution and forethought than in either of 
these extremes. 

If the composer has marked the composition “stac¬ 

cato throughout,” or “sans legato,”—Dubois’ toccata, 

for example,—the performer finds the road so plainly 

indicated that he can not go astray. If, however, the 

composition is the last movement of Mendelssohn’s 

“ First Sonata,” in which the phrasing is so important, 

the printed suggestions are so meager that the organist 

is dependent wholly;on bis own capacity ; and audiences 

often find this movement uninteresting, even “dry,” 

simply because the performer carries the legato playing 

to the extreme, and makes a break in the legato only 

where his technic is insufficient to continue it. 

There is another side of the question which is even 

more important. To play two notes legato on the organ, 

the first key must be held down until the second one is 

depressed. Now, whether the first key should be re¬ 

leased the instant the second begins to descend, or 

should be held down until the second key is entirely 

down, or should be released at a point between the be¬ 

ginning and the end of the descent of the second key, 

are points which in piano playing receive considerable 

attention, and which in organ playing should receive 

much more attention than is customary. 

In piano playing all three of the above methods of 

playing legato are used with good effect, but in organ 

playing (supposing, of course, that the individual organ 

is in a reasonably perfect condition) the first method 

can always be adopted, the second never, and the last 

almost never. What is frequently called in piano play¬ 

ing “clinging legato” (practically the second of the 

above methods) produces many beautiful effects with 

that instrument, but in organ playing the effect is ex¬ 

tremely disagreeable. On the piano the effect, in a 

small scale, is similar to the effect of dissolving views 

from a stereopticon. The first view partially disappears 

as the second view partially appears, and is entirely 

gone as the second becomes clear and sharp. Let any 

one imagine, for a moment, what the effect would be 

with the stereopticon views if, instead of their being 

dissolving, the second view was thrown on the screen 

with its entire brilliancy while the first view remained 

brilliant, the first view being removed afterward. Could 

one tolerate such a mixing of the views ? One would, 

for example, see a trotting horse (of the first view) trot¬ 

ting on the surface of the ocean (of the second view), or 

perhaps a man’s head (in the second view) would be 

visible through the body of a horse (of the first view). 

These disagreeable effects to the eye are similar to those 

one hears (on a small scale) when the “clinging legato ” 

is attempted on the organ. The phrase or composition 

so played sounds blurred and unmusical. When a piano 

key is struck and held, the tone is a gradual diminu¬ 

endo, and if the next key is struck before the first is 

released (provided the first is not held too long after the 

second is struck), the decreasing tone of the first key 

does not generally interfere with a clear hearing of the 

second tone. Not so with the organ, for the tone is ex¬ 

actly as long as at first, jnst as the key is held, and if 

another key is depressed while the first is held, the effect 

is as bad as if the two were depressed together. 

In piano playing this overlapping of the tones can be 

utilized to a certain extent, but let any one transfer a 

“clinging legato,” which is agreeable on the piano, to 

the organ, and they will hear how objectionable it 

sounds. To produce an absolute legato melody on the 

organ, each key must be held until the following key 

begins to descend (whether by pressure or a stroke), but 

must be released the instant the following key begins its 
descent. 

In the foregoing we have had only well-regulated 

organs in mind. If the organ on which one is playing 

is an antiquated one, with the action so loose that the 

pipes do not speak until the key is half down, the 

above remarks would, perforce, have to be somewhat 
modified. 

Another point which is lost sight of in Overeagerness 

to play legato : Repeated notes must not be tied. It would 

seem unnecessary to refer to anything so self-evident, 

but many organists err on this point every day. Take 

the following fragment for example : 

Very often this will sound— 

l#v - -A- =4- t=4===> tzz=J —* # * 
If one watches the hand of the performer, it will be 

observed that the wrist makes an upward motion for 

each repeated note, but that the key is not released. 

To insure an absolute repetition of each repeated note 
the fragment should be played thus : 
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If the church or hall is large and there is much of an 

echo, the thirty-second rests should be made sixteenths 

or the echo will prevent an audible repetition. This is 

specmHy noticeable when playing forte or fortissimo. 

The first of two repeated notes or chords must be 

shortened a fraction (according to the rapidity of the 

movement) to insure an audible repetition. 

An observance of the foregoing suggestions will add 

the element of clearness, without sacrificing the real 

legato m the performance of many compositions, with¬ 

out which a share of their beauty will be entirely lost 

The study of the organ 

ORGAN PRACTICE takes more than ordinary reso- 
IN OUR CHURCHES, lution on the part of the 

By F. S. Law. student, not only on account 

of the inherent difficulties of 

the instrument, but because of various obstacles which 

hedge it round. Practically speaking, the only organs 

which can be used for study are in churches. Those in 

private studios and conservatories are so few as to make 

no figure in a general view of the situation. In most 

cases churches guard their instruments with a jealous 

care, which, if they but knew it, is neither to their 

interest nor to that of the students who are to be the 

organists of the future. The average music committee 

appear to think the organ an instrument of exceedingly 

tender construction; which is a mistake—i. e., as re¬ 

gards a really good organ. Unlike the piano, use does 

not wear an organ. It is rather disuse which collects 

dust, impairs the mechanism, and causes it to fall out 

of tune. In passing a church it is a melancholy reflec¬ 

tion to a musician to think of the store of harmony locked 

up in its silent organ—harmony which might be delight¬ 

ing the soul of some earnest student, and in time util¬ 

ized by both church and player. For the most powerful 

factor in the establishment of a high standard of church 

music is a capable, well-trained organist. Yet, outside 

of the large cities, such a one is rarely found. The 

usual organists in smaller towns are piano teachers, who 

transfer to the organ a touch and style only applicable to 

the lighter and more superficial instrument. Churches 

complain of the difficulty in securing competent organ¬ 

ists, but do not realize that they are standing in their 

own light by their unwillingness to allow access to their 

organs. It is a sort of “ dog-in the-manger ” policy, 

which brings its own punishment. 

In small towns the new organ is generally due to the 

labors of the ladies’ sewing society, so that all its mem¬ 

bers feel a proprietorship in it. If any one but the 

regular organist touches the instrument, there is pretty 

sure to be a buzz about it in that most buzzing of gath¬ 

erings. Even he is sometimes made to feel that he 

should not play upon it too much. The music com¬ 

mittee usually cut the Gordian knot by a decree that no 

one is to be allowed organ privileges. Consequently, 

the art of organ playing remains at a low ebb. A few 

churches are sufficiently enlightened to elect a compe¬ 

tent and trustworthy organist, and give the organ into 

his hands to use for instruction and practice. This is as 

it should be. The organist then has the responsibility 

of seeing that it is properly cared for and not abused, 

and since it is used regularly, it is more easily kept in 

good condition. He has trained substitutes at his com¬ 

mand, and during his absence the congregation is not 

forced to endnre the pianistic vaporings of an inexpe¬ 

rienced player. Best of all, it encourages a knowledge 

and culture of this noble instrument, which works for 

musical righteousness. 

But not many churches are so liberal. One church in 

the writers knowledge allowed lessons and practice on 

the organ, but made it a condition that the organist 

should always be present. This obliged the unhappy 

man to hear all the practice of his pupils, as well as 

give them lessons. This was naturally too much for 

him ; he left the church, which presumably engaged a 

player without educational aspirations. 

Music is acknowledged to be the most powerful adjunct 

to divine service. In earlier times the church fostered 

and preserved the art. Why should not the organ loft 

be thrown more freely open,—under proper restrictions, 

of course, and the church thus be made an active 

principle in the work of diffusing musical intelligence 

and culture? Organ recitals are given, to be sure, but 

even these are not regarded with favor by some conserv¬ 

ative churches. They are, moreover, confined to the 

cultured few. Would it not be a gain if some of the 

piano practice we hear on all sides were changed to the 

noble chords and snstained harmony of the organ ? 

Churches might accomplish as much for art as for 

morality if they were conscious of the vast power which 

lies latent in the closed church and locked organ-case. 

•Such a view of the case is commended to those who have 

power to act and to change present conditions to those 
more promising. 
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Who can rightly estimate 

HINTS TO ORGAN the uplifting influence of 

STUDENTS. organ music? We have come 

By May Hamilton. to look upon it as one of the 

indispensable accessories of 
civilization. Its sound is welcome alike at times of 

prayer and praise, mourning and rejoicing. If the organ 

was silenced, who of us at Yuletide would not miss its 

accompanying notes in “ O Come All Ye Faithful ” and 

Hark! the Herald Angels Sing”? A song has been 

composed about a chord of music which was struck upon 

an organ and then lost. How many more laments 

might be written if that which voiced this chord were 

banished ! For this instrument combines all others : it 

imitates the string, flute, oboe, clarinet, piccolo, and 

even the human voice. An orchestra under control 

of one man—we hear it not only in connection with 

church worship, but every concert hall contains, or 

should contain, one, since its value in solo playing, in 

accompanying oratorios or for obligatos can not be too 

highly estimated. 

The very word “organ ” is surrounded with romantic 

associations, and for this reason the poet writes of it, 

and the orator delights to describe in liquid cadences its 

more majestic tones. And this atmosphere of romance 

extends beyond the pipes and keyboard: it envelops 

player and builder. There is something fascinating 

about an organ factory : the sight of workmen fashion¬ 

ing wooden and metal pipes recalls and makes more real 

that mysterious legend describing how— 

“ Day by day the organ builder In his lonely chamber wrought; 

Day by day the soft air trembled to the music of his thought.” 

The serious organ student finds much of interest not 

only in the construction of his instrument, but in the 

music itself, the people he meets, and the various expe¬ 

riences which he can not escape. Perhaps the worst 

hardship he encounters is practising in a cold church ; 

his fingers become numb, his feet can hardly press the 

pedals, and he sees his own breath. Those who have an 

organ in their homes can not appreciate the drudgery of 

going out day after day, and year after year, to practise 

on the organ in the church or concert hall. In this 

regard the violinist, pianist, and singer have much for 

which to be thankful. 

On account of its size, the grand organ has not become 

a social factor. The youth who manipulates stops and 

couplers all day, and then, in the evening, attends some 

drawing-room entertainment, soon discovers that his 

friend the guitarist, upon whose musical ability he has 

hitherto looked with undisguised disdain, has a decided 

advantage over him. He sits in a corner, unnoticed, and 

nurses his chagrin, while his smiling companion wields 

his guitar, and gracefully acknowledges enthusiastic ap¬ 

plause. The youthful organist leaves early ; he makes 

a resolve ; he will not be out done ; he will give up the 

organ ; he will learn to play the harp. But the succeed¬ 

ing morning finds him seated, as usual, on the organ 

bench, where, amid the intricacies of a Bach fugue, he 

has forgotten last night’s social neglect and everything 

else but his determination to penetrate its labyrinth of 

subjects and episodes. 

Given musical talent, perseverance, and a fairly good 

piano technic, the would-be organist should begin to 

study his chosen instrument. To gain a standing and 

make his work systematic, he should connect himself 

with some school or conservatory of music and tabe the 

prescribed course. His first step will be the choice of a 

teacher. “ Better fifty years of Europe than a cycle of 

Cathay and better half an hour a week with a com¬ 

petent instructor than thrice that time every day with 

an indifferent one. When he has settled this important 

question, the student will begin to manipulate the sundry 

mechanical parts of his instrument, to become familiar 

with the different manuals, and to study the various 

kinds of touch. Then comes the important question of 

organ accent, which, many persons state, does not exist. 

They hold that the only way to make a chord emphatic 

is to shorten the preceding notes. This was not the 

opinion of Haupt, the great German musician, who 

claimed to have discovered organ accent while playing 

triplets in a composition by Bach. He found that by 

pressing the note requiring emphasis more firmly than 
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its neighbors, and thus allowing the pipe to speak a 

trifle longer, the desired effect could be produced. With 

this idea in view he went through his extensive reper¬ 

toire to great advantage, and a blind man listening to 

his playing noticed an indefinable something about it, 

which in vain he tried to imitate. The line of organists 

descending from Haupt employ this accent, while others 

have it instinctively. But the man who plays Bach’s 

Toccata in F ” and does not use it has something yet 
to learn. 

The student, having overcome mechanical difficulties 

and acquired the correct touch, perceives that his work 

divides itself into two parts—the preparation of a rep¬ 

ertoire, and the study of church or service playing. In 

the former branch he will soon find that “ a piece must 

be practised before it can be criticized, ” and in the lat¬ 

ter (which includes the subjects of transposition and im¬ 

provisation), that a knowledge of harmony and counter¬ 

point will be invaluable. Among books which give wise 

suggestions as to service playing may be mentioned 

“Organs, Organists, and Choirs,” by E. Minshall, and 

“Studies in Church Music,” by J. Spencer Curwin. 

As he proceeds, the efforts of the student become so 

engrossing that he runs the risk of injuring his health 

by practising too long at a time, and against this he 

should be duly warned. The unambitions player with 

a sentimental turn of mind discovers that a solo, played 

on the oboe or the vox hnmana with the tremulant, ac¬ 

companied by some soft combination on another mannal, 

gives an ethereal sound which suits his humor, and his 

imagination leads him to add other fancy stops until he 

tires his hearers with florid effects. But the truly ambi¬ 

tious student with high ideals delights in the full, round 

tone of the diapason, he works conscientiously, and, 

sooner or later, “receives his reward.” This recom¬ 

pense usually takes the form of the offer of a post as 

organist in some church, and, however apparently un¬ 

important, it should be accepted on account of the 

experience which it furnishes. The student must arm 

himself with many voluntaries, suitable to all occasions, 

and should not run the risk of tiring his hearers with 

repetitions. Though playing for a simple, unelaborate 

service, he should prepare his Sunday programs as care¬ 

fully as though he were about to conduct a mass by 

Haydn. 

When first appearing in public, the young organist 

will doubtless experience a certain degree of nervous¬ 

ness. To overcome this he must thrust himself into a 

musical atmosphere, read musical books, attend con¬ 

certs, meet musicians. Let him forget himself, and 

think of his art. When practising, he should make the 

instrument speak to himself; when in public, let it 

speak through him to his audience. Then steadily, 

faithfully, untiringly pressing on, he will one day reach 

the desired goal. He will become an artist. 

A CHAPTER OF 

DON’TS. 

Don'tslide back and forth 
on the seat when playing a 
pedal passage. To easily 
reach the extreme nob* of 

the pedal board, turn the body slightly toward those 

notes. 
Don’t go through any contortions of the body when 

about to remove the bands from the keys at the end of a 

composition that terminates with the full organ. The 

audience forgets all about your playing in sympathizing 

with you in your apnarent agony. 

Don’t sway back and forth when playing. An easy, 

graceful appearance at the organ requires but little 

motion of the body. 
Don’t improvise all the time on the salicional and 

violin with tremulant. The combination is effective 

when properly used, but becomes tiresome with an 

overdose. 
Don’t think that because the vox humana (without 

tremulant) combined with the mixtures in the swell 

sound “novel,” they are pleasing. A dish-pan and 

poker would sound just as “novel,” and about as 

agreeable. 
Don’t improvise every prelude and postlude which 

von Dlav. You cam not stand Beethoven's music all the 

time. How can your congregation stand your music 
all the time ? 

Don t use the tremulant very often in accompanying 
singers. 

Don’t hold one chord or note a minute and a half 

while you change the stops and arrange your music. 

Bemember that those who are listening to you have 
nerves. 

Don’t turn on the water for yonr motor too suddenly. 

It wrenches the motor and bellows’ action. 

Don’t complain all the time that your present position 

is beneath you. He who looks up to himself must first 

lower himself to look up, and then only sees his former 

position, not the occupant. 

Don’t think that you know it all. Even the greatest 

organist can learn something new every week. 

A church barrel organ has 

MIXTURES. been discovered near Roches¬ 

ter, England, in an old church 

dating back to Ofla, King of Mercia, by Mr. F. G. Ed¬ 

wards. This organ has six stops, six barrels, grinding 

sixty tunes in all, among which are “Job” and “Old 

Eleventh,” and is operated by the sexton. Barrel- 

organs were in use in English churches sixty years ago. 

The hand-organ plays an important part in the propa¬ 

gation of Christianity in the Congo Free State. The 

captain of one of the stations, on finding that the natives 

were delighted with the music, and wishing to induce 

them to marry in Christian fashion, announced that the 

hand organ should be played at all weddings. About 

every unmarried man took unto himself a wife at once, 

and some couples were married over and over again, in 

order to procure as much music as possible. 

In Cuba there is a large field for the reed-organ 

trade. At present piano manufacturers have the field 

all to themselves. 

Mr. Clarence Eddy, the noted organist, is making an 

extensive tour of this country, giving organ conoerta 

almost every evening. Providence; Philadelphia; 

Worcester; Lawrence ; Lowell ; Lewiston, Me ; Bur 

lington, Vt., North Adams, Mass.; Wellesley College, 

Mass.; Pittsfield, N. Y.; Atlantic City; Newburg, 

Goshen, Albany, Utica, Watertown, N. Y.; Hamilton, 

Out.; Buffalo ; Cincinnati; and Ann Arbor, Mich., are 

among the cities visited during October and Novemtier. 

A critic of one of the English musical journal* inter¬ 

viewed Mr. Horatio W. Parker, during hi* recent visit 

to Worcester, England, after he conducted a perfor¬ 

mance of his “ Hova Novissiraa." When a*ked for hi* 

opinion of English organist*, Mr. Parker replied : “ The 

standard of organ playing in England i* very high. 

Its technical attainment is excellent, and, moreover, it 

is allied with a refined taste, rare judgment, and com¬ 

mendable discretion which is very remarkable. I have 

no hesitation in saying that there are more good organist* 

in England than in any country in the world.” 

questions an° 
ANSWERS. 

G. L.—“ Exercise* in Pedal 
Playing,” by Dunham, i» 
adapted for all grade*, a* the 
book contain* scale*, arpeg 

gioa, octaves, etc., besides simple figurt* for alternate 
leet. “ Exercise* in Pedal Phrasing” by Buck. i« use¬ 
ful for second and third grade pupila. The first-men¬ 
tioned studies are for pedal alone, while the latter are 
for hands and leet combined. 

Miss D R.— 1. “Twelve Chorals. Varied,” by Rink, 
and edited by Wbitlng, and the " Exercise in Pedal 
Playing,” by Dunham, mentioned above, will be found 

nS2fn“Pastorale in B-flat,” by Foote ; “Meditation in 
D,” hy Pache, and “ Prayer in (’. flat,” by Clauasmann, 
are suitable for opening voluntaries, and arc not dim 

3. A contrapuntal passage is one which is written ac¬ 
cording to the rules of counterpoint, and counterpoint is 
the art of combining melodies. If » 
two or more distinct melodies so combined a* to folio 
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Natcbe is an ideal school- 

AGAIN THE master—lenient with the 

NATURAL METHOD, young, relentless with the 

old. The young child is very 

near to nature ; this shows itself in the normal use of 

the voice. Observe when it speaks or sings by the fire¬ 

side, the tone is quiet and soothing, free of restraint, 

uninfluenced by emotion, a gentle testimonial of the 

purity of the natural voice. In the broad professional 

field there are wide differences of opinion as to which 

tone is of the greater value, the natural or child-voice, 

broadened, vitalized, and matured, until it answers to 

the demands of the profession without sacrificing the 

warm, free quality which is its greatest charm ; or the 

artificial tone, made rapidly brilliant and powerful by 

much of so-called placing or method. 

There is much to be said on this question, and I am 

going to give my opinion with as little and much preju¬ 

dice as possible. The word prejudice is overworked, 

often doing double service. It may carry one’s convic¬ 

tions as a result of investigation, or it may mean the 

narrow bias of predisposition. In this case my much 

prejudice follows the thought given to the subject, and 

the little prejudice is the result of a fair view of both 

aspects of the question. 

While usually a man stands or falls in the estimation 

of his readers in proportion as he voices their own senti¬ 

ments, I urge as my title to a hearing the prerogative 

of age and experience, and if, in presenting conclusions, 

they seem to contradict each other, it will appear so 

only for a moment, though it may clearly show that 

success is not confined to a single avenue. Success is 

comparative always, and my purpose is to so clearly 

state the advantages and disadvantages of the two 

modes of tone, that one may elect at the outset the goal 

or measure of success with no danger of disappointment 

in prospect. We will first take up the side that argues 

for, and teaches, the artificial tone. 

Many singers in high places use the artificial tone; by 

that I mean precisely a tone .rapidly developed, bril¬ 

liant, and temporarily reliable, which depends upon 

other than the strictly vocal muscles for strength, 

vigor, and effectiveness. The reason of this is not 

always lamentable ignorance or inexperience on the 

part of the teacher and pupil, but the unwillingness of 

both to lend so much of the present to a too remote 

future. The artificial tone is not necessarily disagree¬ 

able ; on the contrary, it is frequently brilliant and 

pleasing, of great strength and resonance, and equal to 

all the demands of stress and agility. In addition to 

these fortunate qualities its rapid growth gives almost 

immediate promise of emolument. The latter consid¬ 

eration being often so vital that one ceases to wonder 

at the haste with which professional work is entered 

upon ; and, indeed, given the two distinct propositions, 

we are not sure but that choice acts as frequently as 

necessity in aiding the student to a selection, or would 

so act if the two questions were equally well under¬ 

stood. Numberless arguments would favor such a de¬ 

cision. The artificial tone in its prime is usually 

indorsed by the public for its face value. All hurried 

experiments with the natural tone serve but to reveal 

its utter helplessness in comparison,—it calls for im¬ 

measurably greater breath capacity and control, and in 

its early or experimental use is tremulous and faulty,— 

and it is not surprising, in view of such considerations, 

that many are prone to embrace the belief that the arti¬ 

ficial is the natural, either that or that the art of tone 

production is another form of “painting the lily.” 

The world, however, is too wise, and opportunities 

for comparison far too numerous to admit any claims 

for artifice as against art. The most formidable obstacle 

to the general acceptance of the artificial tone by those 

who view the matter seriously is its short life. In most 

cases it fails before ten years have elapsed, and rarely 

exceeds fifteen. If such a tone was sound, a serious 

contradiction between nature and art must appear, for 

ten or even fifteen years may be called a scant allowance 

of time for one to gain the culture, breadth, and maturity 

necessary to advanced professional effort. Thus, just as 

the singer is ripened by experience and made ready 

through study and observation to enter the charmed 

circle of great artists, behold, the prize so nearly within 

grasp slips away, the voice has turned traitor, and the 

future becomes only a sad impossibility. It is then, and 

to such, that the question as to the consistency between 

art and nature becomes vital, and the wrecked voices 

and hopes of hundreds of singers give emphasis to its 

answer. Nature and the requirements of the vocal art are 

entirely in accord. Nature’s laws, however, will not be 

violated. The vocal instrument is as individual as to 

its purpose as the eye or the ear. Its normal function 

can not be confounded with any other normal function, 

or blended with any other physical effort for the produc¬ 

tion of tone, and live out its predestined limit of useful¬ 

ness. This important truth is now being widely recog¬ 

nized. It is not remarkable, however, that the mistake 

of confounding the two tones is so frequently made. 

So great is the sympathy between nerves and muscles, 

and so utterly unformed the mind as to the nature of 

tone utterance, that the change from the speaking to the 

singing tone is in the young almost invariably accom¬ 

panied by more than normal effort. Other than vocal 

muscles are employed to produce the effect sought after, 

and the extraordinary elasticity of the adjacent muscles 

in the young throat enables them to cooperate in the 

tone effort with but little suggestion of their presence 

except to the trained ear. This, then, is the critical 

period in the life of the singer. If the tendency to 

employ other than the vocal muscles is not recognized 

and corrected immediately, the whole system of growth 

is in error, for the extrinsic muscles adapt themselves to 

their new duties and increase in strength and control far 

more rapidly than the vocal muscles, because the nor¬ 

mal functions of the latter are interfered with. As said 

above, the tone may be gratifying alike to singer and 

hearer, but nature’s laws have been violated, and as the 

muscles become firm with age and the cartilages turn 

into bone, the voice becomes hard and unmusical, and 

especially difficult of control. 

It is from this point we consider the natural or pure 

tone. There has been so much written and said of the 

“ natural method ” that both words, “ natural ” and 

“method,” invite the lurking suspicion that they are 

the principle “stock in trade” of numberless half- 

equipped, if well-intentioned,[teachers, who have caught 

the ring of reasonableness in the combination, and play 

upon it for profit. Notwithstanding the fact that many 

of its adherents are in error, and that the most artificial 

tones possible are taught by masters (?) of the “ natural 

method,” I contend for the natural method, not only on 

the score of its rare quality, but of its durability. The 

tone is weak and unsatisfactory during the first two or 

three years of its use (its foundation period). It is 

exceedingly slow of maturity, lacks resonance, employs 

great quantities of breath, and is frequently most exas¬ 

perating in its evasiveness, yet those who persist in 

building it up to its almost inconceivable possibilities 

are the winners of the first prizes, and enjoy the supreme 

advantages of vocal health, tone permanence, relief 

from fatigue, remarkable carrying quality, and, strange 

as it may seem, resonance. At the age when those who 

use the artificial tone are beginning to face the disap¬ 

pointment of wrecked hopes, the natural tone is finding 

its scope and realizing its possibilities. The broader 

fields of opera and oratorio, instead of proving too 

demanding, will only serve to reveal its unsuspected 

power and endurance, and the artist of thirty who sings 

the true natural tone, made firm and finished by art and 

culture, is facing easily twenty-five years of career, ten 

of which the voice can be depended upon to grow better 

in every respect. This, then, is the proposition facing 

every young student of the art of singing to-day : “ Shall 

I submit to long years of patient drugery now, and then 

earn a commensurate reward, or shall I plunge into pro¬ 

fessional work with a tone that must be artificial be¬ 

cause of its prematurity ? ” 

We must not be misunderstood when discussing this 

question. It is for the benefit of those possessing real 

voices, not uncertainties. We are presupposing intelli¬ 

gence and all the hundred gifts pertaining to a career, 

yet, withal, great futures are not to be counted upon 

unless the tone around which all clusters, and upon 

which all depends, is pure, natural, and so thoroughly 

grounded that the extraordinary demands of a modern 

professional life can be met fearlessly and confidently. 

Thebe have been a number 
THE CIRCLE PIN. of excellent mottos offered for 

the circle pin for the young 

ladies’ musical club, some of which axe under consider¬ 

ation. The interest shown in the effort to find a fitting 

emblem is characteristic of the earnest, if not eager, 

spirit of rivalry among young American students of 

music. Send us more mottos. You can use the seven 

staff letters in any order you wish. (See November 

issue.) 

Among those received are : 

“By faithful conscientious effort gain art Divine.”— 

K. B. D. 

“ Determined effort for artistic growth conquers bar¬ 

riers.”—U. S. 

“ Bravely attack each difficulty; faithfully, consist¬ 

ently grow.”—E. C. IT. 

V. E. P., of the Kansas State Normal School, is evi¬ 

dently a humorist. Many have come out of the West 

confident that their mission was to perpetrate scintillat¬ 

ing gems of thought upon the effete East. We are in¬ 

debted to him for the following: “ Cows don’t enter 

farm gardens and bawl.” While it is not entirely clear 

to the young ladies just where the connection between a 

circle pin of a musical fraternity and “ cows ” is to be 

found, they feel sure that Y. E. P. knows all about it. 

They are inclined to congratulate him that it has been 

his good fortune to have been so intimately acquainted 

with such excellent and well-behaved cows, and they 

agree that a farm garden must be an ideal place to 

accumulate exact and definite knowledge pertaining to 

the “ don’ts ” of cows. They meekly suggest drama¬ 

tizing the motto, substituting the State normal school 

for the farm garden and V. E. P. for the cows, and con¬ 

densing the libretto into the single word “ don’t,” leav¬ 

ing the elaboration of the sentence to his fertile inven¬ 

tion. 

THE VOICE IN 

SPEECH AND SONG. 

11 Fok my voice, I have lost it with 

hollaing and singing of anthems.” 

—“ King Henry IV," Shakespeare. 

By Mme. Henrietta Bbebb. Who of us has not thought, 

upon listening to even learned 

discoursing of a speaker or preacher, that they might 

have accepted some of the good contained therein bad 

they not instinctively felt the desire to flee from the 

sounds of the harsh, guttural, or mumbling delivery in 

which the utterances were given ; and that, no matter 

how valuable the purport of the message, its effect was 

quite lost. 

The editor of “ The Saturday Review ” of the “ New 

York Times ” recently said : “ How often, for instance, 

are the beautiful prayers of the Episcopal Church—than 

which nothing could be more perfect as literature 

utterly spoiled by the reading of a curate of little 

natural ability, and who has never been taught to fol¬ 

low the simplest rules of elocution.” 

The writer of the present article had for many years 
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the delightful experience and great advantage of sing¬ 

ing in the choir of the Rev. Dr. Thomas S. Hastings, 

than whom there was at that time no finer pulpit 

orator, and of learning from listening to him, the truth 

of perfect speech. During a year’s residence in London, 

our attention was continuously drawn to the soft modu¬ 

lation of the English-speaking voice, as represented by 

the large majority. Climatic reasons are commonly 

given for this softer tone in English voices, but there 

can be no doubt that the cause can also be traced to the 

early education of the children, who, even during their 

out-door sports, are not allowed to raise their voices to 

the high, screaming pitch so prevalent among the Ameri¬ 

can youth. This early inculcation of subdued voice in 

speech is reflected in the adult to a marked degree, and 

while enunciation of the average English man and 

woman is subject to criticism, the pervading mellow¬ 

ness more than atones for the numbness of the articula¬ 

tion. 

“ The Tuscan language in the Roman mouth ” is, 

according to the adage, considered to be the perfection 

of the Italian tongue. We might equally essay the 

opinion that our language spoken with more perfect 

comprehension of vowel and consonant formation would 

lose much of the harsh and unmusical sound with which 

it is accredited ; and that to the speedy acquiring of this 

happy ultimatum the same rules adopted by the Miles. 

Yarsin, in their ingenious phonorhythmic system of 

teaching French—which means, briefly, “ the opening 

of the ear ” to perfect forms in speech—could be admir¬ 

ably adapted. 

Following respiration, there is no act so involuntary 

as that of speech, and when it shall be universally 

regarded in our schools as an essential branch of educa¬ 

tion to “ open the ear ” of every pupil to perfect forms 

in language, just so soon we shall have more “music 

in the air” than our present philosophy has dreamed 

of. Dr. Horace R. Streeter has said, “Pure articula¬ 

tion means pure tone.” This statement applies equally 

to speech and song. An English choirmaster—Mr. 

Percy C. Buck—facetiously refers to the time-honored 

utterance, so frequently listened to from the choir loft, 

“Itwasn th’ beginning,” which, he says, he should be 

sorry to lose for the sake of old associations. There is 

a most instructive sarcasm implied in these words ; but 

we all know its truth, if the paradox may be allowed. 

This mode of speech is, however, not confined to singers, 

as every keen listener can testify. 

In a series of intelligently written articles upon 

articulation, Mr. Warren Davenport, of Boston, fre¬ 

quently refers to “ the correct adjustment of the articu¬ 

lating organs, that the voice may be permanently placed 

and controlled.” He has reference to the singing voice, 

but the words apply with equal appropriateness to 

speech. 
The most vital point of resistance in both speaking 

and singing is that of breath control; and no amount of 

striving to speak rightly can ever become, as it should, 

‘ ‘second nature ’ ’ without this fundamental acquirement. 

As an illustration, stammering—of which nervous, un¬ 

controlled breathing is the radical cause—can be cnred 

by teaching the stutterer to first consciously control the 

breath before attempting to speak. Then directing the 

attention to the use of the tip of the tongue, and the 

action of the lips in given phrases, will systematize the 

function of speaking, and regulate the nervous action 

of both mind and muscles simultaneously. Daily prac¬ 

tice of a brief curriculum of vowels, consonants, and 

phrases would, with the accompanying act of “ resting 

upon the breath,” eventually place the speaking voice 

under the recognized control of the student, to say 

naught of the inevitable bettering of the voice quality. 

Pacchiarotti, one of the greatest early eighteenth 

century singers and teachers, said, “He who ^knows 

how to breathe and to speak knows how to sing.” 

The writer, having given much thought to this sub¬ 

ject, finds that the singing pupil invariably improves in 

the poise and quality of the speaking voice. What more 

restful thought could be offered in this connection than 

is portrayed in the words of Shelley, 

“ Music, when soft voices die, 

Vibrates in the memory." 

THE ETUDE 
And again, in the language of Shakespeare, 

“ Her voice was ever soft, 

Gentle, and low, an excellent thing in woman.” 

And, we may add, in man, since we are all busily 

making and breaking the laws of sweet sound, and each 

have our portion of responsibility in making cosmos of 

the chaotic noises in this rushing life. 

Case No. 17.—Patient was 

NOTES OF CASES a man about twenty-one years 

FROM THE RECORDS of age. University student; 

OF A VOICE HOSPI= intelligent, industrious, musi- 

TAL. cal. Had sung much as eon- 

Edited by F. W. Wodell. cert soloist and ba?s of church 

V. quartet. Strong, and in robust 

health. 

Examination showed the voice range to be from low 

E-flat to high E. Scale was even, but voice throughout 

somber and “ woolly,” lacking resonance. Near by it 

sounded large, voluminous ; at a distance it was ineffec¬ 

tive. There was great muscular effort, centering at the 

waist-front, in breath-taking and using. Patient had 

been taught what was called “deep breathing,” and to 

distend his pharynx by local effort in the attempt to 

enlarge tone. 

Diagnosis.— Failure, through muscular rigidity, to 

rightly control breath ; overemphasis of muscular action 

in breathing for singing ; distortion of sound-tube, and 

consequent loss of sonority of tone. 

Treatment.—The patient was instructed to cease all 

singing, except at lessons, for some weeks, and to forget 

that he possessed “ breathing muscles ” and a pharynx. 

To him was preached the gospel of relaxation, and he 

was given simple exercises for securing same. As he sat 

reclining restfully in a chair, his attention was called to 

the rhythmic flow of air over his lower lip. He was 

next asked to count, rapidly and silently, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

as the breath flowed in, and to count the same numbers 

at the same rate as it flowed out. Thus a regular rhyth¬ 

mic flow of breath was secured. Still watching the flow 

of breath in and out over the lip, the patient was re¬ 

quired to think the word “Halt!” at the end of the 

count on the inflow, before beginning the outflow. The 

exercise may be represented thus : 

1-2-3-4-5—(Halt!)—1-2-3-4-5. 

This secured an unconscious suspension of breathing 

on the word “Halt,” and was the first step toward 

proper control of the outgoing breath, which is the diffi¬ 

cult point for the student. On this basis—the study of 

the rhythmic flow of the breath over the lip—the patient 

was at length freed from the habit of “pumping” his 

breath in and out when singing. He was then taught 

to send out breath more and more slowly, yet with some 

energy, while pantomiming sentences, and finally to 

sing these sentences lightly on easy pitches, as though 

breathing them out, or allowing them to float upon the 

breath. 
With the acquirement of an unforced use of the body 

in breathing, the tendency to locally adjustthepharynx 

was less marked. Exercises were now given to concen¬ 

trate attention upon the upper front mouth as the cen¬ 

tral point of tone vibration. The use of the syllable 

“Deh” (e as in “let”) on controlled breath, with 

“smiling eye,” rapid tongue action, motionless jaw, and 

thought of tone focus in the front mouth, on various 

primary intervals, was ordered. This diverted atten¬ 

tion from the pharynx ; promoted independence and 

freedom of tongue, jaw, and larynx ; and secured an in¬ 

crease of intensity of tone. The patient was brought to 

feel for himself that to sing well one most secure a bal¬ 

ance of forces ; not use great physical strength so as to 

abuse it. Singing now became a pleasure, where for¬ 

merly it was laborious. The voice gained in carrying 

power, and upper notes were sounded with much less 

throat effort. 
Memorandum —It is always possible to make a wrong, 

and therefore injurious, use of a good thing. Consider¬ 

able muscle-action certainly is involved in right breath¬ 

ing for singing. . 
The end aimed at, however, is control of breath and 

tone, not control of muscle action. This patient’s mus¬ 

cles were strong, and had been trained to act vigorously 

in both inhaling pnd exhaling. His very bodily strength 

had been a hindrance to his progress. He mistook the 

vigorous bunching up of muscles for that flexible mus¬ 

cular action which, when the body is strong, trained, 

and free from rigidity, follows the willing of an effect. 

Given some knowledge of 

SUGGESTIONS TO music, a fair ear, and all the 

VOICE USERS. vocal training that one's voice 

By Thomas M. Stewaet, M.D. warrants, then the rest is 

summed up in “ take care of 

the lungs and the voice will take of itself." 

Breath is the motor element or the force that plays 

upon the vocal cords. Control of breath is the founda¬ 

tion of all good voice production. A part of this con¬ 

trol comes early in life to every one,—except the dumb, 

—and we gradually learn how to talk. Control of the 

vocal apparatus is susceptible of improvement UDder 

proper teaching. Skill in the use of the voice is, there¬ 

fore, as much admired as skill in the performance of any 

action. 

Thus it is that breathing or “how to breathe " is a 

part of all vocal instruction, as well asof all vocal prac¬ 

tice. There is a medical aspect to this part of vocal 

training,—as to how it affects the general health,—and, 

in passing, we may say that breathing exercise is advan 

tageous as an aid in keeping one’s health, apart from 

any vocal considerations. It is safe to assert the fore¬ 

going dogmatically, for facts in the physiology of respira¬ 

tion and digestion are our support for this statement. 

Briefly, oxygen, taken into the system with each inha¬ 

lation of air, is necessary for the purification of the 

blood, and this oxygen is also necessary for the changing 

of certain food-stuff's so that they shall properly sustain 

life. With too little oxygen these foods become, in 

reality, poisons. 
If yon do not care for the preservation of your voice, 

then take care of your health by filling the Inngs full 

of fresh air several times a day, for it amounts to the 

same thing in the end. The knowing how to breathe 

and the daily practice of breathing, as suggested, is the 

best preparation for making the most of the conditions 

under which the voice is to be used. The difference be 

tween the air of a room in which a rehearsal seems to 

promise success, and the over- or underbeated air of the 

concert room or theater, is a factor that is too often 

overlooked, and disappointment is frequently the re- 

t this point it is proper to state another axiom— 

•eathe through the nose.” Why? Because the 

s is intended to clean or filter the air, and to render 

r the proper degree of moisture and temperature ba¬ 

its entrance into the lungs. It may help to empha- 

this point by reference to the following well-asoer 

ed facts: If the temperature of the inspired sir 

,rs one nostril at from 46° to 53° F., it will pass out 

he other nostril without having reached the lung* 

he uniform temperature of efi” F. It Iras also been 

ruined that air breathed into the Inngs through the 

, is about 3° F. higher in temperature than air 

Abed into the lungs through the mouth. Again, 

dry air absorbs moisture from the tissues, and it* 

peroture is thus lowered to the proper point. In 

i twenty four hours the nose fnrnishes a pint of 

;us for the cleansing of the air and for giving to it 

iroper amount of moisture before it enters the lung*, 

of the mucus is used in this process ; in catarrh or 

unmation of the mucous membrane lining the nose 

quantity of mucus may either be in excess of thr* 

>nnt or less. In either case the condition should be 

■ected by proper treatment. 
ither facts: Dry air is moistened, and moist air is 

d from some of its humidity, before entrance into 

lungs. Dost-laden or smoky air is punffed ana 

sd by the little hairy processes at the entrance of the 

al passages; also, the moist mncous s«rfs^«'‘h 

.. 5 tk. and the cilia (hairs in this membrane 
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channel of entrance of air into the lungs. If one finds it 

impossible or difficult to breathe through the nose, a 

physician should be consulted, preferably one that has 

given the nose and throat special study, not only as to 

its diseases, but also as to the conservative management 
of them. 

It is within the writer’s knowledge that Patti was ex- 

ceedingly careful in allowing local treatment of her 

throat. She took good care of her health in all particu¬ 

lars, and hence no necessity arose for the use of extreme 

measures. Nature had given her normal nasal passages, 

a throat perfect in its contour, ample in its dimensions, 

and lined by a deep rose-red mucous membrane, to all 

appearance a piece of velvet. 

If obstructions exist in the nasal passages, proper 

treatment will be a great help to securing resonance to 

the voice. Think of how a “stuffy head cold ” damps 

a voice at other times resonant and full. Nasal breath¬ 

ing thus secured will cause many a trouble, thought to 

be in the throat, to disappear as if by magic. 

The writer would not desire it to be understood that 

in the use of the voice in singing or speaking all breath¬ 

ing should be through the nose; for every voice-user 

knows that rapid breathing is often required, and air 

taken by the mouth at such times is not only desirable, 

but absolutely necessary. But at the proper places, 

when time allows, fill the lungs steadily and slowly 

with air taken through the nose. Habitual mouth 

breathing, “on duty or off duty,” will lead to diseases 

of throat and lungs. 

“ Take care of the lungs and the voice will take care 

of itself” includes all that is herein stated and a great 

deal more, all of which vocal teachers endeavor to im¬ 

press upon pupils undergoing vocal training. The 

writer desires to add his mite toward the things that 

make artistic success possible and lasting. This contri¬ 

bution is on a subject that is at times misunderstood, if 

not entirely neglected, in daily life, and liable to be 

slighted even by those who have been cautioned not to 

be negligent of breathing deeply and of taking the reg¬ 

ulation one hundred deep inhalations of fresh air daily. 

The editor of the Vocal Department feels like apolo¬ 

gizing to the pianists for appropriating to these columns 

the following article from the pen of Mr. Glenn Dillard 

Gunn. It was unquestionably written for students of 

the keyboard ; but the central thought of his argument 

is so apt and so perfectly adapted to the needs of singers 

that I submit it for their special perusal, confident that 

its mission will be accomplished. All vocalists should 

know the music they have to sing in public. They 

should be so familiar with the ideas contained in the 

text, and their musical treatment by the composer, that 

the act of presentation ceases to be any tax upon the 

memory, but clearly and definitely a matter of elucida¬ 

tion. 

The singer who is in any sense a slave to the score is 

robbed of half his powers. The flow of magnetism is 

interrupted ; conviction and earnestness are interfered 

with, and the constant changes of position and expres¬ 

sion mar not only the flow of tone, but the freedom of 

thought. Make it a rule, therefore, never to appear in 

public (excepting, of course, choir work) dependent in 

the slightest degree upon the printed page for sugges¬ 

tions. 

The much that can be added concerning musician- 

ship, which should become a part of the equipment of 

every singer, is ably expressed in Mr. Gunn’s paper, 

which follows, on— 

This subject has recently 

HOW TO MEMORIZE, been so much and so ably dis- 

By Glenn Dillard Gunn, cussed that it is with hesita¬ 

tion I add my word. Much 

of this discussion has arisen, I believe, because we have 

been arguing about a misconception. “Memorize” as 

applied to music in this connection conveys a false im¬ 

pression. A piece of music should no more be memor¬ 

ized than a proposition in geometry. The man who has 

simply “ learned his piece by heart ” has no more claim 

to the title of musician than the school-girl, reciting a 

theorem parrot-like, may be called a mathematician. 

THE ETUDE 
The head of this article should therefore read “ How to 

Learn.” For, as Mr. C. N. Smith has so well expressed 

it in his able article in the October Etude, “ A piece 

must not only be learned by heart, it must be mastered, 

made a part of the student’s consciousness. ” The m usi- 

cian must be familiar with the facts of the composition 

as the mathematician with the facts of his circles and 

triangles, or the philosopher with his Kant and Shopen- 

hauer. 

The facts which the musician has to learn are, first of 

all, musical facts. Not the printed note, not the name 

of a harmony nor succession of harmonies, but the actual 

sound must become “a part of his consciousness.” 

And his knowledge of this sound must be scientific— 

that is, systematically classified. It must exist in his 

mind as a certain succession of definite harmonies and 

melodies, framed in a form as symmetric as that of a 

cathedral, though built of tones which endure but a 

moment. To learn in this way, one must have a com¬ 

plete knowledge of harmony and form. But it is the 

only way to learn ; because it is only thus that one can 

enjoy a full view of a work of art in instrumental music 

such as one can at any time have of a picture or a poem. 

Music comes to us in succession, and it is only by thus 

acquiring a mental photograph of the composition that 

we can ever view it as a whole. 

Music which has thus become a part of one’s mental 

wealth can be reproduced at will, or if one “ has a 

technic” in transferring one’s musical thoughts to 

paper, there will be no trouble in writing it out. 

At the first reading, you should begin to learn a piece, 

phrase by phrase, even as the composer has developed 

his thought—that is, according to the form. The intel¬ 

ligent teacher can make this studying according to 

form so simple a matter that the smallest child will find 

in it no difficulty ; because it is the natural way to study. 

We are often told to memorize the printed page ; this 

adds a useless complication to a problem sufficiently 

difficult. The problem is to perform the piece, not to 

write it out from memory, though this can easily be 

done with a piece which has really been learned. 

One should, therefore, study each technical detail: 

The position of every note and chord on the keyboard, 

the position of the hand—all should be systematically 

learned. This covers, of course, the learning of each 

hand separately and all the points so often dwelt upon. 

No better directions can be given for this phase of the 

process of learning a piece than those found in the 

article referred to—“How Leschetizky Teaches Mem¬ 

orizing ” ; though it is my impression that there are 

other eminent teachers in Europe besides Leschetizky 

(Robert Teichmuller, of Leipzig, for example) who have 

similar ideas on memorizing. However, “ I speak as a 

Leipziger,” to paraphrase St. Paul. 

Robert Schumann, in his “ Musikalisches Hans und 

Lebens Regeln,” says that a perfect musician, when 

listening to even a very complicated composition for the 

first time, should be able to see it clearly before him as 

if in the orchestral score. The note and the sound 

were, of course, toSchumann interchangeable quantities. 

He meant, therefore, the clear perception of each tone, 

the full grasp of all tone combination, melodic and 

harmonic, and of all tone-coloring. How many of us 

can do this with a piece we have often heard, or even 

studied long and perhaps learned “by heart ” ? 

This being our ideal, how far from the perfect musi¬ 

cian is the man who is dependent on the printed note 

for his musical thoughts? Be he never so good a sight 

reader, if he knows and can reproduce no music but 

that which is before his eye, we must deny him the title 

of musician ( Wusiker). He is what the Germans call a 

Musikanter,, a clever mechanical intelligence, indispen¬ 

sable in orchestra or as accompanist, but condemned 

ever to serve in the vestibule of the Muse’s temple. He 

can not enter into her “ Holy of Holies,” nor can she 

enter his heart and abide in him. 

The singer or player performs with the ultimate aim 

to please and to improve his hearers. We have no regard 

for the musician who has no regard for his audience* 

HOME NOTES 

A musical readiDg of Jean Ingelow’s poem, "The Songs of 

Seven,” arranged by Mr. William R. Crawford, organist of Mt, 

Pleasant Baptist Church, Newark, N. J., was given on October 23d- 

Miss Margaret McMorran, reader; Miss Helen S. Barker, soprano • 

and Mr. Crawford, organist. 

The sixth organ recital of the present series was given by Mr. 

Hirve D. Wilkins, on November 20th, in the Third Presbyterian 

Church, Rochester, N. Y. Mr. Wilkins was assisted by Mr. Marvin 

E. Burr, baritone.' 

Miss Elfrif.dk Schulte, the well-known Milwaukee pianist, is 

taking a vacation to recuperate from the exertions that have 

been incumbent upon her in her work in her conservatory. 

After her strength is regained she will go to Europe, where she ex¬ 

pects to continue her studies under Leschetizky. Miss Schulte, 

when but five years of age, was admired as a musical genius. 

Miss M. E. Olivia Pendeli, announces the opening of her first 

season of teaching in Worcester, Mass. Miss Pendell’s success in 

teaching both voice and piano in other cities augurs for her con¬ 
tinued prosperity in her new field. 

Tub third series of the Symphony Concerts by the Thunder Or 

chestra, Henry Gordon Thunder, conductor, will be given on Friday 

afternoons, beginning December 1st, in Witherspoon Hall, Philadel¬ 

phia. The last concert of the series will be given on April 20,1900. 

Edward Baxter Perry, lecture recital pianist, of Boston, is in 

the midst of a nine weeks’ tour in the Middle and Western States. 

He will make a southern tour after the holidays, his route being 

Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, Texas, Mississippi, Alabama, 

Georgia, the Carolinas, and Virginia. Applications for dates must 

be sent early to 140 Boylston Street, Boston. 

Madame Ada Heine, of Pensacola, Fla, passed away on October 

26th. Madame Heine was the wife of the great blind violinist, 

Joseph Heina She was an artist of the highest order, and will be 

missed in Pensacola’s musical circles, where she had a large class, 

and was esteemed by all who knew her. 

The ninetieth musicale of the Fargo College, Fargo, N. Dak., 

was given on October 14th by Mr. E. A. Smith, musical director, and 
pupils. 

Many of the most eminent piano teachers of New York are vary¬ 

ing their week’s work by a day in inland towns. Mr. PerleeV. Jer¬ 

vis goes to Scranton, Pa., every Wednesday, where he has some 

brilliant pupils. Miss Jessie Sharp, of New York,givesthesame day 

to Middletown, N. Y. Readers of The Etude will identify her as 

the young lady who, at her dfibut two years ago, played Henselt’s 

exceedingly difficult concerto to the satisfaction of New York 

critics. 

An evening of music was given on November 1st at the Copley 

Square School, Boston. The selections for piano were rendered by 

pupils of Mr. George H. Howard. 

Miss Annie C. Holmes has been elected a member of the Rossini 

Club of Portland, Me., and recently played a Chopin ballade in A-fiat 

before that club. 

The recital, given by the faculty of the Department of Music of 

the Presbyterian College for Women, Columbia, S. C., of which Mr. 

H. J. F. Mayser is musical director, was very enjoyable. Mr. May- 

ser has just accepted the directorship of the musical department in 

the above-mentioned college, and has begun his work under very 

auspicious surroundings. 

The fourth organ recital (first of the present series) was given by 

Mr. Arthur H. Turner, organist, on November 8th, in the First 

Baptist Church, Meriden, Conn. Miss Julia M. Gridley, violinist, 

assisted. The next recital will be giTen on December 12th. 

The announcement of the Mason Piano School, Albany, N. Y., of 

which Austin Springer is director, has been received. Dr. WUUsm 

Mason is patron of this school. 

Miss Mary E. Allen, of Webster Groves, Mo., began a series of 

weekly illustrated lectures on the history of music, from 2500 B. C. 

to 1600 A. D., on October 21th. The course will be concluded on 

December 19th. 

A class recital by the members of F. E. Cook's piano class was 

given on October 19th, in his studio, at Warsaw, Ill. 

The Knkiskl Quartet, under the auspices of the Symphony So¬ 

ciety of Philadelphia, began their third season's concerts on Novem¬ 

ber 1 tth. Five concerts constitute the series, which closes March 
26, 1900. 

The pupils of Mr. Edward Mayenhofer gave a matinee students 

recital on October 12th, at 10.30 A. M., at his studio, Yonkers, N. Y. 

A recital, the occasion of which was the graduation of Miss 

Myra Chase, vocalist, was given by Miss Chase and the faculty of the 

Chase Conservatory of Music, Columbus, Ga., on the evening of 

October 23d. 

The first piano lecture recital by Mr. Emil Liebling, of Chicago, 

was given in the Wisconsin Conservatory of Music on the evening 
of October 28th. 

The three hundred and eighth free organ recital by Frederic 

Archer, director of music at Carnegie Library, Pittsburg, Pa., was 

given on the evening of November 18th. 

Mims Marie Benedict, the blind pianist, recently gave a recital 

at Fischer’s Piano Rooms, 1710 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, in 

which she displayed musical intelligence of a very high order. 

Miss Francks Dknsmore, of Red Wing, Minn., is developing an 

entirely new phase of work—that of lecture recitals on the music of 
the American Indians. These lectures are the first of their kind In 

bringing before the public a little known but very interesting sub¬ 

ject, Miss Densmore was a pupil of the late John C. Fillmore, who 

was deeply interested in the subject of the Indian and Indianmusic. 
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We Wish Our Readers One and All a Merry Christmas 
and a Happy New Year. 

The Etude closes with the century its sixteen years, 

and enters the new volume and century with increased 

vigor. We propose to produce a better and larger musi¬ 

cal magazine than we have been producing. Our character 

and aims remain unchanged. We expand and grow as 

time goes on, but we do not depart from our standard. 

Our work is to assist the active teacher, to stimulate the 

struggling amateur, and to further the educational in¬ 

terests of music. We desire to thank our readers for 

the support and encouragement given during this last 

year, and trust we may have their confidence in the 

future by presenting monthly the very best reading 

matter and music that can be gathered. 

Attention is called to the unusual opportunity 

offered in procuring the best edition of the music of 

Chaminade. All of the pieces of the popular composer can 

be had during December for three-fourths off or 25 cents 

on the dollar. The edition is the best and the original; 

the only one authorized by the composer. Add three 

cents for every $1.00 worth for postage. The complete 

list and prices will he found in an advertisement else¬ 

where. Do not let this go by. Offer closes January 

1st. 

We have a complete and exceptionally fine stock of 

Christmas music, including everything desirable (solos, 

duets, trios, quartets, anthems, and cantatas for the 

choir; carols, selections, services, recitations with re¬ 

sponsive readings, and cantatas for the Sunday school), 

and will be pleased to send the same for onr patrons to 

select from. 

Our Eleventh Annual Holiday Offer of Musical Litera¬ 

ture, etc., will be found on two pages in another pait of 

this issue. These two pages contain everything musical 

suitable for Christmas presents. The list has been re¬ 

vised ; many of the least desirable articles have been 

replaced by newer ones that have appeared during the 

year. The prices of all these articles have been reduced, 

besides being sent postage free. Many musicians take 

this opportunity of adding to their libraries. Our spe¬ 

cial arrangements with the large publishersadmitof this 

redaction in price, which is in force only daring 

December. 
Examine this list before making your musical Christ¬ 

mas presents. There is not a poor item on the list. 

Send in orders early in the month, as the mails are likely 

to be delayed about Christmas time. 

Perhaps the best offer we have for all-round pur¬ 

poses is Riemann’s “Encyclopedia (Dictionary) of 

Music.” This is the latest and most authoritative com¬ 

pendium of musical knowledgejn the English language. 

Tlie work contains nearly 1000 large pages and weighs 

over four pounds. Our price during December is $2.75, 

postage paid; the retail price is $6.00. Last year we 

sent out many hundred hooks, and not one complaint 

came from all the buyers ; but, on the contrary, praise 

by every one who mentioned the work. So confident 

were we last season that the work would be satisfactory, 

that we offered to refund the money ; but not one book 

was returned. Fora musical present it is par excellence, 

suitable for a teacher or any lover of music. This should 

be the first musical work in every library. It contains 

everything—biography, history, theory, inventions, mu¬ 

sical terms, instruments, etc. For $2.75 yon come into 

possession of a whole musical library. Do not let this 

opportunity pass. The book is bound in leather, strong 
and durable. 

We issue a calendar that is attractive and moderate 

in price. For $1.00 we will send a dozen, or 10 cents 

apiece. The usual price is 25 cents. Around the border 

are the pictures of all the great composers ; the calendar 

is in the center. It is printed in gold and other colors. 

It will decorate the walls of a studio or library. It is 

often used by teachers as a Christmas present to every 

pupil. It pleases every one. 

We make an offer for any five of the following books 

for only $3.75, and pay the postage or express. Cash 

must accompany the order. In all our offers when our 

patrons have these special offers charged, the postage is 

charged extra. The five books form a good working 

library. This offer is extremely reasonable, being made 

up of standard works that are on high royalty, and from 

which usually only a small discount is made. The selec¬ 

tion may be made from the following list—any five for 

$3.75: 

Pictures from the Lives of the Great Composers, 
Thomas Tapper.$1.25 

Theory of Interpretation, A. J. Goodrich .... 2.00 
Musical Mosaics, W. F. Gates.1.50 
Pianoforte Study or Hints on Piano Playing, 

Alexander McArthur.1.25 
Masters and Their Music, W. S. B. Mathews . . 1 50 
Musical Reminiscences, L. C. Elson.1.50 
Anecdotes of the Great Musicians, W. F. Gates . 1.50 
Music Life and How to Succeed in It, Thomas 
Tapper.1-50 

Celebrated PianistB of the Past and Present, 
Ehrlich...2 00 

How to Understand Music, 2 volumes, W. S. B. 
Mathews, each.L50 

Notes of a Pianist, L. M. Gottschalk.1 50 
Music and Culture, C. Merz.1.75 

The new work of Mr. A. J. Goodrich—“Theory of 

Interpretation is at last finished, and at this writing 

is in the bindery, and will be sent out to advance 

subscribers during the holidays. Onr advance offer will 

be in force until the work is on the market. It is not 

too late to procure the book for less than half price. The 

book contains nearly 300 large pages, and will retail for 

$2 00. It can now be had at special advance price for only 

75 cents, postpaid. The offer positively expires when 

the book is once on the market. We owe onr advance 

buyers an apology for the delay in issuing this important 

work. It was beyond onr power to hasten the publica¬ 

tion. We were at the mercy of others who had in charge 

the mechanical part of publishing. 
We should be pleased to hear criticisms of this work 

from onr readers. 

One of the most acceptable gift books on our catalogue 

is called “ In Praise of Mnaic,” by W. F. Gates This 

is a compilation of 365 quotations in praiseof music, one 

for each day of the year, by writers of all ages and coun¬ 

tries. It is one of the most artistically bound books 

that we have ever published ; a very attractive cover 

design with a gilt top ; rough uncut edges, laid paper. 

It retails for $1.00. The price of onr Special Holiday 

Offer for the month of December is 67 cents, postpaid. 

As a gift to your teacher, or to any one musically in¬ 

clined, we would recommend the life-size portraits of 

the great composers. These retail for 50 cents, net, each, 

but will be sold during the month of December for 3o' 

cents cash, postpaid ; sent in a tube. These can be 

framed in yonr own city, no doubt at lesa expeDfe than 

from here, and they will be an ornament to any library 
or music studio. 

The supplement to the present issue, the life-size 

portrait of Robert Schumann, can be purchased during 

the month of December for 25 cents. This will be from 

the original stone, on large—22x28 inclii*—extra fine 

paper ; and the picture is one of the best, both so far as 

the subject is concerned and the artist’s work aB well, 

that we have ever issued. It is superior to the Rubin¬ 

stein portrait, which has received the most favorable 

comments wherever it has been seen. 

The works of Thomas Tap 

CHRISTMAS OFFERS per—11 Chats with Music Stu- 

OF MUSICAL LITER- dents,” “The Music Life and 

ATURE, How to Succeed in It,” “Mump 

Talks with Children,” “Pic¬ 

tures from the Lives of Great Composers, for Children,” 

—these four volumes, which appeal to any one at all in¬ 

terested in music, we will send postpaid for $3.00 cash. 

They retail for $5.50. 

We will also send the works of W. 8. B. Mathews,— 

two volumes of “How to Understand Music,” “The 

Masters and their Mnsic,” and “Music: Its Ideals 

and Methods,”—four volnmes, which retail for $6.00, 

for $3.50, postpaid. Cash must accompany those orders. 

The above volnmes, taken altogether, form as com¬ 

plete a musical library as any one would desire. 

They cover every subject, and to any who desire to 

obtain the entire two sets, we will deliver them free for 

$6.00 cash. This is the most liberal oflor which we have 

ever made, and it will positively expire January I, 1900. 

Toe three following works 

EXTRAORDINARY will appear about the time 

OFFER IN ADVANCE that this issue reaches onr sub- 

OP PUBLICATION. acrihers. We will send them, 

postpaid, for $1.00, or will 

send them separately for 40 cents, 35 cents, and 35 cents 

respectively. The works are : “ The lighter Compoeitums 

of Frederic Chopin." In this volume we have omitted 

the undesirable and more difficult compositions, present¬ 

ing only those which are within the range of the average 

player. We have never issued a more valuable album 

than this will be. 

“ Classic and Modern Gems of Reed organ Music," one 

hundred and twenty pages, ranging in grade from II to 

V, more than fifty different compositions of various 

styles. Any one who plays the organ will he well repaid 

by purchasing this volume for but 35 cents. 

“ Album of Grieg's Piano Compositions " Grieg Is one 

of the most successful, if not the most successful, of all 

the modem composers. This volume will contain the 

best of his compositions, selected, edited, and annotated. 

Not a dry page will he found in this work. The sd 

vance price is 35 cents, and also for the month of I>e- 

cember. 
Yon can order all three of these, or any of them that 

you desire. The editions will lie equal to any that we 

have ever published. 

❖ 

During the month of Decemlier is a good time to 

purchase a music satchel, either for yourself or as a gift 

for some one. We reduce the prices on these for the 

holiday trade. The most need satchel, tliBl which 

doubles the music bnt once, we sell either in tao or 

black for $1 05, postpaid ; the other size, which does not 

double, for $2.15, postpaid. 

We desire to make special mention here of the new 

satchel we hare, which will carry mnsic either folded 

once or not folded at ail. Where yon have a great deal 

of music or a bound book to carry, it came, just u 

well, if not bettor, than the regular large satchel; But 

where one lias only a few sheets of mnsic, it can be 
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folded, and looks as neat as the small satchel. The 

prme is the same for both of the large ones. 

n„i e?n/end y0U a seal grain music roll, 151 inches, 
wed, for $1.15; lined, $1.50; 14} inches, nnlined, 

85 cents. ’ 

rm,r, . , A FINE silk umbrella, either 

SlTrarn 26 °r 28 inches- or 
HOI IOAVQ FOR THE gentlemen’« handles, of se- 

lected natural wood of various 

, . . styles and designs, for four 
subscriptions. 

A fifteen-hue Chevalier opera glass, lli-inch objective, 

vvnh a black morocco body, and particularly fine lenses, 

lor four subscriptions. A pair of opera glasses especially 

lor ladies me, of white mother-of-pearl, for five sub¬ 
scriptions. 

Lady's gold watch, gold-filled hunting case, Elgin 

movement, for fifteen subscriptions. Out of the large 

number of watches which we have given for premiums, 

we have yet to hear the first word of dissatisfaction. 

For three subscriptions, we give the satchel that folds 

e music but once ; for five subscriptions a satchel that 

carries music without any fold; for three subscriptions, 

the usual style of music roll of black or brown leather 
nnlined; four subscriptions, lined. 

We will guarantee any of the above premiums to give 

entire satisfaction. Free sample copies will be sent to 

you to assist you in obtaining subscriptions. We would 

refer you to the directions at the head of the complete 

premium list published in this issue. 

THE ETUDE 
Clarke’s dictionary is well known as the most recently 

published, and therefore most np-to-date, dictionary of 

music and musicians. It has a number of valuable fea¬ 

tures, which you will find mentioned in our advertise¬ 
ments. 

“In Praise of Music,” by W. F. Gates, is perhaps the 

most artistically bound of our many valuable works of 

musical literature. It is a gift book, containing 365 quo¬ 

tations in praise of music. 

To those of onr subscribers who will send $1.75 to re¬ 

new their subscriptions during the current month we 

will send, in addition to the journal for the coming year, 

a copy of either one of the following valuable collections 

of music: “Duet Hour,” a collection of easy piano 

duets; “Dance Album,” a collection of easy dance 
music. 

MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE. 

i-v renewing your subscription, try to send at least 

one other. You will find many valuable premiums men¬ 
tioned in our premium list. 

WK would draw your attention at this time to the 

musical games published by this house. The first and 

most important is the “ Great Composers.” This con¬ 

tains seventeen tricks of four cards each, each trick 

devoted to a great composer, giving four of his principal 

works, birth, death, etc., together with an excellent 

l^eness. Played like the literature authors’ game. 

The holiday price on this game is 30 cents. 

Musical Authors” is a game designed to assist in 

musical biography. It contains fifty cards, each card 

containing ten questions on the biography of some im¬ 

portant composer, so that altogether there are about five 

hundred facts to be learned, besides the game being an 

interesting pleasure and pastime in itself. The holiday 
price of this is 20 cents. J 

Allegrando ” is a music-traching game, teaching 

com lining both pleasure and instruction. It teaches 

the rudiments of music ; and to give you a general idea, 

I will say that there are some ten different games that 

are possible to Ire played. The holiday price is 30 cents 

Musical Dominoes” is one of the best constructed 

musical games known. AH the various games of domi¬ 

noes possible are to be played, and an enormous amount 

of information concerning note values is taught without 

any apparent effort. The holiday price is 45 cents. 

“Elemeutaire,” two sets of cards, either one or two 

separate games, one teaching the lines and spaces, the 

other, major and minor chords. The holiday price is 
30 cents. 

' Tnada or Chords,” another game to help the pupils 
to a mastery of the common chords, the various keys 

and their signatures. The price is 15 cents. 

One of these games to each of your pupils would make 
a valuable and charming gift. 

Con Amore, melodie,” by Paul Beaumont, who be- 

longs to the modern school of French composers. This 

little piano lyric is pleasing to musicians, and is a good 

study-piece in cantabile playing for young students. 

“Canzonetta,” by Y. Hollaender. This composi¬ 

tion should be performed with a light, graceful touch, 

and all chords played in a manner that would give them 
that harp effect. 

“ Rustic Chit Chat,” opus 240, by W. F. Sudds, 

tins is an interesting composition composed by one of 

our popular American composers. It must be well 

s udied, and is to be played in an easy and graceful man¬ 

ner. The different shadings must be carefully noticed. 

“Holiday Spirits,” march for four hands, by H 

Engel mann. This march is composed in a happy and 

joyful mood, and is descriptive of this festal season when 

every one should be good and kind to both friends and 

foes. Mr. Engelmann, the talented composer of this 

march was bom in Berlin in 1872, and for the past five 

years has resided in Philadelphia. He is the author of 

many beautiful compositions, and is fast becoming known 
bv reason of his earnest and conscientious work. 

“Cradle Song,” by Franz Schubert. Of all the 

than r>',T7’ Te ',aVe W"tten m°re Eeatitifi, 1 songs 
than Schubert. In his lifetime, which onlv extended 

Z" "ZZr S"'1’ 0””he “”1»Z «« » 
S . °f h'8 greatest °”es were refused by pub 

lisheiB, and were not known until many years offer h;. 

•imi l' m'6 °Ue We °ffer °Ur readers is but a little ex¬ 
ample of his many beautiful thoughts. 

Notices for thin column inserted at S rents a word for one insertlor 

payable In advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of th’ 

previous month to insure publication in the next number. 

TTIOR SALE-TWO-MANUAL ORGAN, TWENTY 
X one stops, suitable for small church or parloV 
Cheap for cash. W. Codings, Box 76, ManvilJe, R I 

OOD NEWS FOR SINGERS TEACH YOURSELF 

n i.?nd °wure t0 read music scientifically without 
syllables. Why stndy false methods when the true one 
is within your reach. Difficult music cannot be read by 
syllables They are worse than useless. Woodruffs 

Comprehensive Mnsic Course, ” a text book forallnmsi 
ciaus,contains instructions forself-teacbing in sight-read 
ing a normal course for yonng piano teachers, a course 
of chord study, and analysis including triads, seventh 
chords augmented s.xth chords. All subjects s.mplb 
fied. More than two hundred vocal exercises in all 

SS ” p • 01 rT'l: ‘Why Syllables Should Not Be 
Used. Price of book, $1 50. Orders received before 
. annary 1st, 80 cents. H. E. Woodruff, 489 Fifth 
Avenue, New York City. 

T7"INDERGARTEN MUSIC BUILDING, BY NINA 
K; Darlington, is not a system endeavoring to 

supplant all or any of the established systems of teaeh- 
*“g tk? Practice of mnsic. It is intended to supply 
something lacking in all, and so to i id and strength!?/ 
by a supplementary course, whatever of good each 
system possesses. 6 

WANTED —A LADY ORGANIST OF EXPERI- 
ence and best of references desires a position as 

organist. B. Misner, Granville, Ohio. 

SALE—A VIRGIL PRACTICE CLAVIER, 

octav?s: 8ty'e c- Regular price, $80.00. 
Nearly new and m perfect condition. Will sell at bar¬ 
gain Address Louis N. Traband, 928 East Walnut 
otreet, Louisville, Ky. 

A AOUNG MUSICIAN WISHES A POSITION 
,T~ .m a College as Director of Mnsic, Harmony, 

Wnnif?°Lnt’ Violin. Sight-singing, etc! 
Orchil lke .“i? t0Tdlrect a Choral Society and an 
Orchestra. Address Leader, care of Etude. 

“The Gift,” a Christmas song bv A n n i, 
ti,i, „„E bJ BehrenJi „ho ^ ,e 

E bland as a composer, we feel will please you ° The 
sentiment of the words is beautiful and L 

simple, sweet, and very effective. ’ m"8IC 18 

“Love’s Murmur,” by Esteban Marti Th;. • 

beautiful and very effective composition^/one ofV 
younger Italian compose*. It reminds one of a1, 1 

lovely night, and at a distance this mnln - 

heard. This piece must be played throughon/”8 7 1S 

dreamy manner, with a round, velvety LT/ffTj?’ 
term might be used The ■ I- f 8Uch a 

•»"»"> IS, “ io 

. According to our usual cus- 
S i AL RENEWAL tom, we will send, for $2.00 

OFFER FOR DECEM- in addition to the year’s 

ETUDE, a copy of either of the 

, , two following books to those 
of our subscribers renewing their subscription during the 

current month : “ Dictionary of Music and Musicians » 

by Dr. H. A. Clarke, and “In Praise of Mnsic ” by W 
F. Gates. ’ J 

“NACHTSTUCK” (lt Noetnrnc m 

Robert Schumann. Schn^nn Js oTof the^ 
tone-poets we have had, and this “Nncht , greatest 
example of his writing His s tu Nacht8tuck ” » a fine 

gressive, and original! JlT0Z ^ ^ * 

tone-pictures are seldom heard such as J”084 beantlftl 
<>p«s 44, and his symphonies, especially 

have the good fortune to have a fnVnU v ' If you 

these works with yon in the form nf !' '° COuld play 

lin.l new beauties and learn to love/chf’ ^ W°nld 

each day. The noctnme originated with 

mast original pianist, who was horn in n, n a 

H82, and died in Moscow, Jamia/y 1 ‘ ^ 16. 

the nocturne reached.its perfection ’ I837' In a,0pin 

isfactor1^ra’triaU find The Etude the most sat¬ 
isfactory musical journal I have ever seen. 

Miss C. A. Rickseker. 

date0fueveryGS2tMatenal8 for RPipe 0rfn ” “ np to y respect. Stella S. Harris. 

w4<3:rLt0„renderniyth^ to y(m Por the promptness 
that I frer °u have Idled my order. It is with pleasure 

1 lently recommend your house to my friends. 

(< M. Agnes Clay. 

boolS^tMaterial8 for R'Pe Organ ” is one of the best 
bonks for beginners I have seen. Arthur E. James. 

gives6//.'Ilf Iuns'c 'n The Etude very much. It 
work come. .,ance to do sight-reading. The four-hand 

in very well as a contrast to Haydn, etc. 

Fred M. Bryan. 

MeoTa/ah;:/by Leason aDd 

C. S. Ikenberry. 

to Stndv^D1-7 ^6ad and re read “ How to Teach ; How 
my teacher 18 JUSt tke 'K,ok 1 wanted for years ; it is 

L. J. Goulette. 

that I (li'd'nnt H’1 Sale ” is veiy satisfactory. I regret 

leaves I f/1?!8 makR a practice to send to you ; 
68 me a great deal of time. C. E. ShimeR. 

especlaHv/Zd011'8 “ Sight-reading Album,” volume ii, 
W * 8 Mary F. Hopkins. 

Harmony6”*77/ P1^1 with “Key to Mansfield 
^ m>ny, and cons.der the work “ par excellence.” 

1> 
Benedictine Sisters. 
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